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Abstract

The nuch publicized debate surrounding Beardsley 's illustrations for
the first four volurres of the Yellow Book is analyzed as a manifestation
of the ongoing debate over the 'Wcxnan Question'. The tirre fraire
investigated spans the Bodley Head's launching of the magazine in April
1894, until Bearc3sley was fired as art editor the following april because
of his connections with Oscar Wilde, whose sensational trial preoccupied
the London media. With few exceptions (27 cxt of 31), Beardsley s
illustrations for the Yellow Book were pictures of waren which the
magazine 's reviewers, buyers and readers tended to identify with the
anancipated 'New Wnan - of the nineties.
This concept of the 'New Wanari' who dnanded cultural and social
uality with man, is first examined in relation to the feninist noverrent
and the social status of xren during the l890s. Then various literary,
theatrical, and journalistic representations of 'advanced' nen are
carpared to prevailing stereotypes of 'natural' or 'normal'
females. The predaminantly middle-class interest in both the 'Wcxnan
Question' and the Yellow Book is discussed as important parts of newly
rerging alternative posions which were rapidly fragmanting the literary
market-place. Much of the , utrage surrounding Beards ley 's pictures is
attributed to the factthe quarterly was unexpectedly purchased by a new
catgegory of unsuspecting, middle-class consurrers who had previously
borrowed most of their reading material frait the carefully vetted lists of
circulating libraries. In addition, the public response to the different
categories of Beard4l..ey 's 'nen - his images of soIren reading, prostitutes
and other sexual 'deviants', actresses, and masqueraders, is studied in
detail.
Sare contnporaries connected Beardsley 's illustrations with other
'deviant' socio-cultural develrents (e.g. New Art, New Literature, New
Theatre, socialism and decadence), all of which were seen to be directly
undermining the moral fabric of society by upsetting existing social and
sexual norma. Scue inplications of these repeated associations are
explored.
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Introductim

The Ye1lcii Book,. . . is, we suppose, destined to be
the organ of the New Literature and the New Art.
[Tines (April 20, 1894), p. 3.]
All last Spring newspapers and magazines teemed with
articles, controversies, correspondence about the
emancipation of our wives and daughters. SalE foolish
person hit upon the phrase the "new" man, and the tin
reverberated with it.
[Speaker (September 8, 1894), p. 270.1

Newness was not confined to literature, art, and waien, bet also
applied to particular types of drama, poetry, irorality, and politics. The
adjective 'new' or its interchangeable synonym 'advanced - implied an
alternative and often radical stance vis-a-vis traditional mainstream
cpinion. It was both a term of positive self-definition, and one of
negative abuse, depending on the position of its user. In fin de
siecle writing, the latter predominated since newness was invariably
identified with a deviant minority that threatened the existing fabric of
society. Such was certainly the case in the spring of 1894 when tw of
the riost controversial signs of newness - the YellcM Book, a periodical
published by the Bodley Head, and the New Wanan, a symbol of female
emancipation, made their public debut. As indicated by the above
quotations, both phenorrena initiated stormy public debates that were waged
in

the pages of the national press - through articles, advertisements,

reviews, cartoons, interviews, and letters to the editor. The sheer size
and intensity of the carirentary are irmediately striking. Clearly these
syrrbols raised pressing problems that simultanearsly demanded and defied
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effective resolution.

Nowhere is this nre evident than in the controversy surrounding
Aubrey Beards ley ' S illustrations of waien published in the first four
volunes of the Yellow Book which appeared at quarterly intervals between
the Aprils of 1894 and 1895. ¶Enty-seven out of thirty-one of
Beardsley s contributions to the Yellow Book were pictures of rren, and
these seem to have carried distinctly advanced' connotations as a careful
examination of the reviews will dronstrate. These images forrred a
crucial point of intersection for various debates on the 'new'. Reactions
ranged from enthusiastic support to outraged hostility. By resurrecting
this debate and socially locating the participants, this research will
explore the role played by these and other popular iniages of New Wzzren in
the formation of late Victorian sexual ideologies arid class identities. It
should be emphasized that this is a study of visual effectiveness
concentrating on how a particular body of imagery was produced, circulated
and nobilized by different social groups.

But is there anything new to add to the familiar terrain of the
Yellow Book? Mx3ern cultural camentators have been scarcely less
obsessed with these issues than their nineteenth century counterparts.
This is

especially evident in the nunerous art historical analyses of

Aubrey Beards ley 's Yellow Book rk which has been viewed as the epitare
of the decadent nineties. Although by no neans as large as the body of
nodem Beardsley scholarship, increasing attention has also been paid to
the importance of New Wzren ' 5

literary and theatrical unertaki1
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How can yet another study in an already overcrowded field be justified?

The ansr is both practical and polemical. It is the cxntention
of this research that the repetition of a certain brarxI of Beardsley
monograph has fostered a mythology that sets out to obscure the social
impact of these images. It will be argued that this thorny question of
social impact has been ignored largely because it undermines a nun-ber of
conservative art historical assumptions regarding artistic value, and the
creative process. In practical terms, previously unexamined material
concerning the Yellow Book's precise location in the literary
market-place cal is for a serious reassesnt of its critical reception.
The venture 's significance was not that it shocked a monolithic and
prudish Victorian middle class, as art historians have repeatedly
alleged, but rather that the old carefully balanced cultural consensus
which had united groups within the middle class was being reforirulated.
This rebuilding was needed

in respouse

to growing challenges presented by

the advent of a cheap, mass-produced, middle-class literature which was
rapidly disseminating a forrrerly unavailable range of ideas to newly
€rerging categories of ca-isuirers. Perhaps the most controversial of these
new ideas was the radical ideology of the New Wanan which was pranoted in
such thring, bet accessibly-priced ventures as the Yellow Book. In
fact, it will be shown that during this period (1894-1895) the vast bulk
of Beardsley 's work was produced for this exauding mass market arxi
repeatedly ac1ressed this issue of the New Wcman.

Although several major studies have explored New Wanen's
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acting, writing, and thenes in literature and theatre, there has been no
coirparable work in the area of the visual arts. This is probably because
there was no similarly identifiable school of 'New Wciren Artists In fact, most of the nurrerous images addressing the issue were made by
unsynpathetic or blatntly hostile iren who attacked the nancipated woman
in a nui±er of unflattering cartoons and caricatures. Despite the few
contributions in the alternative press which did try to present positive
views of feninism, the overwhelming trend was one of ridicule and abuse.
4üle such a state of affairs is less than inspirational for the fninist
researcher, it is nevertheless inportant to learn how defenders of
patriarchy mobilized to protect their interests against perceived
fernininist challenges. In this respect, the furore surrounding
Beardsley's Yellow Book images provides an excellent case study. Even
though the pictures were produced by a fairly well-known male artist, they
presented images of waren that in many ways defied conventional
expectations. This is ascertained by resituating Beardsley 's images in
the context of the mainstream magazine illustration rrentioned above.
It should be noted that in the Yellow Book, Beardsley's
contributions amounted to an unorthodox canbination of fine art and
ccrrrrercial design. Set off fran the text and surrounded by the work of
other artists, the inside plates clairred to be individual works of art.
This was reinfcirced by Beardsley 's distinctive style, personality and
signature. Yet the notion of Beardsley as a fine artist was countered

by

his design work for the magazine 's frontispieces and covers which carried
connotations of mare cauirercial journalism. His ostensibly simple style
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(devoid of half-tones) and his willingness to use nxdern process
reproduction (inae.3cA-

of hand engraving) 'leant that the half-way

category of naster craftsman was ually inapprcpriate. The reviewers'
evident confusion over Beards ley 's precise artistic status in nbination
with his much publicized youth and largely unpleasant subject matter
generated fears that an undesirable upstart was trying to penetrate the
artistic establishrrent.

Essentially Beardsley's Yellow Book images fall into four
categories that will be examined in separate sections. These include: (1)
prostitutes, lesbians and other sexual 'deviants', (2) images of iren
reading that were used to prarote the magazine, (3) actresses and
theatre-goers, and (4) ira squeraders. After defining the disconcerting
aspects of these pictures, it is possible to trace how they were
negotiated, contained, and dismantled by various groups within the
middle-class male establishrrent.

I

The practical cx)nsideration of this new material acquires
polemical overtones when one realizes this process of ccritainrrent started
in the l890s continues to erate in the 1980s. Significantly the issue of
the New Wxnan has been consistently overlooked in virtually all of the
ircdeui Beardsley literature. To my knowledge, Fraser Harrison has been
the only writer to discuss the topic at any length in his introduction to
an anthology of reprinted Yellow Book articles which will be discussed
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below. A spate of recent Beardsley studies including Stanley Weintraub 'S
Aubrey Beardsley (1976); Brigid Brophy 'S Beardsley and His World
(1976); Kenneth Clark s Best of Beardsley (1979); Miriam Benkovitz 's
Aubrey Beards ley (1981); and SLITDn Wilson 's Aubrey Beards ley (1983)
are all conspicuously silent on the sub jec±. Only Brian Reade in
Beardsley (1967) and an article in the Antigonish Review (1970); and
Jaxres Nelson in The Early Nineties (1971) have trade fleeting (i.e.
one-sentence) suggestions that a couple of Beardsley's Yellow Book
pictures may have depicted New rren. If the issue was as iinçortant to
the artist and his public as I plan to show, how can we account for its
remarkable abeence in twentieth century scholarship?

Here I would suggest that the very titles of these studies are a
large part of the prthlem. As monographs which focus on an individual s
life and oeuvre, the enphasis is placed on verifying biographical details
and artistic authenticity. In such books the construction of the artist
governs the narrative as well as the rreanings assigned to his/her
creations. The discourse is both self-referential and self-contained with
rreaning circulating endlessly between the creator and created object. In
such writing the relationship of the object to the external (i.e.
non-artistic) world is curiously absent making the consumption of
artistic products a secondary consideration. All too often the qinions
of patrons, critics, and viewers are only invoked for ccxnpariscn with the
priviledged intentions of the artist which are recognized by a few leading
experts (invariably including the art historian).
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While artistic intenticn is certainly a valid area of study it is
questionable whether the riDnograph is the irst effective vehicle for
tackling it. Of course this depends on a'ie s viewpoint and objectives.
If one subscribes to the notion that creativity is an autcncuous process,
it is logical to write a history of artists consisting of nonographs
on individual geniuses. On the other hand, if one adopts the
structuralist premise that the actions of individuals are governed by
their social circumstances, the unified concept of the artist
disinte/grates as historical circumstances alter. Instead of being the
organizing principle the artist and her/his works becorre one site arrng
many for the construction of irultiple neanings. 3 These ireanings are
not static but vary according to the social, and trporal location of a
sexed viewer and the prevailing codes and institutions determining the
cx)nditions of viewing. Artistic activity no longer takes place in a social
vacuum, nor is it particularly priviledged since the created object
acquires a life of its own in relation to various viewers who may or may
not be familiar with its maker. The shift of focus away fran the artist
facilitates the consideration of similar representations that cross a wide
range of visual media and verbal discourses. Without dwelling ai
this theoretical watershed, it is obvious that to date nearly all of the
art historical writing on Beardsley and the Yellow Book is based on the
fornr prnise, while this research accepts the latter.

Unhappily it is not sinply a question of the two views peacefully
coexisting. Fran the vantage-point of the second position, three very
worrying and historically unjustified praiiises run through the monographs.
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They irclude: (1) seeing Beardsley as practiing mainly within the
fine/high art tradition; (2) unproblematical iy accepting the notion of
Victorian sexual repression; and finally (3) taking the repeated
assertions of Beardsley's 'perversity at face value. By examining each
of these three assunpt ions, I hope to show how they oorrbine to produce a
pervasive mythology of Beardsley which effectively defuses sate of the
more subversive implications of his rk.

?rt historically speaking, to warrant a monograph in the first
place it is usually rcessary to decnstrate that the subject is indeed a
first-rate artist. Otherwise the study is typically expanded to
incorporate other itns, often taking the 'life and tines of...' format.
Books which rublish selections of masterpieces such as the several 'best
of Beardsley' titles are especially dependent on the notion of a wall
established reputation. Like a box of chocolates, the contents are old
favourites carefully chosen and re-presented for renewed pleasure.

Ironically Beardsley's small-scale, mass-produced, pen and ink
illustrations do rot exactly fit the traditional 'high - art critieria. In
terms of the acadnic hierarchy, pen and ink drawing ranks far below the
higher art fore of fresco, oil painting, and sculpture. Furthermore,
mass production reduces cx*tirercial value which in turn underrnirs claims
to greatness. Finally, the small scale of Beardsley 's designs actually
led the early formalist critic, Roger Fry, to classify Beardsley as a
second-rate artist. Reviewing a Beardsley exhibition, he ccxiirented,
This instinct [of minute craftsmanship] in its purest
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form rarely makes for the finest art; it is only when
control led by a larger, more genial sentirrent for
architectural mass that it beccires ennobled, and with
Beardsley, in spite of the bold oppositions of his blacks
and whites, in spite of his occasional wilful
simplification, this rarely occurred.(5)
Clearly Fry scarcely regarded Beardsley as monograph material.

In order to dispell sare of these lingering doubts, later art
historians seeking to upgrade Beardsley 's status have felt cbliged to
offer the reader repeated assurances that: 'Beard.ey daninated the decade
and is universally recognized as having been its outstanding genius', or
'He [Beardsley] is as nuch a master of pen and ink as Goya s of
aqua-tint', or finally 'The art of Aubrey Beardsley is hors concours. It
belongs to no school, nor tradition, to no age nor period. Kenneth
Clark carries this line of reasoning to its logical conclusion. Although
his Best of Aubrey Beardsley also trades on the public's familiarity
with reproduced versions of Beardsley's orks, he asserts that the
artist 's genius is really located in his original drawings:
The Fat Wanan is in the Tate, and a sight of the
original sha' s us h shockingly Beardsley 's srk has
been betrayed by reproduction. . . . In fact most of his
designs are not in plre black and white, bet are tinted
or coloured so that they achieve a subtle effect of tone,
and all the early ones contain lines and dots so delicate
that they are lost in anything bet a full-size photograph
and must have driven block makers to despair. In fact they gave up - they heightened tones, coarsened lines,
and saretimes rrew passages which were too subtle for
them. (7)
Essentially the thrust of all these ccxrrrents is the sane: the
iruon place illustrator is transforn into a menber of the rare artistic
species. Nearly all of the texts eiiphasize his connection to a series of
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revered old masters, tracing such stylistic influences as Mantegna,
Botticelli, Puvis de Chavannes, Redcri, Utamaro, &irne Jones and Rossetti.
Significantly this source-spotting ends with the PreRaphaelites.
Beardsley's deveic nt is suddenly carplete. No more canparative
examples by other artists interrupt the flc of pure' Beardsleys in the
text. Thus the denial of school, tradition, age and pericx:1 actually
refers to Beardsley 's distance fran his contrporaries, rather than the
past tradition of 'great art'. R. A. Walker carefully spells this out:
Tb realise the caiplete originality of his
technique, one nust turn to the pop.ilar black and white
artists of his day, such as Railton or Perinell. These and
many other artists before and after them have used their
pens as if they re writing. They do not draw, they
write their pictures. Their rk is a mass of wiry,
nervous scril±ling, sanetimas effective, more 9ten
not. (8)
Although Walker does admit that in a few respects Beards ley ' S

rk

reserrbles Phil May's outline technique, he ignores other illustrators such.
as Dudley Hardy stho writers of the 1890s repeatedly linked with Beardsley.
Of oourse it should be rphasized that Beardsley 's cn 'high
artistic' pretensions (i.e. visiting Burne-Jones, cultivating artistic
oontacts made through the Pennel ls, collecting rare books, visiting the
Paris Salon, being familiar with the 'old masters' and exhibiting at the
New English Art Club) has greatly facilitated his wholesale adoption by

4

art historians. Instead, seeing these moves as a strategy of enhancing his
status (and prices), art historians have uncritically accted his
involvemant with 'high art -, almost totally ignoring the more important
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carrnercial aspects of his prcxIuction. Since these 'high art' ccrinections
have been extensively examined elsewhere I do not propose to dwell on them
at any length in the course of this research. Hover, I would like to
stress that for Beards ley, whose origins were lor-middle class, fine
art' offered an avenue of uard social nobility by introducing him to
glittering Society contacts, who shared a canton cause of 'art for art 's
sake -. Wnether this strategy was consciously rployed by the artist
remains a matter for speculation. In any case, it was his carirercial
design work that provided Beards ley 's incare during these early years,
although later (after he was fired from the YellcM Book) he receved
'gifts' fran various patrons. Ircnically Beardsley 's strategy of promoting
his designs as 'fine art' which initially worried many establishment art
critics of the l890s ultimately has proven remarkably successful antng
twentieth century art historians. Evidently fran a safe historical
distance, Beardsley 's mixture of art and design can be viewed as an
exception to the fundamental rule that separates commercial hack work f ran
great masterpieces.

t £'-

.z4-2SJ

The anxiety to present Beards ley as a transcendant genius laS

•b)
I e4- maioraph writersseriously underestimate the inportance of the
highly canpetitive market for black and white illustration. In fact,
Beard sley 's success was based on his shock-value - something he, hin6el f,
clearly recognized and frequently nenticned in letters to his
friends. 9 In order to be shocking, Beardisey had to be thoroughly
conversant with the latest

trends

and the expectaticris of his audience.

Although sane contemporary critics did identify Japanese or PreRaphaelite
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elnts in Beardley 's style, they also found airle evidence of Cockney
coarseness and vulgarity. It was precisely the unexpected overlapping of
'high' art and popular illustration in terms of both form and content that
proved so surprising. Like nost twentieth century art historians,
Beardsley ' S contemporaries did not want to believe that 'high - art was
inextricably cx)nnected to mass produced illustration - each defining
itself in relation to the other. The problem with Beardsley's Yellow
Book iirages was that they constantly underlined this disconcerting fact
by disrupting the specialized codes of representation governing each
category.

The analysis of Beardisey s images strictly in terms of 'high' art
has also led to misleading and simplistic conclusions concerning their
sexually offensive aspects. By ignoring illustrations of similar subjects
in canpetitive books and magazines, art historians have tended to see
Beards ley 's pictures as exceptionally sensual. Consequently Beards ley has
been characterized as an Arch-Decadent and sexual deviant - a
classification that naturalizes social inequalities and confirms the
notion of artistic genius. In the following discussion I will first
examine how art historians have constructed and rrked this myth, and
then turn to explore sate contrasting views of social historians whose
empirical evidence and theoretical nx3.els suggest very different ways of
approaching Beardley 's illustrations.

The prevailing view that Beardsley ' 5

rk

was too erotic for a

prudish Victorian audience is again typically expressed by R. A. Walker,
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'In his [Beartisley's] day it was the extrerre chastity of his line coupled
with the then unchasitity of the content that caused the public to gasp as
fran an ice-cold showar. - He reinforces this arguirent by describing the
wall known scenario of repressed Victorian sexuality:
The Nineties are really a lcng tine ago. . . .Wnen
he [Beardsley] was publishing his shocking Ye11cM Book
drawings, British canpiacency had not been shaken since
the Crimea. The streets of Londcn ware mainly of macadam
and ware full of horse-drawn vehicles; gas lamps flared,
crossing swaepers ware numerous and golden half
sovereigns slipped through cre s fingers - or through
holes in one 's pockets. Ladies did not dine in
re..staurants, unless to meet their lovers in private roans.
Girls at dances ware dutifully returned to their
chaperones after every dance, and married
ren to their
husbands. it of doors, nen had to give aie hand to
the holding of their skirts which uld otherwise swaep
the ground, while the other was for a parasol or the arm
of a gentleman. They ware always veiled and gloved. The
veil was lifted as far as the nose to allow the partaking
of tea when on a call and the gloves ware skin tight and
had to be put on with poer blown into them.
Deportment was the thing, and a nother corrected her
schoolgirl daughter if she crossed her legs when seated.
And so the horrific content of his drawings cane
upon the staid Victorian with a cold shock a younger
generation simply cannot imagine. (10)
His conclusion is seductively simple:

in an

old-fashioned climate like

this the sexually explicit was necessarily shocking.

Only recently has this essential article of Beard,ley faith been
criticized and rerked by Fraser Harrison. In a short essay on the
Yellow Book, he suggests that the problem does not consist of
Beards ley 's portrayal of sexual details per Se, but lies in his perverse'
approach. In this instance perversity denotes a social position
rather than an individual aberration. After discussing several of the
literary contributions of New Sxnen writers to the Yellow Book, Harrison
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claims that in many respects, Beardsley 's images were çerceived as the
visual equivalent of the female writers' emancipated position:
In his Yellow Book illustrations iien predaninate as
subjects and his attitude to frale sexuality was far
more direct and provocative than any of the other
contributors, which perhaps explains why the reviers
ccndenried his work so verirously... .His wan in no way
conform to the conventions of Victorian femininity: they
are not pure or sweet or noble; they are not motherly or
infantile; they do not remotely represent chastity,
innocence or sanctity. Nudity in art was acceptable,
indeed positively welcare to the Victorians, but
Beardsley ' S wcxren are seldan nude; on the contrary they
are deliberately dressed to attract and provoke. His
ren are eager to be observed. They seem to take the
viewer into their confidence, inviting him to share their
intimacies; they tease, they challenge, and occasionally
they even wink at the onlooker. Above all his wanen
are knowing. They know about sex and are manifestly keen
to indulge their knowledge. (11)
Here Harrison breaks with traditional approaches to the Yellow
Book and introduces the notion of sexual politics to explain the public
response to these works. As pictures of a marginal or deviant female
sexuality, they upset the conventional expectations of the average male
viewer Harrison has in mind. This idea of the pictures visually
challenging the existing distribution of sexual pcer provides an
intriguing new perspective. The images are no longer viewed solely as
Beards 1 ey ' s individual visions, but are seen as points of reference in
public debates about femininity. The very existence of such debates
indicates that there are problr with the simple model of Victorian
sexual repression which pervades virtually all of the Beardsley literature
and is even ultimately invcked by Harrison himself.

Unfortunately Harrison forces this suggestive new evidence into
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an outdated and inadequate paradigm which ignores class analysis and
accepts an e5Sentlalist view of sexuality. Inevitably contradictions
abound. In spite of recognizing that femininity is a much debated
construct, he nevertheless retains the single standard of Victorian
femininity that is pure, sweet, and noble. He nowhere acknowledges that
this ideal is an expression of middle-class values which were not always
shared by such social 'outsiders' as the srking class and aristocracy as
well as alternative groups within the middle class. However, unlike lker
who evidently thinks that middle-class ideals ruled the lives of all
Victorians, Harrison recognizes that not everyone followed such
prescriptions. Unfortunately instead of questioning the premise of a
single ideal, Harrison interprets this discrepancy as sexual hypocrisy.
It is their heroic refusal to accept this hypocrisy that explains why
certain groups (i . e. New Wczren writers) and individuals (i.e. Beardsley)
assert their 'riire direct' (i.e. true) knowledge of sex. Deviants becxxre
martyrs for the cause of sexual liberation. The power struggles of
different social groups are subsuned by the greater spectacle of unfolding
sexual freedcin. Hence we return full circle to the notion of an
essential sexuality that is repressed during the Victorian period.
Ironically, although Harrison has expressly set out to write a very
different kind of history, his new material is constricted by a franevrk
which does not really challenge old assurnptions)2
In addition to exposing hypocrisy and fighting for modern
sexual freedcin the deviant sexual martyr also fulfils other functions. In
artist 's monographs one of the most irrportant is caplerrenting the
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romantic view of the artistic genius who struggles against the ilistine
values of bourgeois society. In Beardsley's case, his perversity proves
his artistic greatness. The title of Stanley Weintraub's bock, Aubrey
Beardsley: Irrp of the Perverse ploys this device. Here it should be
stressed that Weintraub 's view of Beardsley ' S individual perversity and
genius is much rrore typical than Harrison's exceptional attpt to link
Beards ley s rk with that of other narginalized social groups. Although
Beardsley is frequently discussed in the context of an avant-garde, this
group is invariably characterized as a collection of similarly eccentric
and isolated individuals possessing neither a ccnion social vision, nor a
coherent class identity.

The culmination of this approach is found in Malcolm Easton 's
Aubrey and the Dying Lady: A Beardsley Riddle (1972). The dying lady of
the title refers to Mabel Beardsley, the artist's sister, and the riddle to
the question of their incestuous relationship. As Easton explains,
despite the lack of existing historical evidence, the task he set himself
s to:
to explain the drawings through an account of Pubrey 's
[note his familiarity with his subject] sexual psychology
and his relationships with friends and family. All
existing Beardsley studies showed that this must be the
next step; but once barked upon the enterprise I became
aware of the daunting lack of material. The letters are
far from explicit. We kncw very little about the artist 's
friendships...; about his nother and father, alnost
nothing. (13)
4iere historical evidence is weak, Easton supplies the advice of nodern
medical and psychiatric 'experts', one of whom is described as the
leading authority on transvestism arxl transexuality' 4 In addition
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to the old litany of transvestism, Iuitsexuality, ar infantili, Estori
raises such further possibilities as incest, paedophilia, and
halliinations fran either drug abuse or tuberculosis for explaining
Beardsley 's 'art'. He virtually ignores the oontorary resperise to
Beardsley images, merely noting rericxlically that they caused a great stir
- leaving the iupression that perhaps conteiiporaries read then the sane
way. For him the meaning of the images lies solely in the isolated
creative act.
Significantly it is not only the 'deviant' artist wbo is heroized
bet also the art historian who dares to write a candid biography. In the
'Author 's Note', Weintraub reveals hc the publisher of his earlier
bicxraphy on Beards ley censored certain relevant pictorial and textual
matter on the grounds that it uld have offended the sensibilities of
'lady librarians - and hurt sales. Bravely inclting this material in the
second book of the above title, Weintraub observes:
.the climate for piblishing has becare far more
receptive to truth in biography, however explicit. . . .One
can hcpe that fnale readers - lady librarians included are, if not were, more sophisticated than that, and can
accept as well as understand the perrrLltations of
Beardsley 's ccnplex and tragic genius, here presented in
much more detail than before. (15)
At last, we who have reached sexual nirvana in the third quarter of the
twentieth century can examine the quaint and curious taboos of our
Victorian ancestors.
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II

But is this nirvana and were the Victorians really so uniformly
repressed? A grcwing number of social historians lodd..ng at the Victorian
period have expressed considerable doubts about this essentialist view of
sexuality. At this stage it is worth briefly reviewing their ideas which
I feel provide a IrDre sophisticated franerk for understanding how
Beardsley's Yellow Book illustrations functicned during the inid-1890s.
Here I am referring to the writings of Michel Foucault, Jeffrey Weeks and
Judith Walkowitz who have argued that the old notion of repression is no
longer tenable. 16

The pioneering challenge to this concept appears in Foucault 's
History of Sexuality which rejects the essentialist definition of sex as
a 'natural' force that is subject to various social controls. Instead,
Foucault argues that sex must be analyzed as an historical construct that
is imbued with the relations of rower. Prescriptive definitions of 'male'
and 'female' or 'rormal' and 'ahnormal' are subjectively designed and
implerrented by particular groups as strategies of power to support
material and ideolcxical in&ualities within society. Both Walkowitz arid
Weeks have utilized Foucault's sexual hypothesis to examine specific
aspects of Victorian sexual behaviour: the forrrer investigating the
controversy surrounding the Contagious Diseases Acts and the latter
examining the changing codes of sexual behaviour in Britain since 1800.
Although both writers rerrain critical of Foucault s rather abstract
structural ist forrrulaticns of power, they convincingly derncnstrate the
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value of analyzing sexuality as a historical ccnstruct that functions as
one of several integrally related discourses (i.e. political, eccrianic,
scientific etc.) through which power is deployed.

In rrany respects discarding the theory of 'natural - sexual
behaviour can be paralleled to rejecting the notion of transcendant
creativity: both open up wbole new avens of social inquiry. Just as the
persona of the artist no longer determines the treanings ascribed to
her/his works, 'Nature' no longer governs gender. 17 These ideas have
serious irrplications for traditional assessrrents of Beardsley's Yellow
Book illustrations of rren which, as I have shown, sre
principally regarded as controversial examples of a congenital sexual
deviancE caning to the surface. This attitude has long been an established
article of the mythology surrounding the artist, dating fran 1894 cimards,
when contanporary art critics began emphasizing the exceptionally iniroral
and degenerate aspects of Beards ley 's vision. 18 Paradoxically, while
Beards ley utilized the position of sexual deviant to attack prevailing
middle-class values, spokespecple for these values utilized this deviance
to discredit and marginalize his critique.

Although the art historians cited above are right in arguing that
Beardsley 's images displayed a sexuality that offended a large nunber of
Victorian viewers, I believe that they are mistaken in attributing this to
Beards ley 's individual transgression of acceptable sexual nores. While
Beardsley and his illustrations may or may rt have appeared perverse,
depending upon one 's point of view, this emphasis on sexual deviance as an
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explanation of the controversy seems probleiratic in several respects.
First, it presupposes the existence of a single norm which scarcely
corresponds to the multiplicity of Victorian sexual disccrses that varied
widely according to spec fic factors such as time, place, and the social
status of the participants. The prostitutes, actresses, naueraders and
other sexually deviant wczren that Beardsley depicted were not inherently
abnormal, but rather were a vital part of Victorian society with their own
sexual values and practices. Although many meirbers of these groups
realized they were transgressing respectable 'nonns', this does not nan
their behaviour was 'unnatural'. If the middle class found it necessary
to marginalize them, it rrust be seen as a class bias, not as an historical
truth. Furtherirore, the tendency to isolate Beards ley 's 'deviance'
obscures the fact that these images were part of a grcwing trend within
certain sectors of the middle class to question the class's rigid
construction of gender differences and the relations of per between the
sexes and and classes.

The following investigation will deuxistrate that the notion of
power is crucial to understanding the extent of the controversy
surrounding these illustrations. It is a cariron thread that runs through
all four sections. The first, New Wcüen as Sexual Deviants, studies

th way that alternative or subcultural groups acquire the power to
create distinctive identities for thenselves which fy mirne-class
xx)r[r. Particular attention will be devoted to feminists and New Waren
writers wIse new-found visibility, like Beardsley's, was problematic.
W-iile it provided these ren with a clear position to rk from, it also
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exposed then as targets of ridicule and abuse. The translation fran
self-definitions to externally inposed stereotypes will be examined with
special reference to pcpular press imagery. The second section will trace
how these subcultural groups dissaninated their ideas by looking at the
case study of the Yellow Book which was the vehicle for Beardsley and
several New Wxrcn writers. By examining which groups had access to the
magazine, it is possible to establish the parametres of the debate, and
assess i1 social effectiveness. Finally the third and fourth sections
will consider the ts rrost conspicuous groups of Beards ley s 'deviant'
- actresses and masqueraders which seen to have fascinated
viewers of the l890s. Here I will concentrate on how Beardsley made the
already sensitive subject matter of these barely respectable waren even
nore disturbing.

The fact that many nineteenth century discussions of these images
started out by examining their artistic and sexual connotations but
fruently ended up by raising concerns of class, politics and social
order is significant. However reluctant the critics were to discuss these
matters, many of Beards 1 ey 's conteiiporaries realized these images
challenged the very mainstay of late Victorian society - male
middle-class danination. The overt nature of the attack forced thrt to
p.thlicly declare their interests. Such p.iblicity inevitably exposed
patriarchal power to new scrutiny. The curious silence of twentieth
century art historians on this issue suggests that ncdern sexual freedan
is possibly as mythical as nineteenth century repression.
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III

Here it is apprcpriate to make a few caTuents on the scope of the
material surveyed in the course of this investigation. First of all, as a
study of public response, the eitphasis has been cu examining published
records. Articles, reviews, advertiseirents, interviews and letters to the
editor have been irore important sources than private letters, diaries and
reminiscences, although the latter have been used on occasion to provide
JlMSE&T p.3SJ

additional information or an alternative perspective.W Furthernore, this
study has only attempted to look at the English, primarily London based,
response to Beardsley's Yellc Book images, leaving aside the issue
of hcYv foreign observers responded. Hcwever, it should be noted that an
exception has been made in cases where foreign newspapers and journals
'were published and sold in London.

In terrrts of surveying the press, such standard sources as
Mitchell 's Newspaper Press Directory and Sell ' S

Directory of the

World's Press provided a basic starting point for London daily and
waekly papers. The coverage of major monthlies was usefully charted
through the Welles ley Index to Victorian Periodicals and the Waterloo
Directory, while that of specialized minor publications is wall
docurrented in J.T. Tye 's Periodicals of the Nineties. The special
category of the

wciren

's press, previously ignored in art historical

scholarship on Beards ley was approached through Cynthia White's helpful
Worren's Magazines 1693-1968. Where it has been relevant, the specialized
trade journals of publishing and the theatre have been consulted. 19
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Introduction Footix,tes
1

The literature on Beardsley will be discussed in irore detail
below. A few recent studies of the issue of New Wanen 's fiction which I
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Section ()ie: New WxTen as Sexual Deviants
The fornE of life are subject to law, and a broken law
avenges itself by making an end of the law-breaker. The
New Wanan will not continue long in the land. Like other
fashions, she is destined to excite notice, to be
admired, criticized and forgotten. The liberty she
invokes will be fatal to her. . . .Who uld bind himaelf to
spend his days with the anarchist, the athlete, the
blue-stocking, the aggressively philanthrcpic, the
political, the surgical nan? And what man wDuld suhitit
to an alliance which was terminable not when he chose,
but when his comrade was tired of bin? Such are not the
ideals to which he has looked up, or the qualities that
win his affections. The age of chivalry cannot die, so
long as nan keeps her peculiar grace, which is neither
rugged strength or stores of erudition, but a human
nature predestined to btherhood. (1)
William Barry's objections to New Wanen 's novels which appeared in
the Quarterly Review of July 1894 ware shared by nost opponents of
feminism. By unnaturally usurping male perogatives, New Wiren played
havoc with the existing structure of society. Fortunately, according to
writers like Barry, such hideous phases of female revolt were necessarily
short-lived. Ultimately it was the threatening aspects of their character
which contained the seeds of their cn destruction. Such abnormal freaks
and misfits inevitably failed to attract man and reproduce. Given time,
the self-correcting laws of nature uld eradicate the problem.

In contrast, sate spokesrnen for the feninist cause ware
increasingly skeptical of this natural tyranny. MDna Caird forcefully
expressed her objections in an article defending the so-called 'wild
- published in the Nineteenth Century during May, 1892:
• . .how false are all the inferences of çhrases such as
'Nature intends', 'Nature desires'; she intends and
desires nothing - she is an abject slave. Man interxs,
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Man desires, and Nature in the course of centuries has
learned to they....
This dear and cherished appeal to nature, hcver
will rever be abandoned by the advocates of the old order
while breath rnains to then.. . .riature, besides designing
warien to be nothers, designed man to be fathers; why
then, should rot the man give up his life to his family
in the sama wholesale way?. . . FurthernEDre, if a warian '5
functions are to be determined solely by a reference to
what is called nature, how, frau this point of view, are
we to deal with the fact that she possesses a thousand
enotional and intellectual attributes that are wholly
superfluous to her rrerely maternal activities?. . . In the
present order of society, speaking roughly, a vman to
whom maternity sens unsatisfying or distasteful, has
either to bring herself to undertake the task for which
she is unfitted, or to deny her affections altogether.
'lb iran, the gods give both sides of the apple of life; a
nan is offered the choice of the halves - either but
not both. (2)
In this passage Caird claimed that nature was a nan-made construct
selectively invoked to defend male privileges by recognizing only wanen's
ability to bear children and denying their many other attributes.
Elsewhere in the article she asserted that it was their restricted social
experience, rather than any innnate tendencies which channelled nen into
narrow dcmestic existences. Staunchly defending those wanen who bravely
ventured into the pthlic arena to demand an extension of their rights,
Caird acknowledged that at first their unorthodoxy may have looked
outrageous:
The liberal-minded will remeni.ber that the claims of a
class hitherto subordinate always seem preposterous, and
that the nore canplete has been their exclusion, the nore
ridiculous will appear their aspirations.(3)
Hver, looks were deceptive. The problem was society 's
unreasonable attitudes, rot the nen 's legitimate demands.
This debated rotion of the 'natural lies at the heart of the New
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rran ccritroversy. C the one hand by identifying the natural with
existing midddle-class ideals of fanininity, adversaries of fiinism tried
to marginalize New Wanen as unnatural apparitions. C the other hand, by
attacking this prevailing notion of the natural, advanced nen tried to
prevent their alten-iative views fran being automatically ruled out of
order. In verbal discourses and visual representations, both groups
struggled to have their o.n definiticzis recognized and accepted. This
struggle ranged from such tactics as openly debating the validity of
concepts like 'nature' to identifying one 's cause with positive terirLs
(i.e. healthy, sane and normal) leaving their negative counterparts to the
cppositicn. In sorre cases, usually negative rds (i.e. eccentric) could
be reclaimed to assert new positive values. Controlling verbal or visual
language enabled one to set the terms of the debate. Needless to say,
except on rare occasions, it was an uphill struggle for advocates of the
New Worren 's cause who re fighting an entrenched set of ideas from the
position of an oppressed minority that had significantly fewer resources
at its disposal.

This first section will look at the way the majority of the
middle-class dealt with the threat of the New Woman by derogatorily
categorizing them as sexually 'deviant' and 'perverse'. First of all, the
sociological iirplicatiais of norms arid deviance will be explored in order
to clarify how the terms will be used

in this

study. Then the dominant

construct of the middle-class feminine ideal will be traced with a view to
distrating how feminists in general, and New Waren, in particular,
refused to follow the behavioural prescriptions for women of their class.
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In the third subsection the uneasy relatiaiship between mainstream late
Victorian feminism and the New Wanan will be reviewed. Although all
feminists were perceived as behaving in a less than ideal fashion, there
were significant differences between the majority who were active in
social purity mDvenents and a smaller number of writers, actresses, and
socialists who generally opposed any state regulation of sexual
activities. Although the term New Wanan was sanatiTes used
indiscriminately to refer to any type of feminist, the substantial
differences between the t positiais iore often led to separate
identities and stereotypes. Social purity feminists were typically
represented as undersexed spinsters of the prcwling prude variety, while
emancipated writers and actresses were generally portrayed as oversexed
and praniscuous deviants who aggressively asserted their sexuality in
nascul me ways.
In the fourth subsection, special attention will be voted to the
ways in which the New Woman was visually type-cast in cartoons and
caricatures of the popular press. After having established a check-list
of viant - characteristics, I will turn to explore the parallel ways
Beardsley's YellcM Book illustrations upset middle-class expectations.
Especially pmblematic was the fact that although his ren were clearly
advanced, they were not the cardboard targets of criticism, humour or
attack that featured prominently in the press. Instead Beardsley 's images
of

ren

appeared frighteningly self -ccritained and caretent. The

suspect nature of the artist 's sympathies raises the spectre of his n
argina1 status during the 1890s. Popularly perceived as belcnging to a
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cro of perversely effeminate Decadents, Beards ley was as sexually and
socially dubious as the xin he depicted. Finally the sixth subsection
will investigate the connection between stereotypes of the effeminate
Beards ley and his images of the nasculir N

I

Theories of

inan.

Sexual Deviance

At this stage, it is useful to return to soma of the issues briefly
raised in the introduction in order to refine the theoretical rrodel of
deviance which will be used in this study. Since art historians rarely
venture into such unfniliar waters, I have turned to saie recent
sociological research which I will quickly suninarize.

In a book on youth subcultures in the 1960s, entitled Folk Devils
and Moral Panics, Stanley Cohen has studied the social response to
'deviance' during a period of moral panic which seeir quite similar to the
nDral crisis of the mid-1890s. He starts out by noting that the problem
of deviance must be approached sktically asking such questions as
deviant to whan or fran what? In addition to observing the relational
qualities of the term, he stresses that three definitional questions must
also be posed:
.why &)es a particular rule, the infraction of which
ccnstitutes deviance, exist at all? What are the
processes and procedures involved in identifying saine
as a deviant and applying that rule to him? What are the
effects and consequences of this applicaticn, both for
society and the individual? (4)
It should be noted that Cohen is primarily interested in cases where
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deviance is a position assumed in response to societal reactions, rather
than in cases where individuals simply behave in unconventional ways. In
otter rds, he is concerned with high-profile deviant groups that are
socially recognized and type-cast. This type-casting becxxres obsessive
during periods of moral panic when the deviant is perceived and
represented as a type of folk devil. Cchen describes a situation which in
many ways resent)les the controversy surrounding the YellcM Book:
Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to
periods of noral panic. A condition, episode, person or
group of persons anerges to become defined as a threat to
societal values and interests; its nature is presented in
a stylized and stereotypical fashion try the mass media;
the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishcps,
politicians and other right-thinking people; socially
accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and
solutions; ways of coping are evolved or (more often)
resorted to;... (5)
Clearly the media play a crucial role conveying information about
the deviant group to the general public. Cohen points out hc this
information is already preprocessed by the media 's noral entrepreneurs '..
In fact nuch of the media's so-called news is reports of deviant activit;es
(i.e. sensational crimes, scandals, unusual occurences) and society 's
response. It has been suggested that this helps to establish the
normative contours of society try providing numerous thncnstrations of
acceptable moral limits. Finally Cohen points out that media coverage
typically escalates the process

in

which deviant identities becane

solidified and the social reaction correspondingly more outraged. In
quest of bigger and better stories arid increased public support, the media
tends to arrplify the importance of the events
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Other studies, particularly in the area of hanosexuality have also
focused on the curious relationship between deviance and social control.
Paradoxically while the deviant unrnistaicably defies prevailing social
norn, the process of social labelling which identifies the outcast
ultimately reinforces the status-quo. In an article on the horrosexual
role, Mary MacIntosh explains hcM this rks:
The practice of the social labelling of persons as
deviant operates in t ways as a mechanism of social
ccntrol. In the first place it helps to provide a
clear-cut, publicized and recognizable threshold between
permissible and irrpermissible behaviour. This means that
people cannot so easily drift into deviant behaviour.
Their first moves in a deviant direction ininediately
raise the question of a total move into a deviant role
with all the sanctions that this is likely to elicit.
Second, the labelling serves to segregate the deviants
fran others, and this means that their deviant practices
arid their self-justifications for these practices are
contained within a relatively narr group. The creation
of a specialized, despised and punished role of the
hanosexual keeps the bilk of society pure in rather the
same way that the similar treatment of sare kinds of
criminals helps keep the rest of society
law-abiding. (7)
HcMever, it should be realized that social labelling is only one of
many legal, econanic, and moral strategies that the ruling class uses to
regulate sexual behaviour. These can range f ran legislation (e.g.
concerning marriage arid property), to such deterrents as the suppression
or prosecution of undesirable behaviour (e.g. theatrical censorship, the
puriishrrent of sexual offenders) to material incentives for those who
conform (e.g. ilanthropical aid, welfare state benefits). Although a
number of 'private - concerns (e.g. newspapers, moral pressure groups) may
be actively involved in the regulation process, it is freguently the state
which sets the pararnetres of the debate through legislative and legal
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FolicY.
In Victorian England, an increasing state intervention in sexual
affairs follcMed a period of rapid overall government grcwth in terms of
staff, agencies and areas of jurisdiction which took place during the
1830s

and 1840s. 8 For the purposes of this research, one of the

state's most inportant new responsibilities was in the field of sexual
unorthodoxy. This covered a wide range of 'deviant' behaviour including

thscenity, indecent advertising, prostitution, and male
haiosexuality. 9 The successful menagnent of these sexual 'problems'
becaxre a key criterion for assessing government efficiency and social
stability. There is ample evidence suggesting that the English ruling
classes believed that the nation's economic and political wall-being
rested on the foundations of high noral standards. Jeffrey Weeks has
noticed that the three most acute phases of ruling-class concern with the
morality of the masses - in the 1790s,

1830-40s,

and 1880s-90s, coincided

with periods of social and political disruption. 10

It should be noted that the connection seans to have been
predaninantly one-directional: sexual anxiety functioned as a metaphor for
displaced political and economic concerns, rather than vice-versa.
Certainly it was easier for the state to exert control over the lives of
sexually and socially oppressed dczrestic groups, than it was to take
charge of political and eccnamic affairs which usually involved more
perful (and often international) interests. In this respect, moral
panics seem to have operated as pressure valves - providing scapoats
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upon which all sorts of frustrations could be vented.

During the Victorian period certain occupational groups were
persistantly singled out as targets of grave sexual concern - often
becaning folk devils. By and large, fears centred on frale transgressions
of sexual norms since, as I will show, wanen had special moral obligations
as guardians of the hciie and nuturers of the forthccxning generation. Of
course, the nuch despised category of effeminate iren (i.e. horrosexuals,
supporters of feminism, transvestites) also falls into this female
category. ¶L\. of the better known 'deviant' types were the prostitute and
the feminist activist which have both been the subject of several recent
studies. Less familiar to modern researchers, but equally problematic
were emancipated actresses and other entertainers whose lifestyles, like
those of the prostitute and feminist transgressed virtually all variations
of the feminine ideal. These are precisely the occupational types that
Beardsley repeatedly depicted in the Yellow Book.

This brings ire to the final point I want to nke before turning to
examine the ideals which defined these groups as deviant. This is simply
to emphasize that there is a crucial difference between living nembers of
these groups and verbal or visual representations of them. Rresenthtions
(which are all that remain to the historian) are not value-free vessels
that convey an objective 'truth'. Rather they are produced fran a certain
position in relatively autcnarous rredia that operate according to their
own codes and conventions. Different forms of cultural representation can
cause images of the sane occupational group to vary enormously)1
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Further canplicating this noticn of different functiais is the fact
that sa categories of cultural representation seen to be more effective
at producing social ireanings than others. Until more research is done in
this largely unexplored area, it is hard to know how to assess the
relative weights of say, the highly prestigious category of oil painting,
as oçosed to the more widely reproduced but less respected category of
rwsçaper illustration. Which is more ideoloically effective? and how
do these categories of visual imagery canpare with representations in
novels and plays? 12 Here I am unable to offer any definitive
answers. However, recognizing the probln, I have attenpted to provide as
nuch information as pssible about the source, status, and circulation of
the representaticns I will be examining.

II 'the Fni.n.irie Ideal

The quintessentially durrestic, feminine ideal continued to flcurish
well into the 1890s, as Lynn Linton's glowing description testified:
We live by our ideals. .. .And one of these ideals
Western countries is the hcine. Hone maans peace.
It ireans, too, love. Perhaps the t are synonymous. In
the normal division of labour the man has the outside
work to do, fran governing the country to tilling the
soil; the wanan takes the inside, managing the family and
regulating society. The more highly civilized a
cczrrrunity is the more carpletely differentiated are these
two functions....
Part of this ideal of the hone is the rest it
gives the man when he returns to it after a hard day's
work in the open - a hard day 's struggle in the arena.
Here his thoughts drift into a sroother channel, his
affections have their full cutlet, and to his wife and
children he brings as zaich happiness as he receives. The

in all
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darker passicns which the ccntests of life arouse are
shut out; the sweeter influences of the family, the
calmer interests of the intellect, the pleasures of art
and society rnain. We are speaking of the ideal, to
which we all in saie sort aspire;... (13)
This is the classic argument of the separate spheres: iran as the
head of the family goes out into the rld to provide for his dendants;
while nan as its heart stays at hare to offer spiritual guidance and
iDtional support. Although God and nature have appointed each to a
different set of tasks, it is the wisdczn of the active iran that rules the
l4
sentiments of the passive
Like all ideals, this one was tariporally and socially specific.
However much Linton may have asserted that everyone aspired to the
blissful darestic status she described, it was rrore relevant f or sate than
others. In a series of stimulating articles on the early formation of
Victorian gender divisions, Catherine Hall has argued that the ideology of
separate spheres with its subordination of wanen in the family was a
crucial ccponant of middle-class culture and self-identity. A shared set
of assurtptions about masculinity and femininity not only united disparate
factions within the bourgeoisie, but also separated it fran the
aristocracy and ntry above and the working class below. Hall ctharts how
this process of differentiation was connected to various early Victorian
econanic, political and social deve1c.xrents. These were, most notably: the
separation of hzre and ork; a growing reluctance to let waren handle
money and property; their exclusion fran the recent enfranchisement
of the class aixi fran virtually all *iblic activities; and finally a new
arçtiasis on the moral and religious sanctity of the
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Waien increasingly bec.an defined in relational terme as wives and
nothers who managed households and had babies. This social role was
ccirplerrented by a feminine seial ideology that was initially based on
religious and noral pranises, only gradually acxuiring the trappings of
scientific cbjectivity as doctors, biologists and later eugenicists
developed theories of sexual difference. Fanale sexuality was constructed
through a series of male cppositions. Men were strong, active and
aggressive in satisfying their natural sexual desires. Waren were weak,
passive and only respczisive to male initiatives, since they had no urges
of their n beyond the xraterrial. Although male sexual drives were
basically animalistic, in every other respect females were considered more
primitive and closer to nature. Their simplicity theoretically endowed
wrren with superior spiritual, moral, and intuitive qualities that made
then responsible for 'civilizing' men. In spite of their spiritual
advantages, %stnen were physically and intellectually irrpoverished.
Waren 's weaker consitutions which were governed by their highly unstable
reprcxuctive organs made th subordinate creatures that required physical
otect

16 Likewise men's noxx)poly of intellect, reason and

creativity particularly outfitted them for the task of protecting and
providing.
This essential sexual duality justified the infamous
&)uble -standard that punished unchastity or infidelity in wanen while
tolerating the sane behaviour in men. It was the ability to meet the
standard, rather than the standard itself that posed the prthl. In
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theory, the basic tenet of sexual respectability that the exclusive
purpose of sexual indulgence was the prcpagation of the species in the
holy state of matriiwny' applied equally to both sexes) 7 However, it
was widely reconized that it was not only harder for msn to control their
powerful natural desires, but they were also subject to greater
tiptaticris in the public sphere outside the hane. Because nbrally weaker
males had to fight a much harder battle, periodic lapses into fornication
and adultery were condoned as facts of life, provided that virtuous wanen
were not corrupted. This acceptance of male transgressions required a
separate category of inrnoral wanen to service their needs. Hence the
polarity between the the sexless madonna/rrother with her children in the
privacy of the hare and the praniscuous magdalene/prostitute soliciting on
the public streets.
As Lucy Bland has observed, as well as redistributing qualities
forrrerly found

in

all wanen, this polarity of virtuous/vice-ridden also

drew a boundary between middle-and rking-class behaviour:
The contrast had distinct class ccrinotaticns:
the bourgeois lady's (a)sexuality versus not siily the
prostitute, but all wrking class rren of the
'residuum', the unrespectable poor who like prostitutes,
were seen as potential health hazards, harbouring germs
of cholera, typhoid, VD, and representing a public danger
through their prolific reckless breeding. By the late
Cl9 [sic], the degree of a nation's 'civilization' was
daitinantly defined as by the status of nen - as
leisured and asexual, with patriard-al marital nonogamy
as the pinnacle, a favourable contrast to 'primitive'
praniscuity. (18)
Middle class fenininity became the norm for assessing other forms of
aristocratic and working class behaviour. One area where this was highly
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apparent was in attitudes toards the hare.
For the aristocracy, the concept of the hare did rt occupy a
particularly privileged position. Certainly the ancestral seat was an
undeniably important symbol of wealth and social position, but it
reflected the hereditary status of the family nore than the character of
its occupants. In fact, the country house served several purposes in
addition to housing its family. These included being a cairercial and
administrative centre, as well as providing a venue for Society
entertainment. Unlike the middle class, the aristocracy did not draw
rigid distinctions between their public and private lives. Furthermore,
the hare was not sarewhere the upper-class male spent as nuich time
carpared to his mile-c lass counterpart:
As far as the man fran the n industrial and
canrrErcial class was concerned, his work routine kept him
at hare alongside his wife in the evenings arid on
week-ends. In contrast to the males of the landed gentry
who devoted considerable spare tine to vigorous physical
sports such as riding, shooting, drinking, whoring and
soldiering, he spent his regular hours at home
maintaining the decorum of the household. (19)
It was their glaringly public life of leisure with its conspicuous absence
of quiet cbrresticity that fostered a reputation of decadence,
over-indulgence, and corruption. For the aristocracy and very wealthy
members of Society, tine was divided between Court, visiting, foreign
travel, and possibly various hares.
For the suburban middle class, however, hone became invested with
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an unprecedented significance. It was sanething that required
careful b.x3geting and planning in order to present the best possible view
of its inhabitants to the outside world. Separate fran man's work in the
city, it provided a haven or noral refuge. As the guardians of the
sanctuary, iien were protected fran contaminating contact with the
external world of business and politics. Although they managed servants,
thildren arid the daily operation of the household, such labour in the
private sphere was largely unrecognized and totally unpaid. Physical
labour of any form was dograding. Their inportance was rather as
decorative symbols of the privacy and leisure that their husbands/fathers
and servants ov2°

Lacking servants and living close to their places of work, even the
nost respectable (i.e. closest to middle-class) strata of the working
class could not achieve such a cartplete separation of sexual spheres.
nen often worked outside the homa, in addition to performing the manual
drudgery of housework. Like those of the aristocracy, working class lives
were conspicuously public - not at Court or in Society, but rather at work
or in the streets. Hever, the lives of such outsiders were not
necessarily regarded as deviant per Se. It was possible to belong to
Society or the world of manual labour and still attain a diluted form of
the &)nestic ideal. In fact representations of virtuous royalty or honest
working families did iruch to foster social cohesion.2'
Nevertheless, the fundamental differences of these groups was always
potentially subversive.
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It siDuld inmediately be stressed that this short surunary of
prevailing attitudes was not universally applicable, unchanging, or
uncontested. Such definitions and behavioural rrms were the sites of
continuous struggle. I have sinply mapped out sane of the daninant
assurrpticns against which the images in this sections were assessed as
'deviant'. The specific operation of these norms in the mid-1890s will
becane nore apparent in the ensuing discussion of late Victorian
feiriinirLisn.
III New %en and Late Victorian Fninin
Faninism is by no means a self-explanatory concept. Although
generally speaking, it refers to the theory and practice of wain
obtaining equality with men in terms of sexual, social, ecommic, and
political rights, the specific tactics and objectives of the warn
rrovarent have varied widely. 22 Like any other form of social
labelling, it has been viewed positively by its adherents and negatively
by its opponents. The rrny strands of fninist activity and their ccxnplex
interelation are no easier to chart in nineteenth century England than at
any other point. Consequently, the following analysis does not attempt a
cxznprehensive overview of all areas of activity but is restricted to
inserting the rk of w Waren writers and actresses into the mainstream
of late Victorian feminisn.
The term I. bnan is equally problematic. Coined during the
l890s, it was used to describe not only a wide range of feminists but also
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a number of uncanmitted and anti-f eininist wanen who displayed such nodern
signs as knickers, snoking, or bicycling to name a few. In its broadest
application, New Wanen referred to any female or aspect of her behaviour
that strayed frai the previously discussed dcinestic ideal. While on the
one hand, departures fran the ideal were potentially disruptive,
especially if they were part of a conscious feminist strategy; on the
other hand, they could also be acconodated as superficial reflections of
changing historical circuJTtances that did not alter the basis of warens
sexual subordination. Hence the syrrbol of the cx)nventicnal New Wanan
was a prime site of struggle.
In retrospect, probably the best known area of feminist activity in
the 189 Os concerned the issue of female suffrage. In spite of the
steadily increasing nembership of various suffrage societies, the campaign
had experienced a number of depressing set-backs, inchxling the failure of
Gladstone 's Liberal administration to include a wanan 's suffrage clause in
the Reform Bill of 1884, and the similar defeats of suffrage bills in 1885
and 1892. The death in 1887 of Lydia Becker, a leading activist and
editor of the Wznen's Suffrage Journal, also slowed down nonentum. In
1889, a serious shadow was cast over the novanent by the emergence of a
formally organized anti-suffragist group which sent a protest to the
editor of the Nineteenth Century signed by such leading figures as Mrs.
Humphrey Ward, Mrs. Creighton, and Mrs. Sidney Webb. 23 irter
caiçxxithing the prthlem was the fact that by the mid-l890s, the national
press had becane rather bored with the whole issue. Consequently, despite
the fact that organizers like Millicent Garrett Faett were addressing
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large neetings several tines a week, it was increasingly difficult for
such organizations as the Wanen 's Liberal Federation to present their
views to the general public.24

One of the very few cartoons dealing with the suffrage issue in
'Jottings of the Week' fran the Pall Mall Budget of 1894 (fig.1) aptly
satirized the situation of the Wanen 's Liberal Federation passing endless
'hot water' resolutions at ladies' tea parties that were never enacted. Of
course the characterization of the masculine suffragist with her plain
features, severe hair-style, glasses, and huge hands inferred that the
irovement 's supporters conspicuously lacked the usual feminine
iat is possinly a butler's suit suggests such rnen were
declassed as well as unsexed. Finally the nan 's Phrygian cap invokes the
spectre of the French revolution and its attendent evils. All in all this
undignified figure makes a irockery of the feminist claim that the
participation of rnen uld elevate the tone of politics.

During the 1880s and 1890s Irre headway was made securing rights
for married waren and opening up the area of higher education. With
respect to the forner, after substantial feminist lobbying, the Married
Wanen's Property Act was passed in 1881.26 Three years later the
Matrimonial Cuses Act eliminated the penalty of iirprisornnent for refusing
to cxitply

with a decree for the restoration of conjugal rights. In 1886

married waien

secured the right to initiate

lal proceedings

for

maintenance before being sent to the workhouse if they had no other ireans
of support, and finally

in a

court case of 1891 it was ruled that habeas
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oorpus applied to females which neant ren were legally recognized as
persons and entitled to the freedan of uovelTent.27
Turning to the area of higher education, wcznen s progress was also
fairly steady. Here prcxninent larxlrrarks included establishing wunen
rights to study rredicine, and setting up worren s colleges at Oxford and
Cambridge in the late 1870s, although frale students were not awarded
degrees. In 1880 the University of London voted to grant sorren full
irembership which was rapidly followed by the other provincial universities
excluding Oxford and Cambridge. During the 1880s and 1890s significant
numbers of wuren won academic distinct icris in traditional male areas.
Achievarents such as Agneta Ransay ' S First in the Caxrbridge Classical
Tripos in 1887 and Philippa Fawoett 's First in the Mthernatical Tripos of
1890 were widely repoited in the press.28
Before turning to look at sane other major areas of feminist
activity in the 1890s, I would like to nphasize that the significant
inroads in the areas of wuren 's legal autonany and education seem to have
made these especially sensitive issues. In fact, during 1894-1895 press
cartoons and verbal parodies of intellectual waren and solitary woman
independe.ntly occuping theireelves without man or chaperones seem far irore
nurrerous than those satirizing wczren 's e'nployrrent and politics. As I will
show these are also the types of representations Beardsley mainly produced
in the Yellow Book. Evidently male illustrators (or their editors)
were fairly perceptive - attacking waren on the very grounds where their
organization had been Irost successful.
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Looking at feminist involvenent with eployITent, one finds it was
seriously canplicated by the probleirs of class and prevailing notions of
sexual difference. Certainly enployment opportunities for wanen were
rapidly expanding in the late l880s and early l890s, especially in the new
clerical, retail, and civil service sectors, as well as in the nore
traditional female areas of nursing and education. 1v re inen, even from
middle-class backgrounds, were rking than ever before. 29 1iearly
all feminists hailed these developnents enthusiastically and during the
nineties several waren s aiploynerit studies were undertaken. Irrrrediately
one is struck by the tone of these investigations which suggest that many
writers were dealing with a phenoireron which did not concern them
directly.30

Although the majority of married late Victorian feminists rked
arduonsly, it was nore often in volunteer capacities than as
self-supporting wage-earners. In sane senses they were perpetuating the
notion that philanthropic activity (albeit for feminist causes) was rrore
suitable for upper-middle-class ladies than paid rk. Undeniably it
could be argued that they had few options considering the scarcity of
professions which admitted married

waen,

and the continuing difficulties

involved in acquiring the appropriate training. Yet material obstacles
notwithstanding, it was probably the ideological ones that were nore
formidable. With very few exceptions, it was unmarried middle-class
who

wciren

entered paid employrrent. Their married sisters continued to be

regarded as wives and rrothers above all else. t.ttherhood was still the
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natural ideal, although feminists iphasized that those who did not marry
also had useful social roles and should be able to participate in p.thlic
life. Here the feminists turned the old notion of sexual differences to
new account, by arguing that sn 's moral superiority was precisely what
was needed in pelitics, as Miulicent Garrett Fawcett made clear:
We do not want ren to be bad imitations of men; we
neither deny or minimize the differences between men and
zen. The claim of women to representation depends to a
large extent on those differences. Wanen bring sanething
to the service of the state different fran that which can
be brcught by men. (31)
Similarly, improving ferale educational standards would make ren better
wives and mothers, in addition to helping those who did not enter family
life to provide for themselves.

Full tire employment for married waren was another matter.
viously it interfered with their domestic duties. Although many
feminists recognized that substantial numbers of working-class fenales had
to work to supplement the family incane, the ideal resolution of this
conflict was usually seen in terms of an adeguate family wage. Hence Lady
Dilke 's support of male trade unionism was fairly typical:
• . .when these [zren workers] marry there arise ties
which conflict, and as far as one can see, will always
conflict, with the efficiency and regularity of the
labour of married wanen.... [accordingly she praised the
goals of trade unionism ] which, in so far as it is
concerned with the organization of zren 's work, has for
its ultimate object the restoration of as many as
possible to their post of honour as queens of the
hearth. (32)
HcMever much feminists managed to improve the working conditions of
single women, their overall position on riployment was rot particularly
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effective. The fundamental division between single and merried wanen
ultimately reinforced the prevailing view that paid fnale labour was an
exception to the irale norm. Effectively all ren were eccnanically
penalized - married men forfeited their cn earning power, while single
sorren faced stiff canpetition and substandard pay. In essence, Lee
Holcanbe 's assessment of the relaticnship between fninism and the
expansion of fa1e nployrTent seems depressingly accurate:
• . . the growth in nunt)ers of middle-class rking warcn
was a natural result of the gerEral developnent of the
country 's econcrny, was the answer to the changing needs
of an increasingly industrialized society. In short, the
Victorian Een's novenBnt withessed but did not cause
the widening avenues of eiployment for middle-class
T1en. (33)
By adopting a 'separate spheres - ideology (albeit in a ncdified
form), feminist organizations were able to assume a respectable reformist
position within the middle-class establishment. Their acceptance of a
fundamentally different faninine nature reiroved wanen fran direct
cctrpetition with men. Feminist carraigns were primarily directed towards
securing equality in the public sphere through legal and cc4tutional
measures. fliphasis was placed on the reiroval of restrictions which kept
ren in a state of dendence rather than affirmative action through
direct assistance. Wriile the iroves towards equal legal and political
rights certainly provided q ings for a few exceptional wanen, they did
not eliminate the vast majority's existing econanic and sexual
subordination especially in the private danains of hisiness and the
family. In effect, these basic handicaps in areas largely beyond the
government 's jurisdiction, meant that few nen could take full advantage
of their new rights.34
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The main exception to the campaigns just ctlined was the social
p.lrity noveirent of the 1880s and l890s which directly tackled the issue of
sexuality by attempting to rulate sexual behaviour in both the piblic
and private spheres. 35 The noveirent 's leading agency was the National
Vigilance Pssociation, forrred in 1885 on the wave of moral indignation
surrounding W. T. Stead's infamous series of articles on child
prostitution entitled 'The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon' p.ibl ished in
the Pall Mall Gazette and the resulting passage of the Criminal Law
amendment Act. The Act was designed to eliminate the sexual abuse of
children by raising the age of consent for girls fran thirteen to sixteen.
increasing the police's pcers of surveillance, ar3 iraking indecent acts
between consenting male adults a criminal offense. The clause
crimmnalizing male hanosexual activity was part of a general
anti-aristocratic bias which perrreated the wbole bill. Such attittdes had
been fostered by Stead 's prurient accounts of diseased old rakes f ran the
upper classes purchasing under-age virgins.36
The massive outhurst of public feeling which surrounded Stead's
articles manifested itself in well-attended protest maetings thrcghout
the country and a massive derronstration in Hyde Park including
rkirig-class contingents f ran the East End, trade union leaders and
representations fran wanen 's suffrage societies. It was on the eve of the
Hyde Park deronstration that various ireirbers frau all of these groups
forrred the National Vigilance ssociation with the gerral purpose of
protecting young girls. Although the organization had substantial
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feminist backing fran JcEhine Butler and many members of the Ladies
National Association to moderate suffragists like Millicent Garrett
Fawcett and Elizabeth Blackwell, it also enccinpassed many other factions
including Christian fundarrentalists, maiibers of the Salvation Army and
other philanthropic organizations. In other words, it was a very mixed
alliance.
There are several reasons why it is worth pausing to explore the
activities of this organization. First of all, despite grcMing feminist
disenchantrrent, the N.V.A. was one of the main vehicles through which
feminist views on sexuality were disseminated during the period. As we
shall see, the views of New Wanen writers and actresses ware largely
formulated in cpposition to the dcirtinant notions of social purity.
Second, as the largest and most active moral lobby, the N.V.A. was
responsible for initiating many legal proceedings against what it
considered obscene literature, entertainment, and advertising. These
court cases defined the outer limits of social respectability establishing what could or could not be iiblished, produced and exhibited.
Many of these test cases such as the prosecution of Zola 's piblisher in
1889 and later Pick-Me-Up, a 'soft porn' illustrated magazine, in 1894
set literary and visual guidelines that directly affected writers and
illustrators working on ventures like the Yellc Book.37
Similarly the pressure the N.V.A. applied to the London County
Council which licenced theatres and rrusi&-halls set moral precedents that
could not be ignored. In 1890, the nanagerrent of the Royal kjuarium was
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forced to withdraw a poster advertising Zaeo, a fenale acrobat (fig.

91)

when threatened with loosing their licence. Such an official example of
iirrrorality is interesting to cceçare with Beardsley's also allegedly
indecent Avenue Theatre poster of 1894. Finally the crusade of Mrs.
Orrnistcri Chant, a prcxninent niiber of the N.V.A., to close the pranenade
of the flipire Theatre nusic-hall in October,

1894

cannot be overlooked.

Claiming it was a notorious haunt of prostitutes, Mrs. Chant's
campaign initiated a wave of moral panic in the city which affected the
ways viewers interpreted Beardsley 's illustrations of prostitutes in the
Yellow Book. All of these individual cases will be considered in more
detail in connection with specific images in subsequent sections.
For the matent, I want to return to the first iten of feminisn 's
relationship with the N.V.A. It is a contentious issue which has been
nuch debated by recent historians of the movnt. Certainly it is safe
to say that the N.V.A. initially incorporated rruch of the left-over energy
and organization of the Ladies National Association that had fought the
Contagious Diseases Acts during the sixties and seventies until their
repeal in 1886. In addition to Jose*iine Butler, the realers' leading
spokesinan, ten branch secretaries of the L.N.A. joined the
N.V.A. 38 However, as early as

1891,

many forner L.N.A. neirbers

(including Butler) were increasingly disturbed by what they considered the
coercive tactics of the N.V.A. Judith

Walkowitz ' S

sliliTary

of the

contradictory terxencies of the two organizations explains their
disil lusionnent:
Begun as a libertarian struggle against the state
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sanction of male vice, the repeal campaign helped to
spawn a hydra-headed assault on norirarital,
ncnreprcductive sexuality. The struggle against state
rulation evolved into a ziovement that used the
instruments of the state for repressive purposes. (39)
Yet for many feminists, this was a price they ware willing to pay
in order to acxiuire a single standard of sexual morality. The old
Evangelical belief in chastity for all (aside frcin procreation in
marriage) was newly resurrected. Haever, this shuld riot be interpreted
simply as sexual repression or moral panic. While these zray have been the
hasis of male riotives, the situation was different for warn who had far
less power to control their lives. Sheila Jeff reys has argued that in one
respect the achievement of a single moral standard was a very real victory
f or social purity feminists since the notion of a naturally uncontrollable
male sexuality was challenged by large numbers of man pledging themselves
to purity.40
Nevertheless, the ideology of separate spheres was not totally
diant led. Mtliough man ware made more responsible for their actions,
they were to protect weaker nen and children. This stereotype of female
victimization was highly problematic. On the one hand it encouraged many
man to support short term campaigns against the sexual abuse of s!rren and
children; but on the other it perpetuated the existing iirbalance of sexual
pcer that created the problem in the first place. State intervention was
arid is a difficult trade-off that feminists still have to resolve. Wanen
do need to be protected against males abuses, but they nust have the power
to protect themselves.

HCM

can legislation be effectively implemented by

state agencies over which nen have little cxntrol (i.e. courts, police)?
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Furthermore should feminists ally themselves - even if only tiporarily,
with sectors of the establishrrent such as Christian fundarrentalists who
were and are totally cpposed to the basic tenet of female
equality? 41

Inother srraller school of late Victorian feminists provided a
different set of answers that seems well rth exploring. This was a
corrbination of sexual radicals including figures such as Karl Pearson,
Olive Schreiner, Grant Allen, and a number of New xnen novelists.42
Delineating their position is more difficult since their areas of concern
were wider and their organization more nebulous. Nevertheless both the
general pthlic and the mcxlerate feminists just discussed perceived them as
a distinctly identifiable group - one with which Beardsley and his
illustrations becaxre increasingly identified.

Perhaps the most marked characteristics of this group were its
rphasis on individual liberties (as opposed to duties) and its cariplete
opposition to the state regulation of sexual behaviour. Largely involved
with literature and drama, members of the school were frequently subjected
to censorship and prosecution for indecency. The problem centred on their
explicit discussion of sexual rratters in ways that upset prevailing norn
- especially their criticins of marriage, the ideology of separate
spheres, and the essential nature of femininity. Instead of respectably
conforming in these ares, as the majority of femininists did, these
activists usually made the most of their outcast status. Their carefully
cultivated pose as outsiders was part of a avant-garde strategy of
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attracting public attention, marketing cultural catmcx:lities and
disseminating ideas.

Their irost conspicucis success was literary - primarily in the form
of short critical essays, stories, and novels. Such radical new ideas
severely strained the traditional vehicles of the staid rronthly review and
the three-voluire navel for circulating libraries which catered to broad
cross-sections of the middle class. Enterprising new publishers catered
to the growth of such special interests by launching new periodicals and
series of novels. In fact, the publishers John Lane and P. Fisher Unwin
provided one of the rrain organizational links for this group of young
writers. 43 Also important was a network of progressive social
organizations such as the largely feminist Pioneer Club which frp.Ently
'
,
featured lectures on advanced topics. 44

n influential early formulation of these new ideas appeared in two
essays entitled The Wanan's Question' (1885) and 'Socialisn and Sex'
(1887) by Karl Pearson, a socialist university lecturer. Pearson flatly
rejected the idea that woman 's sphere was primarily dcnestic. dvocating
the canplete emancipation of wanen, he argued that the existing family and
state structures needed totally overhauling. A single standard of sexual
trorality .was to prevail, although here Pearson was nore flexible than the
social purity feminists, suggesting that it could either take the form of
reducing

iien

's sexual freedons, or extending them to wcxnen. Essentially he

believed

in state

supported nintenance for nen with children which

would free than to form sexual relationships of their own cIosing that
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cx)uld be terminated if and when the partners desired. %4-iile he avoided
prescribing a nnogancus ideal, like many socialists of the pericxi, he
uld probably predominate. 45 During the 1880s, various
felt it
feminists from Eleanor Marx to Olive Schreiner, who re familiar with
Pearson's rk, also espoused similar types of 'free unions - in their n
lives and writings. 46 Schreiner's African Farm (1883) in which the
heroine, Lyndall, scornfully rejects the conventional marriage tie that
sanctions sexual relationships is one of the earliest examples of an
extremely popular theme.

Lyndal 1 's ultimately tragic quest for seif-fulfilirent continued to
preoccupy feminist writers and their male sympathizers during the 1890s.
One of the nost intensely debated essays on the subject was Grant Allen's
'The New Hedonism' which appeared in a March 1894 issue of the
Fortnightly Review. Its keynote was captured by the slogan
'self-develciient is better than self-sacrifice'. 47 Grant Allen
concentrated on attacking the conventional values of Ciristian asceticism
which he identified with writers of the the Carlyle variety who relegated
sensual gratification to the afterlife. Allen defended contemporary
fiction since he clained erotic impulses re responsible for
The sense of beauty, the sense of duty; parental
responsibility, paternal and maternal love, darestic
affection; song, dance, and decoration; the entire higher
life in its priinative manifestations; pathos and
fidelity; in one rd, the soul... - all rise direct from
the despised "lcr" pleasures. (48)
Like Pearson, Allen favoured the principle of free-unions that sould tend
to be nonoganous49
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Allen had already realized in an earlier essay 'Plain Words on the
Wanan iestion - that his views not only upset the Christian establishrrent,
bet also angered a substantial number of fninists. He mainly addressed
himself to the criticisms of social purity, ignoring critiques frait rrore
radical fninists. Alti-ough he repeatedly asserted his support for the
nan s riDvanent, he felt they were wrong to charnpicn the cause of the
unmarried spinster at the expense of the wife and mother. Heavily
influenced by eugenics, Al len maintained that in a healthy society every
woman would have to bear at least two children to maintain efficient
population levels. Fully supported by the state and free to form their
n sexual unions, motherhood nevertheless remained worren ' S

primary

obligation.

In many ways, this revamped eugenic motherhood which also permeated
the writings of other New Wanen novelists provided fresh ammunition for
50 Hence Allen s work was
defending the ideology of separate spheres.
more palatable to establishment critics than the more radical positions of
such writers as 1bna Caird, Sarah Grand and George Egerton. Before
briefly reviewing their positions, I should mention I have selected these
three waren because they sean to have generated the most anxiety and
criticism in mainstream circles. They were definitely regarded as
belonging to the most dangerous lunatic fringe of New Wznen writers.

Mona Ca.ird basically supported Allen's criticisms of puritanical
respectability, also believing that it placed too much ariphasis on sexual
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in 51 Hcever, she found the concEpt of obligatory maternity
equally repugnant. Above all, she phasized that motherhood must be
entirely optional - ren having the right to choose whether and

when they

uld undertake the ysical strains of having children. In Caird 's view,
most ien were already ridiculously overburdened

by

inequalities that

denied them effective cx)ntrol of their lives. A mandatory eugenic mission
sirrply added to mari s problems. In an article entitled 'The MDrality of
Marriage', she furiously rejected the notion that present generations of
tn had to be sacrificed for the future of the race:
One-half of the race is to be rescued at the expense of
the other! A highly noral and scientific solution of the
difficulty. Highly moral and scientific man have
advocated this singular mathod of averting the danger of
race degeneration, so we nust conclude that the prcposal
shares the qualities of its authors. Waiien, who are
already crippled in body and mind by excessive
performance of the duties of maternity, are to plunge yet
further in the sane disastrous direction - to cut off all
chance of respite and relief, all hope of the over-taxed
system righting itself by a more general distribution of
energy. The longing and the effort - so striking among
the present generation - for a less one-sided, nore
healthily-balanced life must be sternly checked. . . .At
this, however, there are rrurrnurs; a rebel lion is
brewing. (52)
According to Caird, the problem of

sRiten 's

subordination could not

be solved by rrerely attaining equal opportunities in the public - sphere.
These were virtually useless without a corresponding reduction of wanen
familial obligations:
Tb go on having children year after year, supervising
them and the hare while doing other work outside, would
indeed have disastrous consequences for zten and for the
race, but who would wish to see them doing anything so
insane? 9..ich a dcirestic treadrnil 1 is stupid and brutal
enough without the addition of the marital toil. It is
the treadmill that most be modified. (53)
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Sarah Grand also took up the saire argiinent eloquently asserting that
Wxnan 's 'manifold nature' had becane hopelessly distorted by a controlling
male gaze that assessed her solely in terma of her sexual appeal.54
While Mna Caird arid Sarah Grand effectively challenged the
ideology of separate spheres with its emphasis on daresticity and
mDtherhood for wanen, George Egerton (the pen-naire of Mary Chavelita
Dunne) was more interested in exploring nen 's sensual experiences. In
contrast to Caird and Grand, Egerton did not view herself as a feminist
propagandist. During the 1890s her writing was confined to collections of
short , and a few translations fran Norgian writers. All of them
revolved around the heroine 's inner experience of her own sexuality. Even
though many of her female characters appeared outwardly conventional,
Egerton recorded their hidden passions, desires and fantasies.

A typical case in point is provided by an Irish country wife f ran a
story in Keynotes who sitting by a stream imagines herself performing a
wild dance before 'hundreds of faces' on an Arabian open-air stage:
She can see herself with parted lips and panting, rounded
breasts, and a dancing devil in each glowing eye, sway
voluptuously to the wild music that rises, now slow, now
fast, now deliriously wild, seductive, intoxicating, with
a human note of passion in its strain. (55)
After fantasizing, the nan laughs to herself inagining how many other
nen have experienced similar things without men being aware of their
ccirplex natures. It was this assertion of concealed and inaccessible
female sexuality that discxricertingly belied the daninant notion of
respectable asexual femininity. 56 In 1894 an interviewar of Egerton
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recxrded:
• . .when you tell her she has only described an uncan'IDn
type of waan, she laughs again, and quotes extracts fran
letters she has received since the appearance of
"Keynotes" fran seemingly narr rren, leading
conventional lives, asking her to write nre, because
they are glad to kncM another wanan feels as they do. (57)
With few exceptions, male 'philistines - found such representations
of sexually knowledgeable and assertive waxen extrerrely threatening.
Typical retaliatory tactics consist ed of portraying such waten being
ultimately punished by male rejection. Punch, for instance, carefully
singled out Fierton 's passage cited above, srking it into a caricature
entitled 'She-Notes' (fig. 2). The ending of Egerton 's original story 'A
Crossed Line' where the wanan sends away her lover is rewritten to have
her lover abandon her in favour of her ureinancipated maid.

The period fran 1893 to 1895 was definitely the high-water mark of
New WDrren's fiction. In addition to the main sxrks of Caird, Grand and
Dgerton, nurrerous other sensational novels re published including:
Iota's YellcM Aster (1893) dealing with frigidity; Birna Brooke's The
Superfluous Wanan (1894) outlining the sexual and social constraints of
Society life; and Menie I4riel DDwie's Gallia (1895) tracing the
inaginary life of a totally nancipated warian. Other rks, too numerous
to discuss here brought the previously inargirialized prthlems of
prostitution, rape, venereal disease, contraception, adultery and divorce
under increasing scrutiny. 58 Indeed, it was this inordinate asis
on sexual matters that unified the school in the eyes of nost literary
critics. A series of articles in the Westminster aidget signed by a
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seif-proclairred 'Philistine' (J.A. Sterry) characterized such writing as a
form of sex-nania. Condeirning Egertcfl 's Discords as a typical example,
the Ftiilistine carplained:
There are six short stories and, with one exception, they
harp on sex prthlerrs, enter into details about sex,
dissect it, probe it, analyze it, perorate about it. They
tell "the Truth" about the sorld and the truth is that
narriage cxnsists of irating innocent girls to vicious rren
with the connivance of grasping snobbish parents, that
man regards sran as his prey and slave, that he seduces
her and blackmails her, that what is called morality is
the cause of all irrirorality, that nen are everywhere
groaning under this tyranny, straining to break their
bonds, assert their ego, cbtain their liberty. Haçily
the wrld consists still in large part of Philistines to
wbom this seems an absurd travesty. (59)
A number of literary reviewers picked up the thene contributing a spate of
articles variously titled 'Sex in Modern Literature', 'The Fiction of
Sexuality', and 'Sex in Fiction' to naxre a few.6°

The sex problem, hcwever, was strictly female as W. T. Stead
pointed out:

The Modern %an rovel is not rrerely a novel written by a
woman, or a navel written about nen, but it is a novel
written by a nan about waien from the standpoint of
Wanan. (61)
By creating a special subsection of feirale fiction judged by different
standards wanen writers were effectively trapped in a ghetto - the
cperative eirphasis being placed on their sex rather than their literary
abilities. Significantly sex-mania was described almost exclusively in
feminine terms as hysterical, overly eirotional, and intellectually weak.
Hence female protests against the sexual status-quo cx)mfortingly confirrred
the notion of feminine irrationality. This device could also be turned
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against the few male supporters of feminism who were derogatorily
classified as effeminate.

MDre rrying than the small numbers of sexually deranged creatures
who produced this fiction was the vast majority of normal, unemancipated
who might be corrupted by its pernicious effects. Protecting the
innocent became a major preoccupation. Arthur Rackhams cover for the
Philistine's protest against sex-mania (fig. 3) reveals the literally
hair-raising iirpact the New Fiction supposedly had on the average young
sinan. Anti-feminist critics plainly perceived that the 'xren novelists tactics of consciousness-raising were exceedingly dangerous, as Hugh
Stutfield observed:
The matter rests largely in the hands of omen. I do not
wish to say anything unfair, but I think it cannot be
denied that waien are chiefly responsible for the
"boaning" of books that are "close to life" - life, that
is to say as viewed through sex-maniacal glasses. They
are greater novel readers than man, to begin with, and
their curiosity is piqued by the subjects dealt with in
the new fiction and drama, and not a few of them regard
the authors as champions of their rights.(62)
He further suggested that if wanen were unable to control themselves y
refusing to read rks of this physiologico-pornographic school, the
police and Licenser of Plays suld have to pit an end to it by force.

Hence we return full circle to the differences between social
p.irity feminists and those associated with the New Fiction and
63 Tha forner were willing to limit their sexual options to
securing the best possible deal for waren without forfeiting their
respectability and male protection; while the latter were prepared to
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abandon the senblance of respectability in search of new sexual
relationships. Frau the vantage point of the twentieth century, both
strategies had their strengths and weaknesses. Mainsteam fninists were
undoubtedly itore effectively organized and consuently secured rany
needed ref orns. In contrast, less practical New Wanen novelists were able
to generate a irore nprehensive critique of patriarchal ideology, but
very little else in concrete terns. It is interesting that these ts
strands of fninism appear to have been based on different occupational
groups within the middle class. Mainstream farilnists seeni to have cone
largely fran solid professional backgrounds (e.g. rredicine, politics, law
and education) as opposed to the more diverse origins of writers and
actresses. In general mainstream fninists seen to have access to
substantial family inccires whereas writers and actresses depended on their
careers as a rreans of supporting theneelves. The markedly freer
life-style of the latter (which occasionally bordered on the 'Bth€!nian'),
rru.ist have reinforced these differences.64

There is considerable evidence suggesting relations between the t
groups were not particularly sympathetic. In the Contenporary Review,
Millicent Garrett Favett launched a lengthy assault on Grant Allen's
novel, The wcimn Who Did, condeiining its social and sexual &ctrines.
While part of her wrath was directed taards his heroine, Herminia Barton,
who was a rather weak and inconsistent creature, what really angered
Fawcett was Allen's attack on marriage. She hastened to assure
readers that Allen's views were not shared by the main supporters of
nen's enfranshiseuent, even if Allen clained he backed their cause:
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He [Grant Allen] is not a friend [to nen suffragists]
but an enany, and it is as an eneny that he endeavours to
link together the claim of wczTen to citizenship and
social and industrial independence, with attacks upon
marriage arid the family. The whole of the social
revolution sketched in "The Wanan Who Did" uld arrount
in its practical result to libertinage, not to liberty;
it WDuld rrean the inueasurable degradation of
(65)
Fett's review was wide.y cited with approval

in

such cautiously

feminist books as Elizabeth Qiapm3n 's Marriage Questions in Modern
Fiction. Recognizing the need for minor reforms in the marriage laws,
thapman was e:jually horrified by Caird 's heroine, Hadria, in The
Daughters of Dariaus who rebelled against danesticity and the family,
beccniing so warped that she wanted to avoid nDtherhood altogether.66
Igain like Fawcett, C-1apman clairr that Hadria (and by implication Caird)
was a frondeuse who threatened the fabric of society. In the same vein
Josephine Butler rortedly disliked Sarah Grand s best seller of 1893,
The Heavely Twins which she claimed displayed too lc an opinion of
man. 67 Evidently many menbers of the wciiens irovemant shared Mrs. A.
H. Bright's position that 'those who hold the views pop.ilarly attributed
to the New Wanan are the mast dangerous allies' 68 Such
self-indulgent, radical ideas could only jeoçardize the hard-won
credibility of the suffragists.
Not surprisingly there is less evidence indicating that faninist
novelists and actresses feared association with the noderate sector of the
ren 's irovnent. Ctviously they had much less to loose in the way of
respectability. Nevertheless, there are signs that the N.V.A. ' S virous
crusades to cleanse public noral ity ware unwalcxxe in radical quarters.
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Indeed, we have already seen Grant Allen's objections to social purity.
Similarly Mrs. Grundy, a stock figure of fun in many cartoons fran the
socialist magazine To-Day, fr.Ent1y resentled the attitudes and
actions of social purity campaigners.69

Greatly cxir1icating matters was the fact that the term New Wanan
could be applied to both groups. This was in the broadest sense of
stigmatizing all feminists as deviants. 70 Thus a social purity
feminist protesting against allegedly indecent nusic-ball entertainnent
and a female writer explicitly describing warren's sexual fantasies were
both labelled New Warren in newspaper reports of 1894.71 Although a
number of overlaing and generally negative characteristics were açplied
to all New Women (e.g. masculinity, ugliness, an over-develqed intellect)
two distinctly different stereotypical trends can be discerned in both
verbal and visual accounts.72

The first was the undersexed spinster of the N.V.A. variety who was
nearly always portrayed as a prowling prude. A typical example appears in
'A Perplexed Councillor' (fig. 4) published in the Sketch during
October, 1894 at the height of the N.V.A. protests over prostitution at
the Epire Theatre. Skinny, dowdily attired with beady eyes and
inquisitive features, the woman was definitely unaçpealing compared with
her pretty, fashionably dressed demirrondaine counterpart. The L. C. C.
councillor who naturally turns towards the soft charma of the Dnpire
prarenader is forcibly reminded of Mrs. Grundy 's objections. Every aspect
of her person is sharp, angular and exceedingly uncomfortable.
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The second category of New Waran was the typically oversexed
writer. Du Maurier 's cartoon entitled 'The Latest Literary Success' (fig.
5) from Punch provides a classic example. Subtitled 'The

an Who

nted to', the reference to Allen's bod indiately establishes the
figure as a sex-manical fesale novelist. Her unattractive, heavily
sensual features signify an overcharged sexuality that has little prospect
of fulfilment - hence the outpouring of lurid literary details. Her
frilly dress, side-long glance, coquettish smile and position in front of
her toilet table all connote artifice, corruption, and wished-for
promiscuity. It should be noted that the ridiculing of 'deviant' minorities
was one of Du Maurier 's specialities. His attacks on Decadents and New
Waren during the 189 Os follced his criticism of the aesthetic novaiient
during the 1880s. His staunch defence of established values is indicative
.
of Punch s basic conservatism during this period. 73

IV Visual Stereotypes of It.. Wzren

At this point I uld like to quickly survey sare of the nore
prominent visual hallmarks of the New Woman as she was represented in
popular magazine illustration during 1894-1895. A large part of ren's
newness at the turn of the century revolved around their increasing social
and geographic nobility. Middle-class ren became nore active physically
venturing beyond the confines of the darestic sphere. Starting with lawn
tennis in the 1880s and expanding into such sports as cricket, rowing, and
rounders, fenales penetrated a nunber of formerly all male activities.
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Tbove all, bicycling, one of the most popular bourgeois crazes of the
mid-nineties became a symbol and reality of growir fnale independence.
Initially bicycling nen challenged all kinds of assunptions about the
passive nature of fnininity. Their new freedom of uoveirent enabled many
to dispense with chaperones and adopt less restrictive clothing. The
extensive debate on the bicycle ' S merits, especially for ten, fostered
new magazines, in addition to filling

the cxlurnns of existing

newspapers and journals

By the middle of the decade, although controversies about the
apprcpriate level of female activity persisted, the notion of sporting
men was acceptable enough to be used in mass advertising. 75 The
cczrpany that manufactured El liman 's Universal flnbrocation, a linanEnt for
aching nuscies, mounted a series of advertisenents illustrating

waxen

playing golf, cricket and bicycling (figs.6-7). Wriile the rvelty of
rn engaged

in

thes pursuits was designed to attract attention, the

pleasingly portayed rren re intended to inspire enulation rather than
censure. Hciever, the bicycle as a symbol of mobility and change also
continued to be associated with a more threatening type of female as
Punch ' 5 'A Valentyne' (fig. 8) and Wczriari 's 'The Topsy Turvydart of the
Sexes' (fig. 9) demonstrate. Here the exaggeratedly masculine attire of
the feniale bicyclists suggest they intend to usurp male perogatives. In
the pon accanpanying the Punch picture, the bicycling wanan is held
responsible for the death of chivalry, and a plea is made for her to
return to her old maidenly ways.
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The demand for independence was a recurring theie

in

many New

Wcirn ' S cartoons. The latchkey syrtholizing waren 's privilege of coming
and cing at will was an itn sought by a younger generation of girls that
was educated at the newly formed waten's colleges. 76 The conflict
beten the young girls - demands and the oçposition of their irore
traditional nothers was widely interpreted as a generational crisis effectively displacing the issue of male oppression. In a series of highly
publicized articles on the 'Revolting Daughters -, nDthers and their
unmarried girls aired their grievances. 77 The latter basically wanted
the sane freedars their brothers possessed as Arthur Radtham 's cartoon
C*.ir Daughters on Strike' in the Westminster Budget (fig. 10) reveals.
Both the respectable British matrons and their daughters sean ridiculously
out of place at this mass demonstration. The notion that wanen's issues
are trivial ccirpared to man's serious political business is subtly
reinforced by the paternalisn of the title and the fact that the young
girls are a pretty spectacle rather than a serious threat.78
Another way of trivializing the New Wanan was displaying her as a
fashionable upper-middle-class fad. This was the point of Harrison's 'The
Refined Lady and Gentleman Guest Hire Association' published in the Pall
Mall Budget (fig. 11). Along with their standard range of diplariats,
drama critics, and assorted aristocratic ladies, this Mayfair service
specially featured the New Wcxnan guest who conspicuously srrcked, discussed
New Fiction and racing tips, and of course carried a latchkey. The fact
that she is advertised as creating a great stir in suburban circles
inplies she was a middle-class encmenon of little interest for the
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aristocratic or horking classes. Significantly, in the second section, we
will see how critics also discussed the Yellow Book as a sensation
in the saire suburban circles.

As both the previous t cartoons have shown, advanced fnales were
generally depicted as larger than life creatures who excelled in masculine
pursuits. This unnatural sense of theatricality pervades much New Waran
imagery. 'Pheasant Shooting' fran the Sketch (fig. 12) provides a
typical example where the New Woman not only dwarfs the puny old man but
is also a significantly better shot. In this instance, the New Woman is
not presented as an ugly masculine type but rather as the Society beauty
whose superficial mind is filled with inappropriate new ideas. Although
rarer in visual representations, this image of the attractive, but rather
naive Society female 'toying' with notions of nancipation was a recurring
literary the.

More often in cartoons and caricatures, the New Woman s inascul in±ty
manifested itself in her appearance - physical abnormalities reinforcing
deviant behaviour. Contrasts between the conventionally pretty normal
rran and her emancipated ugly sister were oarmon. Du Maurier '5
'Passionate Literary Types' from Punch (fig. 13) implies that the
unhappy spinster novelist of the New School was too physically repellent
to have lovely Mrs. Blyth 's choice of marriage. Her asserted preference
of remaining single is exposed as false bravado. Similarly Phil May's
'The SnDking Roan of a Ladies Club' (fig. 14) also contrasts the New Wanan
who has graduated to siroking cigars with t young faninine ITeI±ers who as
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yet cannot manage cigarettes. The New Woman's severe hair-style,
masculine attire, glasses, aggressive stance, and the ight of her black
garments are played off against the soft flowing hair, light coloured,
frilly dresses and wilting poses of the club's new initiates. The cartoon
infers that these womanly innbers face the diliir of neeting the New
Wcznan 's standard, or preserving their fenininity by renouncing their
neuberships. Again the point is reiterated in 'Easter Man-o.ivres' of the
Pall Mall Budget (fig. 15). Here a ll-dressed onanly ran rarks
to her male cxxrpanion 'There that's a New Woman'; referring to a do&c1y,
bespectacled creature in bloaners and gaiters bicycling up the path
towards the couple. Like her advanced colleagues, she is presented as an
isolated object of pity.
Certainly this was a favourite line of anti-fninist attack. In a
letter to the editor of Vanity Fair entitled 'The tJnbeautiful New
Woman', one hostile opponent of wain's rights posed the question
underlying all of the above cartoons:
Now the question naturally arises, would these
sane ren be advanced if they ware possessed of that
divine perogative of their sex - beauty? If they ware
round and rosy and pretty? It is all very wall to talk
about the cainending strength of heredity and the
curtailed pcer of the environnent, but just transform an
ugly rian into a pretty one, and she will leap from
pessimism to optimism like a torrent of water that has
been unnaturally darrmd.
For man make this world a very pleasant place for
pretty ten. . . Mast women with beauty marry young, and
are quite content to let someone else fight the battle of
life for than.(79)
Closely associated with ugliness was an inordinate intellectualism.
As the Vanity Fair writer explained, plain woman had to use their brains
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to provide for thenselves whereas fair wanen were given all they needed by
male admirers. For love and intellectual equality with men were
ruled out as mutually exclusive. Countless hurrourous (?) anneodotes of
the period describe New Wanen 's failures to secure affection. Men
naturally preferred good wives and nothers.8°
If she was young, the intellectual woman was usually dicted in
the drab clothing, dull hair-style and glasses already described.
Furthermore, she was usually preoccupied with all sorts of pursuits that
her adversaries found intolerably boring. The wanan 'with a mission'
(other than marriage and children) was a frequent target of ridicule. ¶1%
studies of these types are provided by Punch. The young 'Latter-day
Girl' (fig. 16) was satirized as having a mission to the Boot Black
Brigade. In 'Cczrpensation' (fig. 17), an older waian who attracts
attention at a party is not envied by a younger one who only notices hci
ugly she is. Sexual stereotypes are carried to extremes when the younger
woman's male aupanion generously recognizes the older waiian
intellectual abilities. The contrast of the two coirments misogynistically
infers that waten are much more spiteful and canpetitive than men.
As this cursory examination of graphic illustration indicates, the
visual type-casting of the New Wanan as sexually deviant involved endcing
her with qualities that were antithetical to the feminine ideal. Neither
her physical appearance, nor her behaviour was spared. ugly instead of
pretty, New WDnen were almost always very tall, thin, and angular, as
opposed to the petite, rounded and soft feminine norm. Their large and
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iTposing physical presence meant they tended to &xninate rather than
CCtrplement the space they occupied. Alone when respectable wuld be
accaipanied, they resolutely pursued a range of unladylike activities,
p
articularly those of an intellectual variety.
V Beardsleys Inages of Deviant Witen

Many of these qualities can be detected in Beards ley 's Yellow
images of men which were viewed as sexual misfits and freaks
ellence. Before turning to secific examples of his work, it is
important to realize that as an illustrator of New Fiction and Drama,
establishment critics inrrdiately saw Beardsley as part of a
conspiratorial clique. This clique of 'advanced' novelists, journalists,
playwrights and illustrators was blamed for conjuring up the mythical New
Wcxnan out of thin air. Some attributed her to the genius of Oscar Wilde,
while others claimed she was the offspring of 'hysteria and Continental
decadentism' 8l All of her adversaries denied her objective
existence. 82 one ccxrmantator in Wanan claimed 'She is a figment
invented by journalists who make guineas out of her for articles. - 82
However, the profit notives of her creators were the least of the
establishment 's fears. Far nore rrying was the spectre of other
'normal' wanan following the New Woman ' S dangerous precedent, as a Vanity
Fair writer observed:
.we do rot believe in the New Wcznan 's existence. She is
a caricature. We read of her in books, and we see her
on the stage. But we have not met her.. . . she nay ana
into spurious existence presently, for there are silly
waren who will imitate anything for effect; but so far we
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have seen nothing more like her than the 'Heavenly Twins at a fancy ball, a New Wcxrari on the stage. Beycnd a
doubt she is, in bar fulness, the flabby, unwlolesoue
creation of a morbid mind; . . . (83)
These carrients cxnnect the New Wanan to a subversive social strategy
that was hatched by unhealthy minds.

The idea was porsued in a poem and accaranying illustration in
Punch (fig. 18) entitled 'Misoneogyny' in which 'A Batchelor' expressed
his revulsion for advanced waren. He also claiired the modern monster only
existed in fancy and print. The illustration amplified the point showing
an evil artist carplete with horns and hooves creating the New Wanan. It
ses worth noting that the canvas bears a striking reserrb lance to many of
Beards ley 's pictures in terms of its blank background and the tall slender
sonian in profile whose outline was filled in with large masses of black
and white. Although it does not appear to refer to a specific Beards ley
design, the caricatured canvas does reseirble other Punch cartoons of the
artist's work (e.g. fig. 55 'Published at the Bcdl cj Head').85

In any case there is little doubt that Beardsley would have been
one of the artists Punch 's readers would have had in mind since fran the
end of 1893 and throughout 1894, his work was piblicly associated with a
number of advanced causes. These included illustrations for Oscar Wilde's
Salare, a number of New Waren 's novels - especially George Egerton

'5

Keynotes (fig. 20), designs for advanced theatre groups, and an article
for the Idler entitled 'H to Court the Advanced Wanan' (fig. 19).
Here I will confine ny investigation to the Keynotes and Idler designs
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since the Salare illustrations and theatrical cirrnissions will be
analyzed in a subsequent section. The Keynotes design which was
initially printed in dark green on a light green cover first appeared when
the novel was pthlished in December, 1893. Although more will be said
about the role of New Fiction within the publishing industry in the second
section, it should be riphasized that this was a landmark volune of the
advanced school.
Concentrating on the design, one finds striking resemblances
between its vocabulary arid that of the previously discussed New WarLen
cartoon imagery. The advanced nan a-i the left dcrninates the cover in
terms of her size arid promirent location, literally tc'ering over the
other two figures. Th.rthernore, her thin angular proportions recall those
of the unwananly creature in the 'Snokirig Roan of a Ladies Club' (fig.
14). Her unearthly artificiality is reinforced by a disconcerting absence
of lcer lirrbs and the fact that she seems to be painfully supported by a
pole held by the pierrot beneath. Although the misogynist undertones of
this detail cannot be overlooked, Beardsleys New %* man does not fit the
typically ugly spinster image. Her curling hair and fashionably designed
sleeves, hat and parasol are more like the feminine attire of the two new
nernbers in the srroking roan. Yet she is clearly not of the sane weak and
sul:xnissive tençeranent, since she fearlessly scrutinizes the viewer.
This canbination of advanced and traditional devices creates a
tension that dislocates the viewer. Hci is she/he to respond? The sense
of irresolution is heightened by the curious theatricality of the scene
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with its unstable black and white background, the airrneclia deli 'arte
guises of the two characters below, and the evil cloven hoof of the
grotesque manikin playing a heart-shaped guitar that has cxiic and tragic
masks attached to its strings. The New Waian plainly belongs to this
artificial atnDsphere. But the very pervasiveness of the unreality
presents problsns for the viewer. Unlike the previously examired popular
cartoon imagery, the New Wanan is not imiediately at odds with the rest of
the 'normal' world. In Beardsley 's design there is no anchoring point of
recognizable 'reality - within the picture to reassure the viewer that such
creatures are indeed abnormal.

Beardsley's Keynotes cover was also reproduced in the Idler
article on 'How to Court the Advanced Wanan'. 86 In it, a nuirber of
praninent pro-and anti- New Women writers were asked to briefly cxiiirent on
the tcpic. Intended as a light-hearted and entertaining debate, nost of
the New Women contributors were forced onto the defensive by Angus Evan
Abbott's introductory caricature of the Advanced Wanan. Claiming they did
not support such strident stereotypes, they rvertheless advocated wanen 's
right to expand their sphere of activity. Superficially, the
anti-f ariinists' position looked quite similar since they also argued that
en should be rrore energetic. However, their arguanent was primarily
directed towards turning indolent Society ladies into better rrothers,
rather than getting middle-class en out of the hare. Typically Dr.
Arabella Kenealy reiterated her well known opinion on the subject:
The true Advanced Wanan is not at all the latch-key
licensed, tobacco-tainted, gala contaminated
Frankenstein, which. . .strides up and down the pages of
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nodern literature. The veritable advanced Wcman is she
who, pressed Iiy necessity or touched by the conviction
that to be a drone in a hive of rkers . . . is
unworthy,.. .This woman recognizes that to deck herself
out in fine clothes which represent the toil and wear and
tear of a dathter-ridden father, and lounge about
life's street-corners until some man cares along to keep
her, is not altogther the part nature meant her to play
in the great human scheme. (87)
Kenealy goes on to lament the passage of the golden old days when even
wealthy wanen's lives were filled with darestic duties. Worst of all is
the Society man 's willingness to let others usurp the 'grave mysteries
of irotherhood' by caring for her children.

Indeed, Kenealy 's lecture was directed tcMards precisely that type
of Society fnale Beards ley portrayed in the title-page illustration (fig.
20). Idleness was not only the keynote of the title, but also of her
ulently restrictive clothing and pose of casually leaning on a tassled
cushion. Self-indulgence led to a weakening of rroral fibre - sarething to
which the pampered aristocracy were especially prone. If such a woman was
the target of anti-friinist attack, it is also true that in many respects,
she was the antithesis of feminist aspirations. Hc can one make sense of
this apparent contradiction?

In fact, Beardsley s statement of aristocratic values in this
context s rot as paradoxically irrelevant as it initially appears. It
should be stressed that his notion of advanced femnales involved sexual
assertiveness rather than asexual respectability. In many ways the
sexually assertive New Woman carplemnented the decadent aristocrat since
both rejected the conventional standards of middle-class respectability.
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The reacticnary rsta1gia of the former tnporarily found itself allied
with the progressive vision of the latter in a nost unholy alliance
against the social status-quo. As Linda Dowling has observed, çtiilistine
critics of the 189 Os perceived the decadent as new and the New %tnian as
decadent. 88 A useful illustration of the latter is provided by
another Du Maurier cartoon fran Punch entitled Our Decadents (Fenale)'
(fig. 21). Here an emancipated female writer shocks a staid meirber of the
nale legal establishment by raising the subject of a sordid legal case
which she plans to incorporate into an advanced play. Young ladies of her
class are not supposed to be aware of such things, let alone publicize
their knowledge. The alliance of New Wanen with other socially
narginalized groups is a significant theme which I will return to in a
nrnent vis-a-vis their relationship with the working class.
Finally, the likeness between the women of the Idler article and
Beardsley 's second drawing for the Canedy Ballet of Marionettes - (fig.
31) p.thlished in the Yellow Book during July 1894 deserves mention. The
two waien's hair-style, dress and feather ornanentation are virtually
identical. Significantly this earlier series dealt with the theme of
lesbian seduction, which irust have reinforced the prevailing ithology of
the aristocracy s noral degeneracy. This highly conspicuous exanle of
Beardsleys deviant women will be examined in further detail below.
At this point, however, having firmly established the fact that
Beardsley had a reputation for depicting advanced waren, I would like to
look at the way some of his early Yellow Book illustrations defied
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ct)nventcnal notions of the feminine ideal. One of the most marked cases
was his title-page for the magazine's first volume (fig. 22) which shcs a
young nan standing in the foreground playing a piano in the middle of a
field. She is stylishly dressed in a feather hat (of the type rn in the
Idler illustration), and a long black dress with wide sleeves.
Iudiately one is struck by the incongruity of this household piano with
its candle surrealistically set in the midst of nature. Heightening the
bizarre effect is the fact that the wind is blaing the trees on the far
side of the field, but not the candle and feathers of the wanans hat.

Critics evidently were confused by the curious subject matter.
While a few tried to concentrate on the pretty figure of the girl, most
could not ignore the instrument 's disturbing location. 89 Speaking
for many, the 'lb-Day reviesr protested:
Surely it is not necessary to draw a nan standing up to
play a cottage piano out in a rreadow; there mast be sorre
way of avoiding that. I am not asking Mr. Beards ley to
translate life literally; he is free to take fron it no
irore than sate suggestions for decorative designs. But
until e are educated irore, or educated differently, the
cottage piano in the pastures will hardly seem
inevitable. (90)
Others also found the scale within the picture disconcerting,
noticing such distortions as the piano keys appearing fifteen inches
long. 91 Ultimately the World critic ended up asking 'Who wants
these fantastic pictures, like Japanese sketches gone mad, of a nan with
a black tuft for a head, and snake-like fingers starting off the keyboard
of a piano...?92

91

flrds1ey, invariably thriving cii such controversy, replied in a
letter to the editor of the Pall Mall Budget:
Sir, - So much exception has been taken, by both the
kess, and by sane private persons to my title-page of
The Yellow Book', that I must plead for space in your
Muable paper to enlighten those who profess to find my
$cture tmintelligible. It represents a lady playing a
o in the middle of a field. "Unpardonable
fectaticn" cry the critics. But let us listen to
bivet. thristcpher Willibald Ritter Von Gluck, in order
toerTn his inaginaticii and to transport hirrelf to Aulis
Sparta, was so staned to place hirrself in the middle
a field. In this situation, with his piano before
, and a bottle of dianp3gne cii each side, he wrote in
t1 cen air his t 'Iphigenias', his 'Orpheus - and son
uld say
dther rks." I treTible to think what critics
I introduced those bottles of champagne. And yet
ór,t call Gluck decadent. (93)
1aL* tawted his Critics by prwiding an annecdote fran the life of a
res taiiçoser as the basis for this seemingly contrived scer.
A1tI the authority he cited and the annecdote itself re prchably
fiCt*, this sixi1d riot have been niiediately apparent to many of his
us ostensible fidelity to his source challenged the
mit* griteria of affectaticn (and also by implication their criteria
Iin). Furtheruore, Beardeley underlined their inconsistent use
tk

deit.
Biards1ey neglected to mention was perhaps ITore significant.
this s not an iirge of a man, but rather of a woman

plJ piano, nust have zoven doubly disturbing. Although nunmerous
ut pianists, they
e scarcely ever taken seriously as
lk

the precedent of Gluck hardly could have justified

bahavicur of a

n. Given the dominant assixnptions about
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vns lack of creative talent, this warian was either an unusual
exception to the feminine rule, or worse yet, a sheer exhibiticnist.
Beardsley was right in trembling to think about including the bottles of
champagne -

siriply could rxt behave in such a free and easy fashion.

In this instance, the problem was exacerbated by Beardisey 's
violation of one of the rrost treasured symbols of middle-class donestic
respectability. The piano was above all a sign of material ccxnfort and
feminine accanplishment. By the end of the nineteenth century, the mass
production and lcMer prices of both the instrurrents and their sheet music
nreant that they were a staple of even lower-middle-class
drawing-roczns. 96Like

French

conversation,

embroidery,

shell-picture-making, and ribbon work, the piar was a suitable
occupation for leisured ladies. 97 In fact, by the end of the century
the piano-playing heroine was a stock character of magazines for
middle-class girls.98 Like novel reading, the piano provided
wholescrre family entertainnent

in

the privacy of one's n hare. However,

located out in an cpen field, both the piano and the nan were stripped
of their normally reassuring dcinestic associations. This wirian rt only
entered the public sphere, but also directly undermined the notion of the
private sanctuary. Her public role was not nerely an additional dimension
of the old femninity, since things on the hcue front were irrevocably
altered. In this respect, the design also seems to have irocked the rural
pretensions of bourgeois suburbia by putting a 'cottage' piano where one
uld logically expect to find a 'real' cottage - in the middle of the
countryside. The middle class' passion for a manicured, suburban version
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of nature is carried to ridiculous extrerres.
Prostitutes were another highly visible group of supposedly
sexually deviant wanen that Beardsley pictured in the Yellci' Book. 'J\q
of his most caispicuous exanples açpeared in the first volurre 'L 'Education Sentirrentale' (fig. 23) and 'A Night Piece - (fig. 24).
Although the subject of both works was clearly recognized, it was largely
discussed in euphemistic terms. Mvc Beerbohm was more explicit when he
describes 'L 'Education SenthTental e' in a letter to Reggie Turner:
ubrey has done a marvellous picture for the Ye11cM
Book 1'alucation sentinentale he calls it. A fat
elderly whore in a dressing-gown and huge hat of many
feathers is reading fran a book to the sweetest
imaginable little girl, who looks before her, with hands
clasped behind her back, roguishly winking. Such a
strange curved attitude, and she wears a long pinafore of
black silk, quite tight, with the frills of a petticoat
shcMing at the ankles and shoulders: awfully like Ma
Reeve, that clever malapert, is her face - you rrust see
it. It haunts me.(99)
A surprising nunter of reviewers seem to have shared Beerbohms positive
verdict - especially praising the piece 's humour. 1 °° Presumably this
referred to the young girl 's evident experience which rerxlered the lecture
superfluous. Hence the allusion to Flaubert 's famous earlier novel of the
sane title that recounted a youth 's amorous experiences. Beerbohm

'5

axrparison with Ma Reeve, a praninent music-ball perforirer, further
suggests , the image was interpreted by more liberal critics as an
entertaining turn or theatrical sketch)' 01 In other words, it was
seen as a ccntrived cultural scenario rather than a specific reference to
the daily business of prostitution.
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Exactly the reverse sens to have happened in the case of his
widely detested A Night Piece' (fig. 24) where the only favourable
carinents came frcxr. Philip Hanerton reviewing the first Yellav Book in an
article in the second issue. He managed to conclude that at least
Beardsley had achieved a discouraging effect on the rnir by effectively
creating a dismal background. Otherwise, comrentators were unreservedly
hostile, even in cases where they had liked 'L 'Education Serrtirnentale'.
In this respect, the view of the Globe was typical: 'There is sane
hurrour in "L 'Education Sentiirentale", but the "Night Piece" and the
"Portrait of Mrs. Patrick Campbell" are ITore than grotesque - they strike
us as ludicrous' 102 In a similar vein, the Whitehall revier
rerrarked:
The faculty is also his [Beardsley's} . . .of reproducing
with something of a hurrourous exactness and the agreeable
leer of calculating license; in proof of which gifts
"L 'Education Sentimentale", on page 55 may be
advantageously studied. It is but an exalted form of le
petit journal pour rire; but it is distinctly cabable
[sic], not to say fastidious rk of its kind. Whereas,
of what kind is the "Night Piece" on page 27? (103)
kain the writer draws a crucial distinction beten a naughty scene of
comic amusement and something else which was obviously nuch nore
disquieting.

This sarething else was dissected rrore precisely by the Speaker
reviewer who linked Beardsley 's picture to Arthur Synon ' 5

poem, 'Stel la

M3ris' also in the sane volume:
still pursuing his career of villainy, the former
[Beards ley] produces "A Night Piece", the principal
character being a lady who has, naturally enough,
mistaken her hat for an onnibus, and is about to drive in
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it past the Chelsea Barracks. The cleverness of Mr.
Beardsley is rronstrous - an epithet which also fits his
artistic inpudence and his affectation. .. . Nor iTust
leave out of this Charrber of Horrors the figure of Mr.
Aurthur Sons, the "high-toned" Don Juan of the
pavnent, who sings his Picadilly anours with a zest that
uld be ludricrous if it re not loathsoire. (104)
Here it is prostitution on Laidon 's streets - by the Chelsea Barracks arx
around Picadilly -

that is singled out as the prob1n. Significantly it

is the cannon street-walker rather than the nore elegant dnisnondaine that
is the object of reprobation.
Judging from a Punch caricature of July 1894 entitled 'flow it is
Done' (fig. 25), it is the cheap srking-c1ass vulgarity of these women
and their dreary surroundings which gave offense. The fact that this was a
caricature of Beards ley 's rk is stated in the upper left where apelogies
are offered to

1 ,

which was the artist s 'well known mark. The

street-walker of the Punch cartoon combines features from both
Beardsley's previously discussed illustrations. Her heavily lined facial
features and squinting expression recall that of the older whore, while
her dress reseiibles the street-walker of 'A Night Piece'. Like the
latter, she too is apparently outdoors and in the process of soliciting
a typical West Eid

johnny.

Everything about the snan is unnaturally

hideous fran the skull and insects about her person to her gaudy attire.
Even a black cat arches up arid hisses at her.
On closer inspection, a sense of artificiality pervades the entire
scene which is subdivided by a theatrical curtain. The irrplications of
this device are spelled out in the title How it is Done (An Art Recipe) -
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and accaripanyirig rhyma which inply Beardsley 's images are marely dramatic
rhetoric as opposed to real art. Even nore to the point is the fact that
Beardsley 's cxnjuring tricks rely on the shabby devices of rrusic-hall
turns involving the rose of 'front-row "Tottie" - and hat as rn by
"Coster Lao" -. Both Beardsley 's subject matter, incinding the background
'like a slum in foggy weather', and his style are identified as
sorking-class) 05 In this respect the sign post 'Keep to the Left'
is particularly suggestive. On a general level, it amplifies the
connotations of evil surrounding both the couple and the dreary location.
Mare specifically, it may have been intended as a

political

reference to

the horrors of socialism. Although this will be pirsued further in the
third section, it should be noted that prominent exponents of the 'new' in
literature,

art

and theatre included a large number of socialists.

Significantly Beardsley was charged with belonging to the left-wing of the
English impressionist school (See Section Three fn. 174). F\.irthernore,
this identification of Beardsley and his style as orking class nay have
been designed to snub an upstart illustrator who aspired to have his rk
considered 'fine art'.
The sexually and socially outcast status of prostitutes was
fr&juently connected with that of New

Waren -

not only by advanced writers

thrselves who freqently explored prostitution in their works, but also

by

many of their adversaries who feared an alliance between both dispossessed
groups. In many respects, the freedarE sought by

IL Wzren

especially

suffrage, education, and iployrrent resnbled traditicnal working-class
demands. Class anxieties were kindled by the growing disenc±iantmant of
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middle-class waiien with the old distinguishing hallmarks of their social
position - conspicuous leisure, suburban isolation, and chapercnage. The
imending blurring of class lines worried many anti-feminists who felt
middle-class iten would autcinatically join working-class ranks if they
abandoned their protected life-style:
Look at the result on the lor classes of this equal
freedan and equal knowledge [of the sexes]. Look at the
laundry-hands, for instance; at the factory girls; at
dwallers in the shins; even at dorrestic servants; and
then say whether the "latchkey" demanded by sone of our
lady-girls and matrons has wrought to better issues anong
those emancipated than wa find among the sheltered... We
all know how "office work" takes off the subtle perfune
and beauty of a girl s character. When once girls are
allowed to trail about the streets alone and are forced
to fight for themselves, they lose.., the distinctive
charm of naidenlxxxI. (106)
Another ocmrentator argued that 'The New Woman, after all, is often only
the vulgar

wanan

who has missed her vocation, or a 'lady' with the

aspirations of a factory-girl or washerman. 1

07

Repeatedly regarded

as class traitors for adopting the mores of their social inferiors, New
Wzinen ware variously described as female insurrectionists of the French
revolutionary kind or moral anarchists )08 The latter charge, seen
in the light of the anarchist borrbings in London during the suniter of

1894

was not lightly intended. 109
In addition to the general association with radical working-class
politics, New Woman ware more specifically linked with female prostitutes.
Certainly a cross class alliance of feminists and prostitutes had been
forged, albeit precariously during the campaign for the repeal of the
Cntagious Diseases Acts fran the 1860s to the

l880s.

rxiring the

l890s,
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sare strands of social purity continued to assist prostitutes as the
victims of male abuse, even though many of their solutions ware
increasingly repressive. In the New Fiction and Drama, advanced writers
used prostitution to eiiphasize the seamy underside of sexual
respectability. In fact, in many ways, the sex-irariia of New Wcinen writers
paralleled the supposedly insatiable sexual appetites of the whore. Both
ware characterized as fenines fatales who preyed upon unsuspecting men
for crmerical gain: the former usurping his traditional privileges and
the latter infecting him with debilitating diseases. FurtheriTore, both
ware cast as enenies of the family and society.

Conteirporary literary critics often used the Picadilly by night
metaphor to describe the lurid New Fiction)1 0 One writer invoked it
in a discussion of an unnamed new quarterly review (almost certainly the
Yellc Book) which prctroted the writings of 'defiant men' and 'revolting
ren:
A quarterly review has been invented for the furtherance
of this literature, and several series give it
hospitality. On the nans side it is cynical as wall as
nasty; it assuies that there is r rld except Picadilly
after dark, or perhaps the coulisses of sate disreputable
music-hall. It gathers scraps fran the more Ixtorious
French performers in this line, and it mocks at what is
supposed to be the British conscience. On the wanan
side it seems at least to be in deadly earnest, but many
of the assunptions are the sane, mutatis mutandis, and
the expression of them is even less veiled.(lll)
In fact, these references to Picadilly }iy night and disreputable
nusic-halls provide an inportant clue to understanding the response to
Beards ley 's 'A Night Piece'. The street-walker was parading in fran the
the rpire Theatre

in Leicester

Square. A caripariscn with an engraving of
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the raisic-hall 's exterior (fig. 26) coflf inns the location of Beardsley 's
sketchily outlined architecture. 112 published in April in the first
volune of the YellcM Book, a major scandal involving prostitution at the
E)npire Theatre exploded in October, although it had been brewing for
several itrnths.
The crisis cane to a head when Mrs. Onniston Chant, a leading
rreirer of the N.V.A., opposed the Erpire Theatre ' S bid to renew its
licence fran the London County Council in October, 1894. Mrs. Chant
justified her actions on the basis that the cleansing of the Eire
praienade, one of the irost flagrant haunts of West End prostitutes, would
set a conspicuous example to the rest of society. 113 The EThpire
prarenade had becctre sanething of a 'club - for aristocrats, colonial
officials, white-collar clerks and civil servants, military guardsman,
university students, tcxirists, and other Bohemian types, in addition to
ordinary rrusic-hal 1 goers)' 4 In retaliation, the Erpire ' S nBnag9nent
luinediately circulated termination notices to their staff of several
hundred and announced iirrninent closure.
The ensuing letters and debates in the press swamped editorial
columns for several weeks. 115 Feelings ran high on both sides with
large p.thlic meetings to rally support. Essentially the interest groups
fractured along party lines - publicans and nusic-hall prcprietors and
patrcns being closely associated with the Conservative party and
Evangelical, teetotallers, and social purity campaigners being connected
with the Liberal party and Labour benches of the London Cc*mty Council.
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Eventually Mrs. Chant 's pressure forced the Eknpire to errect a large
screen hiding the bar and soliciting fran the rest of the audience. In
the course of the Theatre's re-opening after its nKxlification, a minor
riot ensued in which 200 - 300 young aristocratic roclies, aie of their
ring-leaders being Winston Churchill, tore dcn the screen loudly
denoucing social purity and their political supporters •116
In the wave of iroral panic surrourx3ing the incident, charges of
aristocratic vice nEt rejoirxlers of frale prudery. Mrs.. Chant and her
fo1lciers ware castigated as New Wanen of the rrost rneddlesaie description.
There is little doubt where Beardsley, a devotee of west-er1 halls, stood
on the issue. He was firmly allied with the decadent vice-ridden upper
classes that social purity claimed chaIriorEd the praneriade. His attitude
was revealed in a subsequent drawing originally entitled 'A Suggested
Reform in Ballet Costume' (fig. 27) that was later published in A london
Garland in 1895.117 Here the ballerina lavishly covered fran head
to toe probably satirized the reformers' intenticzs of covering up ballet
girls and nodels in tableaux-vivants. In particular, during several press
interviews, Mrs. Chant claimed that she could easily design a nore decent
ballet costurne)18 Certainly Beardsl ey 's positicn was shared by the
vast majority of magazine illustrators. L. Raven-Hill, Phil May, Eckhardt
and nunerous others contributed sketches to the press that made social
purity supporters the butt of endless jokes) 19 It should be
arphasized that this was a far fran progressive position - either
politically given the jingoistic and imperialistic flavour of the hall; or
in terne of iren whose srking-class neirbers were type-cast as disposable
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thjects of male pleasure. Nevertheless such an allegiance must have
fostered his re.itation as a decadent.
The Eire scandal accentuated the split within faninist ranks.
New Wczren writers and actresses arparently had little to say about the
issue. Their position nust have been particularly awkward. Opposed to
the kind of exploitation the Erpire traded in, these writers and actresses
must have found it equally impossible to endorse a campaign of noral
regulation which would ultimately harm the prostitutes by thrcwirig then
onto the streets, and could easily be turrEd against the New Fiction and
Drama. 120
Curiously Beardsley 's 'A Night Piece' was not wall received even by
conservative papers which championed the Epire s cause, although they
ware less abusive than those with Evangelical connections) 21 The
problan seems to have rested on the image 's inappropriate location in the
high br YellcM Book, rather than its explicithess per Se. Before the
scandal broke in October and cartoons ridiculing social purity appeared
all over the illustrated press, flnpire prarenade cartoons seen to have
been the special property of such inexpensive male entertainrrent magazines
as Pick-t-Up. This type of cartoon focused on sexually risque or
titillating male and fenale exchanges rather than mocking social purity.
9 typical examples fran this source (figs. 28-29) stress the wanen's
dubia.is virtue much more forcefully than Beardsley had done in 'A Night
Piece - by surrounding the waren with leering rren. Indeed such material
which was the staple fare of Pick-Me-Up, was not considered suitable in
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the Yellow Book which had higher cultural pretensions.' 22 Evidently
Beards ley offended by iirçorting a curious foreign alliance of Cockney
vulgarity and aristocratic vice into the pages of a predaninantly
uprer-rni&lle-class jc*irnal that was read by adults of both sexes. These
were exactly the interests and mores that the middle-class collectively
defined itself against, no matter how much attraction they provided for
individual nnbers within its ranks.
In addition to the prostitute, another category of visibly deviant
vnen included among Beardsleys Yellow Book contributions was that of
the lesbian who appeared in the series of three illustrations entitled
'Canedy Ballet of Marionettes performed by the troupe of the Theatre
Impossible which were published in the second volume (figs. 30-32). Like
the prostitute, the lesbian was not a New Woman per se, but presented
similar types of challenges to orthodox norms of middle-class fenininity.
In terma of this research, this series is highly prcblematic in several
respects. First is the fact that the images are scarcely mentioned J'
reviewers which irakes then extremely awkward to analyze in terrr of p.thlic
response. Of course one can speculate on the reasons for this noticeable
critical silence, but it is irrpcesible to offer definitive answers. Also
troublesare is the paucity of existing research on nineteenth century
lesbianism which retained a virtually invisible practice until well into
the twentieth century) 23 Given these obstacles, the

following

discussion will be of a brief and tentative nature.
Brian Reade has identified the scene as one of lesbian seduction.
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In the first illustration a znan in eighteenth century dress is conducted
by a lascivious dwarf through an archway into another rld. Next shcMn
in an 1890s outfit, the nan is joined by a lesbian in bloairs. Reade
has suggested the receeding thin of the lesbian connotes a lack of moral
fibre in phrenological erms124 Furthermore her prcxninent cheek
bones, Lulging forehead and the suggestion of a harelip are all physical
abnormalities that the newly expanding field of criminal anthrcpology
identified as typical congenital defects of the habitual
criminal

125 In the final scene the ostensibly 'normal' ran is

shcn dancing with her lesbian crlripanion who both smilingly point tcwards
each other. The male protector or husband of the 'normal - mn wearing
the horrns of a cuckbold is excluded from their relationship dancing
clumsily by himself off to one side. Here the stage-managed event is
gleefully watched by a group of dwarves, including the one who initiated
the proceedings. The changing costume and masks held by the dwarf in the
first scene and the 'norxral' wanan in the third carry further connotations
of sexual licence as will be discussed in the fourth section.

Although Max Nerdau 's infamous Degeneration was not p.iblished

in

&iglish until the follcMing year in 1895, his ideas about the diseased
nature of ilodern art were only a colourful new expression of ideas already
in circulation among critics of the Yellci Book 126

The rk of

criminal anthropologists who greatly influenced Nordau, was already

familiar to an Eiglish public through the writings of Havelock Ellis and
Lornbroso and Ferrero. 127

For instance, Ellis - The Criminal first

Eublished in 1890, noticed the perverse sexual tendencies displayed in
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prison art irxluding their primitive figures and the fact that prisoners
seeied incapable of representing beauty l28 Significantly these re
charges frequently levelled at Beardsley 's wanen. In this respect, the
National Observer 's general rriarks on contriheticns to the first volume
are ofth examining:
But what shall be said of Mr. Aubrey Beardsley, who
contributes four sketches besides the title-page and the
design for the over? His xnen - he mostly draws
- are of a suprising angularity, surprising height, and
surprisingly bedraped. They resenbie nothing on the
lips
of a more than
earth;. . .with their
Hottentot thickness, their bodies of a lath-like
flathess, their impossibly pointed toes and fingers,
their eyes which have the form and caTeliness of an
unshelled snail.(129)
Signficantly the imagery of New Waren - their angularity, height,
unusual clothing, and asexually flat physiques, are described as ugly and
primitive, both of which were key attributes of the criminal type. The
repeated carplaints about the obvious corruption in the faces of
Beardsley s rren was singled ont for criticism in the case of his 'Ccinedy
Ballet - series by the Daily thronicle writer who asked: 'And has he no
other face at all in his gallery that the sane most unlovely and
uninteresting one is forced upon us to the point of fatigue? 13° This
obsession with facial corruption was also shared by Ellis who observed of
prisoners - 'Beautiful faces, it is well kncn, are rarely found arraig
criminals. This prejudice against the ugly and also against the deformed
is not without sound foundation. -131 Part of this ugliness stred
fran the fact that the criminal was considered an atavistic regression to
a primitive type being frequently cxzrpared to the Hottentot, African or
iyssinian)32
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Certainly by the tine the third Yellow Book was published in
vber, 1894, crixnina 1 and pathological terminology had penetrated
artistic discourses to such an extent that the National Cbserver
parodied it by titling its review of the rregazine 'A Xanthcçiate -. The
pathological term, xanthelasrna referred to the growth of yellowish spots
or plaques on the eyelids.

132

Canplaining of the cult of the

'Yellow Gal', the reviewer pointed out that:
The truth is that Mr. Beardsley scorns to picture any
person who is not suffering fran xanthelasia, which is
defined in the nedical books [not accurately] as an
appearance 'caused by hypertrqhy of the setaceous glands
and fatty degeneration of the subcutaneous connective
tissue. - This extrene xanthelasna is the reason that Mr.
Beards ley 's figures are attentuate where you u1d expect
theni to be slim. (134)
Although the new iredical pathology and criiiiinology penreated the
writings of rrany critics, others sean to have either ignored or renained
unaware of it. The Globe writer, for instance, detected no such
clear-cut rreaning in Beardsley 's 'Canedy Ballet' series. Instead his/her
reponse was simply the puzzled carirent that the designs seaied to have
sane

theatrical conn ct 135 However, such benign confusion was

exceptional. ain nore typical was the National ClDserver ' S cartrents a-i
the 'ungainly and repulsive dolls in impossible poses, usually

in

an

impossible perspective. 136 Here it is hard to assess whether or not
the writer perceived a deviant sexuality. Possibly the naricnette
participants and staged setting downplayed the images' precise sexual
iirplications, implying a distinction between play-acting and reality.
I
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This e1nt of fantasy also carries the nore faini liar misogynist
connotations of male pornogray. Ircnical ly it was in male ponographic
discourses that the image of the lesbian was nost visible - albeit in a
strictly negative sense being produced by iren for male consumption and *
invariably involving the nan ' 5

ultimate ruin, nurder or

suidcide) 37 Working across the polarities of virtue/vice and
innocence/depravity, pornographic discourses provided pleasure by
referring to norms that ware outrageously transgressed. For instance,
this has been observed in the imagery of child prostitution where the
innocence of childhood is countered by visible signs of ixrrrorality (e.g.
exposed genitalia or a depraved stare) 138 In many respects, the
saire type of mechanisms cperate in Beardsley 's series - the attractive and
ostensibly normal nan being led astray by an unnatural dwarf; the
contrast between her and the visibly degenerate lesbian, arid finally that
between her as spectacle and the voyeuristic pleasure of the dwarfs.
Furtherrrore, misogynist overtones emanate frcin the çtiysically hideous
lesbians nanciapted bloaner suit of the l890s.
Yet if this was a hostile attack on the New Warian, critics missed
the point, struggling to express their outrage in hopelessly inadequate
terms - either because they were unfamiliar with the vocabulary of
harosexuality or afraid to name the activities. The anger of the Daily
thronicle provides a typical case in point:
his "Theatre Impossible" drawings are in his very
worst vein. Ectraiiely clever, so far as outline and
massing of lights and shadcMs and fertility of grotesque
imagination go but essentially vulgar in idea and
offensive.... Mr. Beardsley is still very young; his
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educaticn (excEpt in the use of his tools) is to be made,
and therefore there is plenty of roan to hope tht he will
saneday discover that the suggestion of corruption
attracts only t kinds of mind - the callow arid the
putre scent, arid that artists should neither exhibit nor
cater for than. (139)
The critical pattern of incoherent rage or conspic.xus silence on the
subject suggests an unwillingness to cain to terms with the subject in
iruch the sane way that the dangers of faninists not reproducing were
vaguely alluded to by their cpponents.
Once again the contradictory implications of social labelling
arise. By making a spectacle of deviance, Beardsley 's images sean to have
reinforced existing standards of apprcpriate behaviour. And yet the srren
who were not cbvic*isly punished or victimized evidently shook up
establishmant viewers. As in so many of Beards ley 's images, one is struck
by their disturbingly ambivalent representation of wanen.
VI Beardsley as an Effaninate Deviant
Part of this ambivalence can be attributed to the fact that these
images of wiren were made by a man who flagrently flaunted the dariinant
ideology of masculinity. Beardsley 's contanpraries found his
'sexlessness' particularly disconcerting. This term carrronly applied to
both New Wanen and Decadents referred not so rruch to priidery (although it
could signify that on occasion) as to the absence of a set of biologically
predetermined

behavioural traits. In other

rds, it connoted a visible

absence of fanininity in ien and masculinity in
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This overlapping of sexual and gender identities was an integral
cxxrponent of the ideology of separate spheres. In art and literature, for
example, the work of iren and nen was thought to have been indelibly
imprinted with the sexual characteristics of its maker. Thus the srk of
man was typically executed on a large scale, contained heroic activities
and adopted a rational perspective, while that of man was
correspondingly snal ler , xrore cziimcn-p lace, and intuitive or sentirrental

in approach.

These gender divisions were also rigidly hierarchical: man

naturally tackled the highest genres (i.e. public history painting

in

fresco or oil) while en suited lesser tasks (i.e. flower painting,
&)rrestic genre scenes). Furthermore man were a priori professicnals,
while txten were all too frequently regarded as amateurs. The language of
masculine per and domination becarre the index of success: 'virility - or
'manliness' bearing the stamp of highest approval. Depite the fact that
femininity could be a desirable attribute, it autaiiatical ly implied
distinction in an inferior category)41

The charge of 'sexlessness' applied to both Beardsley 's form and
content. Stylistically his rk was discussed

in such

distinctly feminine

terma as 'decorative', 'delicate', 'delicious' 'refined' and 'charming'.
On the whole, although his innovative outline technique was widely
admired, his small scale pen and ink illustrations were hardly the rrost
pranising vthicles for an aspiring male artist. Ironically while his
style was analyzed in feminine terms, his representations of nen were
condemned as masculine - 'intolerably ugly', 'leering' 'unhealthy' and of
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course 'sexless. In many ways Beardsley reversed the classically
successful formula of such academic artists as Frederick Leighton who
specialized in depicting feminine ren in a masculine medium and style.
The sexual 'alnormalities' of Beards ley 's YellcM Book rk demanded
explanation Inevitably critics found it easier to see Beardsley's
unriorthodox work as the product of an effeminate persona, rather than
rsuing the questions it posed about the validity of gender differences.

This strategy explains the inordinate emphasis placed on Beardsley 's
effeminate characteristics. Of course such tactics were not confined to
Beardsley but were applied to the general category of decadent man which
included most of Beards ley s associates at the Bodley Head - Grant Allen,
Richard LeGallienne, Max Beerbohm, and Oscar Wilde to nane just a few. A
Punch cartoon entitled CXir Decadents (fig. 33) frcin May, 1894 focuses
on a cloying relationship between two ultra-fashionably dressed young iren.
Labelled effete aies, these nen address each other in diminutive terms and
display a stertypically feminine moodiness and obsessive interest in
appearancEs.

In a similar way, Beards ley was repeatedly portrayed as an effete
young man in public interviews and articles in the press. Journalists
dwelled at length on his imiaculately fashionable dress, his musical
accanplishnents, his decorative surroundings, his frail physical health
and the fact that he lived with his

142 In many stances

Beardsley becarre the personnification of his work. A classic demonstration
is provided in the gossip colunni of the Pelican where an anonymous
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writer claiired Beardsley 's recently çublished seif-portait (fig. 51)
looked just like the sort of person who would have drawn the Avenue
Theatre poster (fig. 83):
his
portait,
"sketched
by
himself"
In
(the blarre be on his own oddly-shaped head), Mr. Aubrey
Beardsley seems to wear a quaint costume consisting of a
black tie, no collar, and a coat of eccentric cut, with
puffed sleeves like those of a nan s dress. Mr. Aubrey
Beardsley likewise wears a fringe (in the portrait
"sketched by himself") like unto that favoured by the
average Fleet Street flower girl, and, of course, a
soulful expression. In short, the sketch of Mr. Aubrey
Beardsley "by himself" is about as pleasant to gaze upon
as Mr. Beardsley's poster. (143)
This verbal image is visually airplified in a nurrber of canparative
studies of Phil May, the rough and tough Cbckney, and Aubrey Beards ley,
the effeminate boy (figs. 34-35). Significantly Margaret Arrrour later
used a different version of the self-portrait fran the Sun on the front
page of her vehintly hostile article on Beardsley's inirorality published
in

the Magazine of Art (fig. 36). I will return to the crucial fact

that it was a self-portrait, but for the rcanerit, I want to stress how well

the drawing s striking femininity assisted Arrrour 's objective of proving
Beards ley was an irrmDral French aberration. Significantly the feminine
features were greatly exaggerated in the Magazine of Art version: the
forehe being reduced, the eyes half-closed, the chin made weaker and the
lips fuller, and nost conspicuously breasts and earrings added.

Cartoaüsts had a field day satirizing Beardsley in a nurrber of
female roles. For instance, a 'lb-Day cartoa-i depicted the artist in the
guise of Yvette Guilbert, the fanous French cafe-singer (fig. 37). The
long black gloves provide the clue to her identity (fig. 38). The
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unmistakable references to Beardsley include the picture of the 'Fat
Wanan' which To-Day had published in an article on Beardsley the
preceeding spring, the three-lined Beardsley mark, and the title 'An
Illustration of the Gospel of To-Day. By Bauciry %irdsley' l44 ¶I:s
image of Beardsley as a kind of spectacle or freak for public
entertainirent was also the subject of a later Punch satire of his
frontispiece of Juevenal (figs. 155-156). Although the implications of
the masqueraders and Beards ley 's gaudy transvestism will be discussed in
the fourth section, it is worth noting how closely Beardsley and his
images of ren were identified. In this case the lavish bows, frilly
knickers, and large feather plumas were all well known hallmarks of his
ztEnS dress.

Certainly Beardsley 's own public posing played directly into the
hands of establishrrent journalists who amplified his deviance in uuch the
way that Cohen has described. It was a constantly escalating spiral: to
sell his works Beards ley needed to remain in the public eye, yet to
sustain madia interest over a protracted period of tirre be had to appear
progressively nore and rrore outrageous l45 Hence the extravagent
poses in self-portraits and interviews and the calculatedly controversial
rnarks. However successful Beardsley was at initially securing press
attention, he had little control over the form the coverage tock. While
he throughly enjoyed affronting the çkiilistine bourgeois, his marginal
status actually stengthened their position. Type-cast as a young decadent,
the press seldan rorted anything that belied the image. Ultimately even
when the role becarre a liability in the panic following the trial of
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Wilde, Beardsley was unable to manufacture a new persona.
Whether or not Beards ley engaged in hciiosexual, transvestite, or
other 'deviant' practices is largely irrelevant as far as this research is
concerned. What matters was whether the public thought he did. In this
respect, establishment critics did as rruch as possible to foster an
illusion of an individual involved with every possible kind of moral
transgression. In the final analysis, Beardsley 's cwn effninacy and the
masculinity of his images of wanen were read as the cause and effects of
an individual perversion. By ii'nplicaticz-i, admirers of Beards ley' art were
placed in a similarly awkward position. A demonstration of this mechanism
at work is provided by the Public Opinion's review of his 'Girl and a
Bookshop' (fig. 46) shczn at the New English Art Club in 1893:
The girl is an iIrpossible Japanese-cum-Eyptian
figure. .. .the whole thing has a charm, but it is
undoubtedly the charm of degeneration and decay. These
things do not belong to the sane in body or mind, and
they do not find their out-and-out admirers in men of
rcbust intellect, or of a wholly healthy iroral tone. One
is glad to escape fran themn to the alt, noble in its
virility. . . of such a painter as Mr. Mark Fisher,... [the
critic continues to carpare Beards ley and Fisher] it is
like escaping fran the fetid atmosphere, actual and moral
of a iriisic-hall to the windbla'n stretches of the cpen
shore.. .Mr. Fisher can treat syirathetical1y a charming
English maiden. In any painter who can do this without
arriere pensee we are safe fran the akmnornmalities of
the libiainous, and of the equally objectionable asexual
schools. (1461
As members of similarly despised minorities, New Waren and Decadents
were isolated syirbols of an avant-garde revolt, rather than harbingers of
any fundamental social upheaval.
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Section Two: The YellcM Books Location in the Literary
M3rket-Place of 1894-1895

In my view, Fraser Harrison has correctly identified the nDst
serious probleni with the majority of research on the 1 890s in general, and
the Yellow Book in particular:
A curious feature of critical and biographical
writing devoted to the arts of the period is that the
surrounding historical landscape is often obscured, even
obliterated.....
The Yellow Book has suffered a similar fate:
isolating it fran its literary and publishing context,
critics have tended to regard it solely as a product of
the decadent novenent. (1)
This 'decadent' nDvenent presented in isolation sheds little light ai the
broader conditions of production and recEption in the publishing industry
during 1894 - 1895 which determined the shape of the Yellow Book and set
the limits to the radical interventions that I will be arguing the
magazine achieved. Therefore, essential to this task of analyzing the
pthlit response to the imagery of New Wn which appeared in the first
four volumes of the Yellow Book is the location of this periodical in
the literary market-place of 1894-1895.

This section will involve a series of progressively widening
investigations. It will start by looking at Beardsley's role as a
blisher's illustrator during the mid-1890s enphasizing his connection
with the New Fiction. Then the launching of the magazine's first issue
will be considered. Here its precise format will be examined in the
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context of the activities of its publisher, John Lane of the Bcxiley Head.
Special attention will be paid to the Yellow Book's fulfilrrent of the
Bodley Head 's desired objectives, above and beyond the obvious goal of
making a healthy profit. Important information concerning the ccznpany 's
intentions can be gathered fran research into the concerted advertising
and p.]blicity carrpaign rr.nted by the publisher and editors to stinulate
public interest and sales. This brings ire to the crucial problem of
identifying the Yellow Book s public - a ccmplicated concept which nust
be broken down into several cxrponents: first, the imaginary public which
the publisher and editors had in mind when producing the magazine; second,
the possible addressees, neaning that sector of society that could afford
to purchase privately or at least borrow copies of the Yellow Book f ran
a circulating library; and finally, the actual purchasers and
readers, which is the nost problanatic of the three categories in terms of
finding reliable information. In the formation of reasonable hypotheses
about this third category of actual purchasers and readers, the Bodley
Head 's system of book distribution provides sane assistance.

It should be noted that any consideration of the magazine 's public
nust be firmly situated in the ca'nplicated conjuncture of the British
publishing industry in 1894. After decades of structural stability, the
industry was experiencing a major crisis initiated by the collapse of the
three voluire novel which in turn led to the canpiete restructuring of book
formats and distribution irethods, and a dramatic lowering of prices. The
chaotic state of the publishing industry se to have led to sare
unexpected results as far as the Yellow Book was concerned - one of
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which, as I shall argue, was the extent of the magazine's readership. In
this respect the importance of the venture as a spectacle for certain
classes of suburban consumers is especially relevant. Finally this
section will conclude with an examination of the prosecution of
Pick-Me-Up, a contnporary illustrated magazine, that was accused of
indecency in 1894. The trial which helped to establish the normative
contours for the visual representation of sexuality during this period
indicates sate of the prob1ens associated with the simple identification
of Beardsley 's illustrations as pornograpiic.

I Beardsley as a PublIsher's Illustrator

Recalling Beards ley 's work, his contnporary, Arthur Symons,
observed:
His career was rnarkahle in many ways; but one, and for
us the most significant, has been overlooked by his
carrtentators. Beardsley, was, irore than any artist of
modern tines, the creature of the printed book. He held
no exhibitions; his drawings re created not so much to
be beautiful in therrselves (tiough they are that) bet to
be beautiful in reproduction; and apart from such trifles
as (iiristmas cards aixi posters, his works re
specifically intended for use as covers, title-pages,
illustrations or nbellishments to books. This is a
claim which could hardly be made of any other recent
artist, and certainly of no other of ual ability.
Ricketts, Morris, Rosetti, Millais, these and many others
have played distinguished parts in the evolution of the
book; to each of these such rk was a diversion from
their greater labours; of none of then could it be said
that their beying public was the pthlisher. Yet it is
entirely true of Beardsley,.. .(2)
Although Syltons was unduly preoccupied with the notion of 'high art' which
made him incorrectly characterize Beardsley as a solitary genius, he
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noticed what other writers seen to have ignored, nanly Beardsley 'S heavy
dependence on the publishing industry. It was a dependence shared by a
grciing nuner of ilustrators during the 1890s, including Dudley Hardy,
Phil May and Leonard Raven-Hill to nane just a few.3

This type of highly specialized illustrator was a relatively new
phenatnon that had energed during the 188 Os with the technical innovation
of mechanical photographic engraving. Replacing the older, irore
cuinber sane practice of using hand-engraved wooden blocks, the new process
significantly reduced labour, lcered costs, increased accuracy and
speeded up the entire Joseph Pennel 1, a nineteenth
century authority on the subject, explained hc it worked:
For in the mechanically engraved process block, to use
the ordinary term, the lines made by the artist ai paper,
are photographed directly on to the metal plate; these
lines are protected by ink which is rolled upon then with
an ordinary ink roller, the sticky ink adhering to the
lines of the photograph, and ncMhere else. This ink
photograph is then placed in a bath of acid, and the
exposed portions are eaten away; the zink or other metal
block is set up with a wooden back type-high, and is
ready to print fran. The process is so ridiculously
simple that it can be dor in a very few hours. (5)
Firms specializing in 'process 'reproduction such as Carl Hentschel and the
Swan Electric Engraving Caripany which handled Beardsleys illustrations,
sprang into existence. 6 This in turn presented new opportunities for
pen-and-ink artists who could nc offer their services directly to the
publisher, instead of working through the intenrediary of an engraver. In
fact, many engraving firms went bankrupt during this period, including the
1l kncMn Dalziel Brothers in 1893 who in the past had supplied numerous
blocks for Punch. 7 An article in the British Printer of 1897
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surrrred up the inpact of process canrrenting that high-class wood engraving
was scarcely ever seen in either illustrated weeklies or ixonthly
magazines. Even such resistant vdiicles as the Graphic, Punch,
Illustated London News and Black and White had largely succurrbed to
the new tecllnique.8

Publishing was definitely the major market for relief
prints since few exhibitions and dealers were seriously interested in such
' ork during the 1890s. In exhibitions, they were ususally overshadciied by
larger, nore irrpressive, oil paintings, and dealers evidently preferred
handling etchings and watercolours. 9 Working in the publishing
industry maant that illustrators generally had a different and fruently
wider public canpared to that of painters. In fact many writers of the
189 Os got rather carried away by the danocratic inplications of
illustration. Addressing the aspiring illustrator in his handbook on pen
drawing of 1894, Pennell carmanted '.. .you should be prouder to illustrate
the greatest magazines of the world, thus appealing to millions of
readers, than have your drawings buried in the portfolios of a few hundred
collectors - •l0 Of course the number of readers addressed depered on
the nature of the book, magazine or newspaper that was being illustrated.

Mass reproduction sens to have played a significant role in the
concept of the New Art. Signifintly it was illustration arx poster
designing that were considered its nost characteristic manifestations.
Traditional critics castigated the eçreral nature of the mediuma and the
fact that such work was viewed directly by the general piblic rather than
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mediated by exhibition juries, dealers or art critics. In aritrast, this
was precisely what proved appealing for its practioners. As Beardsley
rmented in an interview of July 1894:
• . .rnay not our hoardings claim kinship with the
galleries, and designers of affiches pose as proudly in
the public as the masters of Holland Road or Bond Street
Barbizon (and, recol 1 ect, no gate mcney, no catalog)?
(11)
Such drocratising tendencies, however, were still largely
monopolized by men. Surprisingly the new line block process did rot seen
to encourage any significant growth in the small number of fnale
illustrators, Instead their work rnained marginalized in the wanen 'S
press or children 's books. Their conspicuous absence fran mainstream
graphic rk was noticed by Pennell:
It is very curious that en who are artists have not
more generally taken to illustration; it is just
possible, hcMever, that it is because illustration is not
so easy as it seens. . . It is rather curious that more
ren have rt made the designing of fashion plates their
study. ( 12)
Here one assumes that the force of tradition as well as a lack of
technical experience (which made even the sii1e line block process seen
inaccessible) prevented rren from illustrating an a scale carparable to
their growing literary production.13

In Beardsley's case, virtually all of his income was derived fran
p.iblishing camtissions, although he occasionally sold a few drawings to
friends. It was a £250 contract f ran J.M. Dent for the

I.e Mrte

d 'Arthur

illustraticns that initially enabled Beardsley to leave his clerical
position in the Guardian Fire and Life Assurance office to become a
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professional graphic artist.' 4 Ii&st of his incane was precariously
earned fran limited ccntracts as his fr&iuent reference to business
transactions in his correspondence denonstrates. After abandoning his
clerkship in 1892, his first steady salary cane fran the art editorship of
the Ye11CM Book during 1894. According to the contract between
the publishers, 1v thews and Lane, and the editors, Harland and Beards ley,
the former agreed to pay the latter a comnission on the basis of sales.
This basically anounted to aproximately £175 for an edition of five
thousand. The payrrent operated on a sliding scale of 10% for the first
thousand copies, 15% for the second through to fifth thousand, and 20% for
copies exceeding five thousand)-5 Wriile there is considerable
evidence that Harland ploughed much of his salary back into the Yel low
Book, using it on stationary, postal expenses and paying his secretary,
Ella D 'Arcy, Beardsley seens to have depended on his salary)-6 in
fact, after his dismissal fran the Yel low Book when a number of other
publishers also dropped him, he and his family were forced to give up
their louse at 114 Cambridge Street in Pirnlico which they had occupied
since the sumner of 1893.17 As a recent Beards ley biographer has
observed, 'the bottan had been blown out of the market for his
labour'

18 Perennial financial insecurity necesarily kept Beardsley

accutely aware of his public value.

II ¶[ Yellow Bo as a Bodley Head Production

On April

16, 1894 the Bodley Head released the first volume of the

Yel low Book. Within days this action became a significant social event,
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as an anonymous writer for the National Cbserver pointed out:
On tnday the great world did 1ssrs. Mathews and
Lane, publishers, the borxur to creak on its hins: for
it had been foretold that on that day a new planet; a
star of rncx:Iernity, a yellow asteroid, in fact - wcxild
swim into the ken of the nation which hitherto had sat in
a most lairentable darkness. Never was the way of a
magazine made so plain before it as The Yellow Book's:
judicious advertisa'nents planted and injudicious
interviews watered. . . .But the world took the cue
submissively, and awaited the advent of The Yellow Book
in an attitude of reverent expectation. Now we have it:
you can see man going hcrie fran their labour in the city
bearing the work deferentially under their arms: it
f lanEs fran the forehead of many an 'occasional table' in
Brixtai and Bayswater. (19)
Stinulated by extensive discussion in the press and carefully planned
advertising, certain people rushed ct to pirchase Yellow Books. After
the first edition of five thousand copies were exhausted in five days, the
piblisher hastily rushed out a second and third edition to eager
buyers 20

Wnat was this Yellow Book? Considering the extensive discussion
of this very issue by the magazine 's ccxit&rporaries and subsjuent
generations of critics and historians, one might be tartpted to consider
this a rhetorical question. Nevertheless, briefly reviewing the more
salient points of this well trodden ground for t1 umpteenth time seexr
justified, in order place this information in a new frairerk.

The Yellow Book was a all (i.e. aproximately 8 1/4 x 6 1/4
inches) quarterly magazine ccznposed solely of 'Literature - and 'Art', the
21
formar edited by Henry Harland and the latter by Aubrey Beardsley.
Each volune consisted of around two hundred and fifty pages which included
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frcait fifteen to twenty black and white plates, arid literary entries of
different lengths, usually short stories, poetry arid essays. The images
did rKt illustrate the texts, but rather each was given separate treatnnt
and jual nphasis. The magazine cx)ntained r news, nor discussions of
current affairs, and the only advertisements accepted were publisher 's
lists which were relegated to a few pages at the end of each voluma.

Despite the fact that the magazine utilized mass production
processes (i.e. the type was set on linotype, and the illustrations
ware line blocks), the format was as luxurious as possible for the price
of five shillings. A new cover illustration consisting of a black design
printed on ye1lciv cloth boards was produced for each issue. Specially
textured (albeit machine made) paper, uncut pages, and the use of a large
sized Caslon old-face type all added to the magazine 's visual appeal.
Strikingly sinple title-pages, headings set half way dcMn pages, fly
titles preceeding each plate, and the archaic use of catchwords also
reinforced the appearance of the magazine as a collector's item.

This luxury at low cost format of the Yellow Book was a hallmark
of Bodley Head publications during the early nineties. 22 The
partnership of Elkin Mathews and John Lane which formad the Bodley Head in
1889, consisted of an antiquarian and specialty bookshop at 6B Vigo Street
arid a small but steadily increasing pthlishing operation. It was Lane who
primarily ran the piblishing side of the business that specialized in
short books (aproxinately 128 pages or less) of limited editions (usually
550 or less) that were of superior quality in terms of typesetting,
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binding, title-pages, illustrations, and paper to the standard books fran
the large ccirrrrcia1 publishing houses •23 The Bodley Head mainly
issued poetry, plays, essays, and short stories by young authors (e.g.
Richard LeGallierine, John Davidson, George Figerton, Ella D 'Arcy), rather
than by writers of established reputations, although there were a few well
known exceptions (e.g. Oscar Wilde). This general policy sens to have
prevailed for two reasons: first was Lane 's own interest in nodern writing
and the prarotion of undiscovered talent, and second that profitable deals
could be secured with inexperienced writers who were anxious to have their
works published. Jirle evidence reveals that Lane drove very hard
bargains with his authors.24

If Lane econanized by pthlishing unknown authors, he also fully
exploited the production advantages of the nall limited edition, cutting
costs by using larger than average typesets which looked impressive and
were cheaper to set, buying up rnainders of fine paper, and reducing
binding quality, but not appearance. 25 The result was affordable
luxury which attracted a new type of collector, as the St. James Gazette
pointed out:
It ssrs. Elkin Mathews and John Lane alnost irore than
to any other, are the thanks of the grateful singer
especially due; for it is they who have menaged to, by
means of limited editions and charming workmanship, to
inpress book bayers with the belief that a volume may
have an aesthetic and canrrercial value. They have made
it possible to speculate in the latest discovered poet,
as in a new cxxrpany, - with the difference that an
operation in the former can be done with three half
crowns. (26)
The precise question of who could afford such itars will be explored after
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I have looked at the benefits that the Yellow Book provided for the
Bodley Head, and the advertising strategy that was used to market the
rragazine.
The successful marketing of little-known authors was a difficult
'venture that required two inteqrally related skills: the ability to gauge
what would appeal to one's market, and the effective prclrotion of one's
authors as desirable canmodities. Richard LeGal lienne, the Bodley Head 's
chief reader, admirably fulfilled the first requirrent, almost always
selecting authors who more than repaid the capany 's initial
investmants. 27 In terms of the second necessity of prarotion, Jc*in
Lane seers to have been particularly shred, as his aprentice J.L. May
later recalled, 'Lane, if anyone,. . .knew l-x to stimulate desire where it
already existed, and how to create it where it did not. 28 tn sa1
respects, the Yellow Book must be considered an extension of Lane 's
carefully managed pthlicity prograrrne, as R.D. Brown has noted:
The Yellow Book.. .was apparently one more device to
keep Lane 's authors on çublic exhibition. Ebccept for the
'name' writers who were included in each issue, most of
the contributors to the magazine figure in the book lists
of the Bcx3ley Head. It's yellow, book-like format, it's
lack of advertis'rents, and its Beardsley designs helped
to p.it down the thought that it was a 'house organ. (29)
Certainly most publishers in the nineties printed such house organs for
advertising purposes (e.g. Tinsley's Magazine, Maanillan's Magazine,
Bentley's London Society) •30 However, such magazines were usually
much less ambitious, priced in the one shilling range, smaller and without
illustrations.
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The more expensive format of the Yellow Book se to

have been a

logical outcar of the Bailey Head's reputation for 'belles lettres -, and
the cxlrvany s particular need to maintain a high pubic profile. The
necessity for pu&city sterrired fran their position as a recently forrred
cxupany that had to establish an identity and niche in the market, and
also as the producer of books that re sold as individual units directly
to the public. The Bailey Head did not act as a supplier of institutional
volumas in series (e.g. school texts, novels for circulating libraries)
which provided a more stable source of inoorre to many other publishing
houses.

It should be noted that the benefits of the Yellow Book re not
only promotional. It also provided Lane with a ireans of testing the waters
for any up and caning authors he nay have been considering publishing in
book form. The case of Ella D'Arcy provides a good illustration.
Previously having published a couple of short stories in Blackwood s
Magazine and Terr!ple Bar, her career was not really launched until she
had been favourably received

Lry

a substantial nuither of Yelllow Book

reviewers. By October 1894, after D 'Arcy had contributed successful short
stories to the first t issues of the quarterly, Lane decided to publish
a volune of her short stories, although Mnochrares was not to appear
31
until June 1895.

Although Lane was primarily interested in prcnoting his group of
Bodley Head writers, it should be noted that they were not all unknowns
(e.g. William Watson), nor the only writers to be featured in the Yellow
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Book. The ccritributions of young writers were carefully balanced by the
inclusion of those by authors of rrore established reputations (e.g. Henry
Jans, Arthur Waugh, George Saintsbury). In fact, great pains were taken
to include a nuirber of serious essays by acknc .dedged literary
schoar

32 This was probably to give the venture and Lane 's writers

general credibility, and perhaps to expand the magazine's potential
audience, a point which will be examined in further detail in a rraent.

III Praioticn of

tbe Periodical

While the Yellcw Book offered certain advantages to its
pthlisher, it could not have succeeded without its buyers also perceiving
that they were getting their rrr)ney 's worth. Part of this perception was
iranipilated by an intensive advertising campaign which did not pass
unnoticed by a number of contenporary critics. The Whitehall Review
used the words 'well bcorrd', while the Spectator wrote nockingly:
Flourishes of trurrpets heralded a forthcaning
publication, nodest preliminary p.iffs such as the
fol lowing, "The nost interesting, unusual, and inportant
publication of its kind that has ever been undertaken,"
epithets such as "nearly perfect", "irodern and
distinguished", "charming", and "daring", were freely
dissninated, and once nore our hopes were
raised,-... (33)
Although Lane's overall advertising budget for the Yellow Book could not
have been large crxrpared with those of the established publishing firms,
judging fran the response of his contemporaries, he seens to have
naximized the available resources.
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The nethods used to prarte the periodical sere standard, simple,
and effective. 34 First Lane circulated a prospectus soliciting
subscribers among his Vigo Street clientele (fig. 39). This was folled
by press notices announcing the date of publication and free availability
of the prospectus. A poster designed by Beardsley to be displayed by
booksellers, announcing theni as agents of the Yel 1ci Book, provided
additional publicity (fig. 40). Next came rrore press announcanents and a
timely interview with the rrngazine s editors in the Sketch. The already
high public profile of the editors, çarticularly Beardsley, helped to fuel
interest.

Evidently Beards ley 's distinctive style, perhape best typified by
his flamboyant

U

signature, provided Lane wi 3rk a readily identifiable

product. Certainly his prior association with advanced causes helped to
attract attention. In 1894 using Beardsley 's work was the equivalent of
flying New Literary colours. It seems worth noting that during the
nineties the editor of the staid Qiarterly Review, R. E. Prothero, felt
that it was impossible for him to aiploy Beardsley:
It would have amused ire to bring out the next nunber of
the Review with one of Beardsley's women smirking on
the cover. But even if I could obtain John M1rray '5
consent, I was well aware that such a course would
outrage the old subscribers,... (34)
Several critics accused Lane of simply using Beardsley as a sensational
sales booster. The Daily Chronicle typically ccxrplained, 'Some day Mr.
Lane will discover that his interesting venture is handicapped by the
rep.ilsive and wholly uninteresting drawings n that their value as an
advertisement is exhausted. .36 Similarly the St. James Budget felt
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that the only reason the publisher kept Beards ley 's caitributions in the
third issue was 'because they think that the curiosity of the pthlic
concerning him has not yet died out. 37
Finally and perhaps mDst iiortant of all re the numerous
controversial press reviews that greeted the quarterly 's arpearance. As a
writer in To-Day observed, '.. .The YellcM Book has been talked about
and abused, and, so as far as sales are concerned, what better thing could
have happened to it'. 38 FollcMing his ususual practice, Lane saved
these reviews and recycled then in his n advertising. It was a strategy
which he had developed to a fine art finding that particularly abusive
reviews attracted trenendous pthl icity. There is considerable evidence
that the literary establishirent found Lane's sensationalism highly
objectionable because it undermined their criticisms of the New Literature
by making martyrs out of its writers. 'The Philistine' [J.A. Sterry] of
the Westminster Gazette aurplained:
...the "Martyr to Art" positively revels in his
rnartyrdan, and his case is such that you can only attack
him in terms which increase his vogue with a certain
section of the public. So well is this appreciated by
certain publishers that they are nw in the habit of
selecting the darkest expressicns of disçpproval fran an
unfavourable rxtice of a book, and deliberately printing
it in their next advertisanents. Thus if a reviesrs
says that the book is "lcathsare", "nasty", or even
"unwholesaie", he may count on seeing that opinion set
out in a praninent place arrong the notices which carnnd
that book to the attenticn of the reader. (39)
Realizing only too ll that the unnamed pthlisher referred to himself,
John Lane responded with a letter to the editor. Citing the specific
examples of philistine critics deliberately misreading works by George
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Derton and Arthur Michen, Lane argued he found it necessary to redress
such abuses:
.he ['The Philistine '1 carrrents on Irry advertiseTent of
abusive press notices, for although my nane is not
mentioned there can be no mistake as to the intention.
But what wuld he have ire do? What other means are cpen
to ire of pillorying the ingnorant, the biased, and the
malicious reviewer, than to contrast publicly their
utterances, and those of the writers, far outnumbering
them, who express totally contrary corivicticris. (40)
Punch could not resist caricaturing the situation in the "Sexo-Mania" of
1895 (fig. 41) which supported 'The ilistine's' attack by exposing the
pthlisher 's mercenary nDtives. Both the title and the Parthenon s
description of the book, made clear that this is a New Wanan writer who is
portrayed as the publisher's dupe.

At this point it is s..orth turning to examine the clams advanced
f or the product. The prospectus was designed to convey the appearance of
the future magazine as it clearly stated:
The present announcenent shs the size and shape of tbe
paper (nci being especially ven) on which it will be
printed, as well as the type that will be used, and the
proportion of text and margin. (41)
The three pages of prospectus text were enclosed in ye11c covers with a
design by Beardsley on the front cover (fig. 39). Inside was a list of
contributors, a statrcnt of intent, information about the release date
and price, and a detachable subscripticxi form. The exclusion of
serialized fiction and advertsi'n fran the magazine was carefully pointed
out. Essentially four positive features of the new quarter were
stressed in the prospectus advertising: originality, irodernity,
daringness, and ultimately its value for book collectors. It was the last
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point that received the rrost emphasis:
It [the Yel 1CM Book I will be charming, it will be
daring, it will be distinguished. It will be a book book to be read, and placed upon one s shelves, and read
again; a book in form, a book in substance; a book
beautiful to see and convenient to handle; a book with
style, a book with finish; a book that every bock-lover
will love at first sight; a book that will make
book-lovers of many who are flCM indifferent to bodcs. (42)
The rd book repeated tweleve times in the last sentence simply leaps off
the page. If nothing else, one was convinced one was making a permanent
investment in a book, and not buying a disposable periodical that vould be
superseded by the next issue.

This deliberate play on the magazine 's resemblance to a book (both
in its title arid format) sens to have been part of a strategy to justify
its expense. Evidently this ploy rked to sane extent judging fran the
confusion reviers experienced - in sar instances discussing the
quarterly with other magazines and in others placing it in regular book
review coluirns. The reviewer of Queen, a ladies magazine, felt
constrained to carirent on its ambivalent format:
'lb begin with, it is neither exactly a book nor a
magazine, but takes sane of the best features of each. It
has the beautiful enduring form, type, and pages of the
best books with the books literary quality; f ran the
magazine it borrows variety of contents only. (43)
The critic of the Pall Mall Gazette simililarly observed: The Yellow
Book is not a magazine at all, and its novelty consists only in the
undertaking that it will be issued four times a year. You might alnDst as
ll call a novel by Mr. E.F. Benson a quarterly. 44 This mixture of
the tw publishing media se to have carried the dual connotations of
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originality and accessibility which the Bcx3ley Head was so anxious to
foster. FurthernDre, every effort was made to stimulate a biblioçtiile's
longing for private possession by intimately describing the notions of
handling the article and placing it on One's shelf. It was not enough to
read or borrow the magazine, ownership was essential. Even if one had not
been a book buyer before, here was an irresistable opportunity.

Clearly the text of the prospectus both constructs and addresses a
new type of collector. It must be reinenbered that Lane was attanpting to
expand his market by initially printing five tbousand Yellow Books which
was a considerable increase over his usual run of five hundred to one
thousand copies. One senses that his bid for an expanded market also
informad the hope expressed at the beginning of the prospectus that the
Yellow Book uld be 'popular in the better sense of the rd.
l½gain the concept of affordable luxury is pronDted - accessible to many,
but chosen by the discerning.

It is instructive to compare the massages of the text to those of
the image by Beardsley on the front cover of a woman looking through a bin
of books. s both Miir and Nelson have pointed out, the prospectus
depicted the Vigo Street store and the bookseller in pierrot costuire
standing in the doonay was a caricature of Elkin Ma ws 46 however,
these sre inside jokes that sould not have carried the sane connotations
f or those beyond the irmediate Bodley Head circle. bre important was the
prospectus - implication that the Yellow Book was suitable reading for
the type of New Woman portrayed. 47 The *ian 's advanced independence
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is firmly asserted by her actions - she is alone at night, when a
respectable - nan %sould be chaperoned, and she is boying books which
suggests an intellectual and possibly unfeminine pursuit, depending on
what was selected. FurthernDre, she is rt intimidated by the gaze of the
bookseller. Her independence is formally reinforced by her physical
domination of the scene in terms of her foreground position, large size,
and the ight of her black garrrents. As seen in the last section, her
dark, tailored suit was the classic uniform of the advanced xnan. 48
Her fashionably-cut, wide mutton sleeves arid stylishly large feather hat
zrpleirnt the notion of her newness. In addition, she has an extrnely
narrow waist which suggests a thin physique, a very tightly laced corset
or both. Her narrow waist is a:rphasized by the contrasting paunch of the
pierrot. In canbination with the other attributes cited above, this
slender waist carried strongly advanced connotations, as wi 11 be discussed
in the next section.49

Both the advanced appearance and behaviour of this nan on the
cover expanded the claims in the text that the Yellow Book uld have
the 'courage of its n,jderness, and rt trrble at the frown of Mrs.
- 5O Evidently the boldness of both the Yellow Book and
Beardsley 's wcinan struck a nunber of male viers as unpleasantly
threatening, judging fran a cartoon in Granta, a Carrbridge tJniversity
iragazine. 51 Entitled the 'Yellow Boot (fig. 42), the Carttridge
parody transforms Beards ley 's New Woman into a grotesquely muscular amazon
who furiously kicks the pierrot (changed into an elderly Mrs. Grundy) in
the face. Undeterred by either Mrs. Grundy or the surrealistically
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grimacing lauppost, the nari is apparently determined to acquire a copy
of the Yellow Boot fran the ranaindered 2 1/2 pence bin. Here the
cartoonist equates ferrale self-assertion with physically repelling acts
of aggression. It 'was reading material like this that upset the
middle-class sexual and social status-quo as the text of the parody makes
plain:
It will be a Boot and a Book - a book to be read and
yellow to boot; .. .in no sense a tight-laced boot; a book
for the boudoir, a book for the saddle-roan; a book to be
covered with brown paper; a book to be put behind the
sofa cushions when the children care downstairs; . . .a book
for man and wcz'nen of the world; a book that will shake
the suburbs from Brixton to Peckham Rye and f ran Pimlico
to distant Margate. (52)
Before proceeding to investigate whether the New rian imagery of
the prospectus rresented the new type of reader and buyer the publisher
and editors envisioned, it is useful to briefly consider the prospectus in
relation to other forms of book advertising in the nineties, and to the
rest of the advertising carrpaign for the Yellow Book. Certainly waren
had long been considered the major readers of fiction, although reading
was just as iruch associated with the traditional female as with the New
Wcinan. 53 In fact, reading was one of the few acceptable
activities with which ladies could fill their many bours of leisure - the
possession of such leisure along with the servants that provided it, being
essential attributes of female respectalility. 54
association of

waren

The

visual

and books was a constantly recurring there in the

press and publishers' advertising during the period. Typical exanples of
the

formar

are often found accanpanying the book review columns of

upper-middle-class (six pence)

eeklies.

Both 'A Booksrm' f ran St.
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Paul's of 1894 (fig. 43) and 'In the Library' frcxn the St. James
Budget of 1895 (fig. 44) show snen passing their spare time in the
elegant surroundings of a private 1ibrary. However, these waren
firmly situated in a domestic envircxinent ccntrast sharply with the wa'nan
of the Yellow Book prospectus who was outside at night, actually
p.irchasing her own reading material. It should be noted that respectable
middle-class warn who did not have such extensive libraries at home, were
generally expected to borrow their reading material fran circulating
libraries like Mudie 's or Siiith '5 where the stock was carefully selected
not to upset delicate sensibilities. Furthermore, the woman 's reading was
judiciously monitored ty male librarians who dispensed the books to their
custarers. Traces of their paternalistic solicitude are captured in a
cartoon entitled 'At Mudie 's - from an 1894 issue of the Pall Mall Budget
(fig. 45)56

çarently it was the spectre of nen pirchasing their own books making independent intellectual choices, and apiring caisurrer rower that
was more disconcerting than the notion of reading per Se. Turning to a
design briefly menticried in the first section, one sees that Beardsley had
previously used this subject of a ran and bookstore in his poster for
the piblisher T. Fisher Unwin and 'Pseudonym and Autonym' novels which
like Lane's 'Keynotes - series contained several advanced titles (fig. 46).
However, this poster also of 1894 reveals such less about the character of
the xnan, who although walking alone in the direction of a bookshop, does
so in broad daylight.

Furthermore, it is unclear whether the waran

will actually go into the shcç and make a pirchase, and if so, whether her
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selection and person will neet with the bookseller's approval.
Nevertheless, despite the absence of sate of the rrore disconcerting
aspects of the prospectus, this work was also bitterly criticized for its
unhealthy noral tone. The Public Cinion s hostility tc .iards the
design's degenerate aspects was cited in the first section, 58 and the
Westminster Budget si.inilarly protested:
The latest publisher to succumb to the charrie of the
fin de siecle grotesque is Mr. Fisher Unwin, who has
got out a poster by Mr. A. Beardsley, advertising his
utonym and Psei.xlonym Libraries. In the tc corner is a
little picture of a book-stall, inoffensive if
carinorplace. There is a nursery-book tree, too, done up
in paper quite nice. But by sate misadventure there has
got into the foreground a gigantic figure , 9 1/2 heads
high, of a hospital out-patient, apparently a cretinous
negress, suffering fran goitre, a sprained shoulder, and
acraregaly of one foot, dressed in a red cornuccpia, and
wearing as a wig a yellc sheep-skin doormat. The poster
is well adapted to draw attention. (59)
The writer implies that certain publishers were responsible for

prcxroting the grotesque. As previously nentiored, Unwin like Ine and
Heinenann, had a rep.itation for prcxucing distinctively rrodern novels.
Particularly in such cases, Beardsley s advanced waren seen to have
exacerbated the existing anxieties conservative critics felt taiards the
New Fiction. Not surprisingly, therefore, although images of ten were
widely used to market books and magazines during the nineties, the use of
New Waren was much less caruon. Perhaps the closest canpariscns to
Beardsley's prospectus for the Yellci Book were two well kncMn images of
en used to prarote rival magazines - Maurice Greiffenhagen 's design for
the Pall Mall Budget (fig. 47) and 1Adley Hardy's for Tc-ty (fig.
48). Although both which were widely reproduced as posters, mastheads and
leaflets were oonsidered daringly nodern, neither generated as much
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antroversy as Beardsley ' S designs.
Discussing all three illustrators in an article on posters in a
oontemporary issue of Scribner 's Magazine , M. H. Spel lmann provides sate
interesting insights. First of all he observed that Greiffenhagen 's wonan
was unusual erugh to attract public attention, but also elegant enough
not to repel it. Certainly his large masses of black and white and the
fashionably attired woman are reminiscent of Beards ley 's designs; but yet
the wanan is a languid object rather than an active agent. tinrely
situated under a protective parasol with her eyes averted fran the viewer,
Greiffenbagen 's woman seems to have met the appraval of the predcrninantly
upper-middle class establishment that bought the six pennny weekly.
Speilnian n then described Hardy's design for the dcn-market socialist
weekly, ¶I-Day (at two pence per issue) as possessing added charm',
'piquancy - and 'sensuous suavity'. Although he admitted 'There is
undoubtedly the scent of the stage arid the demi-nonde about Irost of his
ladies', he felt these risque elerrents perhaps increased their appeal.
Hardy 's design seems to have fallen sawhere between the Greiffenhagen 's
respectable elegance, and Beards ley 's weird 'New posters' 60 while
Hardy's designs periodically of fended the strictest codes of middle-class
propriety, his jauntily smiling and attractively posed women were clearly
there for the sole purpose of pleasing 'lb-Day 's rrore liberal patrctls.
Both of these waren were nre or less passive spectacles in ccparison to
the self-contained activity of the female in Beards ley 's prospectus.
Evidently the Yel1cBook was aimed at a particular reader
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cx)nstituency - those with soma interests and spathies for the
advanceuent of nen. However, aie senses that the p.thlisher periodically
had second thoughts about the strength of this market, arxl sought to hedge
his bets by sorretimes adopting a more conciliatory tcne and supporting the
social mores of the daninant classes, instead of challenging them.61
This minor thread runs throughout most of the advertising, and is
particularly evident in Beardsley 's poster for the booksellers announcing
the sale of the magazine (fig. 40). The only strikingly incx:lern elements
about this soft sensuous female were Beardsley 's hard-edged style and the
line block process used to print the poster. The ren 's flowing hair arKi
garrrents, and her enclosure within a confined space decorated with flowers
were all well worn conventions

in the

depictions of traditional worren.

It is interesting to canpare this rather restrained poster with
another design by Beardsley which was apparently rejected (fig.
49)•62 The rejected work depicts a waran more more closely related to
her sister of the prospectus with exaggeratedly fashionable jacket sleeves
that accentuate her slender prcportions. In contrast to a protective sun
hat, a large moth/bu t terfl y ornairent adorns the wanan ' S head which in
canbination with the rising sleeves constribites to the overall illusion
of the wanan as sare type of fantastic insect. Reade cites this insect
imagery as a symbol of the New Wanan ' S

aggressive nature, but her

relaticnship with the satyr-manikin in her hand does not seem unduly
rrenacing. 63 1'bre significant is her enormous size in relation to the
tiny manikin which, as we have seen, was a hallmark of pcpular New Wanan
iinager. Ultimately the more conventional poster was dered more
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apprcpriate, perhaps in view of the fact that it was a poster to be
displayed by booksellers, unlike the prospectus which was nailed out
directly to custarers frcin the Bodley Head. Cbviously it would be
self-defeating to give booksellers sarething they might be reluctant to
display. 64 At any rate, it shciis the publisher's unwillingness to
rely solely on one sector of the market.
Moving on to other parts of the advertising campaign, one finds
that the claims of the prospectus re essentially repeated. The interview
with the editors of the Yellc' Book in the Sketch follced these
lines with the important additicn of reproducing the cover of the
forthcaning first issue and a sketch of each editor by Beardsley (figs.
50_51) . 65 Wnile the cover served to whet readers' appetites and help
them identify the new product, the sketches served a rather different
function which is illuminated by the intervier 's corments on the
celebrity status of Harlarxi and Beardsley. This focus on individual
0

persnalities leads to the investigation of another publicity stunt which
Lane seems to have found irxlispensible: the creation of artistic and
literary 'geniuses . During the nineties, public interest in the personal
lives of scessful artists arid authors was rivalled only by leading
politicians arid stage perforners. Literary gossip colunns, personal
interviews, and the publication of nunerous photcrakis, sketches, and
caricatures, all helped to create a public profile which the ambitious
author or artist carefully maintained. The case of ardsley is probably
the Ixst striking (other than that of Wilde), but other mibers of the
Vigo Street cro1 successfully

loyed this vice. Women's magazines
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and society weeklies were especially useful for providing this type of
ooverage. 66

It should be noted that this cult of literary personalities was a
fairly recent developnent of the so-cal led New Journalism. The personal
interview, for example was a newly devised iten still heavily criticized
lry many of the irore staid mthly reviews 67 In part, the new
anphasis on the pronotion of genius must be seen as a result of the irore
ccirpetttive, direct sales book market that will be discussed in a rraiient.
Essentially p.thlishers could no longer depeixi on the the gradual pronotion
of their goods through the insitutional network of the circulating library
(for reasons that will be explored later in this section). Instant success
was now the prerequisiste for sales, and publicity was the publisher's
responsibility. The bigger the splash, the better. Hence Lane's hiring
of an artist with a reputation and distinctive style such as Beardsley,
and Beardsley 's constant praiotion of himael f. Old-fashioned literary
critics like the 'Philistine' of the Westminster Gazette were shocked
by these new marketing techiniques. Dazzled by the sheer number of
'geniuses' appearing on the literary and artistic scene every few weeks,
the 'iilistine' correctly observed that the whole systn of book
production and consunption had fundamentally changed:
?anwhile, I would enter one feeble protest cm
behalf of Iself and my brother Philistines. We irnst
have a rest. We can 't digest any irore geniuses for at
least six weeks. We do our best to keep pace; we
conscientiously read every article that is headed "a new
poet"; we order fran the library every book of every
writer who has the "beautiful secret of beautiful prose",
or who harps "in a string of beautiful prose music". But
we have our daily work to do, and we can't keep up with
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it, not to mention the fact that our Mudie subscriptions
won't stand it. Moreover, the superlatives thenselves
are exhausted, arx rrust be left time to recover. (68)
In the case of Beardsley, nuirerous siiall entries appeared in book
gossip and society columns a few weeks before the publication of the
Yel 1cM Book. 69

- appearance,
Then fol lowing the magazine s

reproductions and cartoons of his work further fanned public interest.
Other better known Yellow Book contributors (e.g. Richard LeGal lien ne and
George Egerton) were similarly adept at securing this type of coverage.
During the nonth of March a large portrait and profile of LeGalliennne
appeared in an issue of Wanan, while George Egerton was similarly
treated in the Sketch. 70 Although many of the contributors to the
Yellow Book were initially little known, after a couple of issues,
several of theni were taken up by the press for such interviews. 71 It
became a mutually reinforcing cycle: the publicity of the Yellow Book
stimulated public interest in its authors, who in turn pratoted the•
magazine.

Another essential canponent in the prarotion of the Yellow Book
was the press advertising. Carefully placed and worded anrouncexrents were
run at the beginning of April, and again two weeks later when the first
issue was released. Both the location of Lane's advertisanents and the
lists of other publishers which appeared in the Yellow Book provide
important information about the sector of the market the quarterly was
trying to reach.

A survey of the London press indicates that paid announcements for
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the Yel low Book were far fewer than unpaid reviews and carrrnts •72
It is Ix)t surprising that as a snail canpany, the Bodley Head tried to
generate as much free publicity as possible considering budgetary
iimitatics and the fact that reviews and interviews had the added
advantage of appearing more impartial than the direct paid announcennt.
}bwever, these paid announcements are still worth examining since they
pinpoint a target public the p.blisher and editors were determined to
reach.

Pvertisements for the first volune appeared in the Academy,
Athenaeum, Globe, Punch, Spectator, Thuth, Vanity Fair and
Wzrid. The first two papers had two advertisements each spaced out over
a period of three weeks. &)st of these weekly papers were relatively
serious and expensive - the Academy, Athenauem and Punch costing
three pence per week and the rest six pence. All were well established
'Arts - and Literary - reviews with a highbrow reputation for reliable,
impartial and schbiarly articles, although the tones of Punch and
Vanity Fair were sczrewhat lighter with their illustrations and
caricatures. 73 Judging from the advertising nedia selected, the
Yellow Book was directed towards an upper-middle-class public with a
studious interest in cultural pxrsuits.

Significantly, part of the raticnale behind placing advertisnts
sens to have been the fact that paid advertisenents secured favourable
reviews. In a letter to John Lane, Henry Hariand working from this
premise, suggested sate modifications to their advertising strategy for
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the second volur:
I think it s a pity our Punch advertisement wasn
given to the St. Janes s and the Westminster, rather
than to the Globe and the Academy. The St. Jarres 'S
especially has been friendly; but it will fall foul of us
if we give it no ads. The P.M.G. [Pall Mall Gazette]
and Athenaeum were stunning. (74)
Certainly the St. Janes Gazette and the Athenaeum were sare of the
rrrst favourable reviews, and in Harland 's cpinion rth subsidizing, while
those of the Globe and Academy were unreservedly hostile. His carnient
that the Pall Mall Gazette was stunning was perhaps a reference to an
advertisrent since the paper's review of the Yellow Book was anything
but positive. Similarly he nay have been trying to win favour with the
Westminster which had also severely criticized the first volune. In any
event, his cairents reveal how carefully the blisher and editors
rronitored the reactials of the press.

Here Lane may have been trying to capitalize on the growing
enthusiasm for studying English literature as a separate discipline both
inside and outside the academic corrinunity. Originally an area of study
for leisured gentlerren, English literature was beccniing increasingly
professionalized during the nineties . In English Honours School had
just been established at Oxford in 1893, while pressures for a similar
irove were being exerted at Cambridge. That academia was one of Lane 's
cxjnstitue.ncies is fairly obvious since he distributed books through Oxford
and Cambridge booksellers, and ccxrrrents on the Yellow Book appeared in
both Isis and Granta (Oxford and Cambridge university magazines).
However, the growing study of English was not limited to the rarif led
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atnosphere of country houses and acadania. tXiring the eighties and
nineties, there was a rapid expansion of Eiglish manuals, surveys and
priiiers which catered to those attending training colleges or stying for
civil service examinations 76 Piain the study of 'belles lettres'
carried elitist connotations, but was actually beccining less restricted in
practice.
The first advertisaent in the Acadany, Athenaeum, and
Spectator on ½pril 7 (fig. 52) was a pretentiously worded announcannt
with a precise description of the quarterly 's format and contents. The
second version which was run in Truth, Vanity Fair, and the World
(fig. 53) consisted of the irore straightforward statenent that the
periodical was 'Now Ready At All Booksellers & Railway Bookstalls'.
Included in the second version was a list of titles frcm the Bodley Head s
successful 'Keynotes' series of fiction which suggests that the publisher
envisioned a caruon buyer for the two ventures. This sears reasonable
considering that the 'Keynotes' series shared many of the sane writers,
concerns, and was also illustrated by Beardsley. Furthermore, similar
circulations sean to have been projected since the 5,000 Yellow Books
initially printed corresponds to the 6,071 ccies of Egerton ' S Keynotes.
Finally, the third advertisanent announced that the first two editions had
been exhausted and that a third would be available as of May 1st.
In conjunction with examining the magazines that ran Yellow Book
advertisanents, it is useful to look at the advertising that aççeared in
the Yellow Book. In many ways these advertisenents provide a more
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precise indication of the Yel 1cM Book ' S

position in the literary

market-place since advertising space here was much xrore exclusive than in
the weeklies I have been discussing. In other sords, the selected
çublishers wbo printed their lists in the quarterly probably were catering
to the sane sector of the market.

An index to advertisers in the first volune of the YellcM Book
listed sixteen contributors. 77 With the exception of Hatchard & Co.
which was a bookselling ceration, all of the rest were çublishers. These
ranged from older firms (e.g. Bell & Son, Blackwood & Sons, Longman & Co.,
John Murray, and Sampson Low & Co.) to irore recent arrivals (e.g. J .M.
Dent & Co., and W. Heinenarin)

78 MDst of the publishers listed their

current selection which varied in price from expensive corxDisseurs volunes down to cheaper rks of fiction. For the rrost part the expensive
category consisted of lavishly illustrated and bound books on 'Art and
'Literture' which were described

in

considerable detail. While the tcp

price of £25 appeared in both the lists of Sanpson Low & Co. for a
History of Engraving in England and Kegan Paul & Co. for Early English
Printing, the great majority of collector 's itens fell into the £ 1-10-0
to £5-5-0 price range.

Fiction was a major category, especially for Bentley & Son who
advertised a series of 'Favourites Novels - at six shillings, Hurst &
Blackett with their 'Three-and-Sixpenny Series', and W. Heinnann who
listed a number of one volune navels at six shillings. Several prominent
New WczTen 's titles appeared in these series particularly Heineuann 's)
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along with a nuirber of more conventional waren 's novels. 79 This six
shilling price range also encaiipassed a minber of nonfictional rks on
fliglish literature and book collecting. In fact, Kegan Paul & Co. 'S
entire list was comprised of books about books to assist the biblioithile,
most of these also moderately priced at six shillings. The overall
impression gained fran a survey of these advertisen'ents is that the 3/6 to
6/- price range was a highly corrpetitive category, especially in the area
of 'belles lettres - and new fiction. Significantly there were no
advertiseients for other periodicals of the type that was corriion in the
daily, weekly and monthly press. 80 Therefore, it seeiis that the five
shilling Yellow Book was actually canpeting with the 3/6 to 6/- area of
the book market, rather than with other periodical s. This leads ire
directly to the probl'n of identifying the sector of the market which
pirchased six shilling books.

IV Boc* Prics, Purchasing Pcer, and Readership in 1894-1895

The location of specfic categories of book buyers and readers (an
important distinction) is impossible without a basic knowledge of
pop.ilation statistics, literacy levels and cx)rx3.itions in the pthlishing
trade during this period. As a starting point, an idea of the absolute
limits of the threstic publishing industry can be determined by estimating
the total number of literate people. Using figures fran the closest
census year of 1891, the total population of England and Wales was
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29,002,500, fran which 13,123,100 must be deducted for pecple under the
age of twenty, leaving 15,879,400 adult readers. 81 Assuming a
literacy rate of 90.8%, the above figure is further reduced to the region
of 14,418,495 possible readers.82

Iirrrdiately one must realize that this approxiirate figure of 14.5
million literates is drawn from a range of widely differing income levels.
In fact, the precise socio-eccnanic distribution of the literate
popilation is of crucial significance for determining: (1) the physical
conditions under which itesis were read, (2) the axrount of time devoted to
reading, and (3) what one could afford to read. It was also responsible
for shaping the general tastes of the reader, although here a combination
of ideological factors cane into play (i.e. individual occupational,
political and religious allegiances). Suvin has published a helpful table
on the distribution of national income in 1867 with a revised update for
1895 (table 1). In his study of the readers of new book-length fiction
from 1867-1900, he concludes that throughout this period the working class
can be excluded from consideration as potential eaer83
convincingly argues that the poor conditions of their labour (e.g. long
hours and low wages) and housing (e.g. poor lighting, inadequate diets,
and bad eyesight) provided physiological barriers to extensive
recreational reading, generally limiting that of nales to occasional
newspapers, and that of ferrales to sensational serialized stories.
Ecceptions to this overall pattern were found mainly arrong radicals,
self-iirprovers, and highly skilled artisans who seern to have bought books,
but prinarily non-fiction or literary classics -.
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Suvin estimates that around 1880, the average working person's
annual expenditure on reading naterial could not have exceeded 20 old
pence or 120 pence (10 shillings) per family of six. 84 Even al lowing
for inflation and rising incarEs, this clearly puts the six shilling book
(or five shilling quarterly) beyord the reach of such families in
1895.85 Ruling out any significant working class consunçticn of the
Yellow Book, it is helpful to examine the reading patterns of the
upper-middle-classes nore closely.

Suvin 's calculations for the average person's annual expenditure in
the tcp four classes (table 1) is £3-l0-0, or £21-0-0 per family of six,
while that of a nnber of lower middle class II (excluding n'anual
labourers) is 107 pence or £2-13-6 per family of six. 86 Using these
estirrates as a basic guideline, only the first four groups can be
considered as potential purchasers of the Yellow Book. At an annual
subscription of £1-0-0, it seems unlikely that a lower middle class II
family would have spent aln'ost half of their reading budget on a single
itn. Therefore, according to Suvin 's estimates are talking about a
pontential public response to the Yellow Book that must be limited to
the top 11.61% of the poulation or 1,673,987 of the 14.5 million literates
over the , age of twenty. However, in terms of the actual nunber of 7,000
Yellow Books printed, the proportion of purchasers was only 0.30% of the
11.61% that could afford the magazine. Cbviously the magazine had nore
readers than buyers, a point which will be discussed below, but it seems
extrrely unlikely that the magazine could have been read by nuch nore
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than 2-3% of the upper 11.61% of the literate pcpulation, or at nDst
70,000 of roughly 14.5 million literates over tQenty.87

Clearly the magazine was the exclusive prcVerty of a a1l cultural
elite, but its buyers and readers ware not necessarily the waalthiest
among these upper four classes. In fact, several factors indicate that
the magazine was not directed towards the upperrrost class (i.e.
land-owning aristocrats, large scale capitalists and cx)nt) nations
thereof). These include the Yellow Book's high proportion of fiction,
its conspicuous absence of society coverage and current events, and its
'low cost luxury' format. All of these elnents uld have appealed irore
to the middle rather than upperrrost classes. It should be noted that in
gerEral, males of the highest social echelons tended to restrict their
reading to daily newspapers and a few serious

jews88

in the first section, correspendingly less of their leisure tine was spent
reading. Significantly, to my knowledge, no discussions or reviews of the
magazine appear

in

Society journals (e.g. Court Circular and Court

Journal).

The exceptional xrenrbers of this class, particularly interested in
books seen to have collected 'genuine' not 'pseudo' 'volurres, or rather
older (i.e. not later than the early Victorian), rarer and hence more
expensive items. In spite of the enthusiasm expresssed
collectors

Iry some new

for the type of pb1ication designed by the Bodley Head, more

established authorities ware quite hostile towards these cheaper modern
limited editions. For instance, Elliot Stock, editor of Book Prices
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Current, and an expert of rare book collecting typically condenned the:
.mass of light literature, got up in limited editions
f or the mare purpose of stimulating the desires of those
who are not rich enough to conpete for recognized and
very expensive rarities. (89)
Airngst old-fashioned antiquarian book lovers, the low cost luxury' of
the Yell Book seened unpleasantly pretentious. In this respect, the
use of 'process - illustration seens to have alienated many reviewers from
the start who carplained about the 'snudginess' of the plates. The fact
that they were set off fran the text, protected by tissue paper and
elaborately ackncwledged, sed ridiculous to 'connoisseurs - who at the
least uld have expected hand cut engravings. The critic of the St.
Jarres Budget expressed these sentinents:
The pictures in the voluma, which are quite indeperdent
and disconnected from the text, are all reproduced by
process. Every mechanical block has the nane of the
process firm that manufactured it acknc4edged at length,
which seems unnecessary, since rxt one of the sketches
could have offered the slightest difficulty in
rroduction. (90)
If as I am arguing, the YellcM Book was amnnst exclusively
a middle-class affair, it is essential to break dcn the Troriolithic
impression cast by the term middle class. Again Suvin has provided an
invaluable frairesvrk f or identifying six major groups:
1) The family reading of the richer bourgeoisie
(Baxter's family incoire of ca. £500 to £5,000 yearly in
1867 - or up to £12,000 by the end of the century), i.e.
of rentiers, irdustrialists, businessmen, bankers, upper
rrerchants. This was an irrportant part of the reading
public; it was dominated by wanen and the proportion of
male family heads who participated fully in the family
reading of fiction seans to have been small.
2-3) The learned professions, subdivided into:
the upper professional gentlemen, attached to the
upper-middle class, whose incane was within the sane
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range as group 1, arid the lower professional man,
attached to the mi&lle and saretines even lower-middle
class, whose incare ranged fran as low as £100 to
£1,200;...
4) The upper and possibly middle clerks in the
larger cities, especially in banking, with a family
incczre of perhaps £150 to £800 yearly; Banks notes
that, being in good parts Sons of the upper working
class, their tastes su1d be strongly snobbish, i.e.
conservative arid 'respectable -. Clerks as a whole grew
fran 0.8. per cent to 4 per cent of the labour force, or
about ninefold...
5) The junior clerks in banks, industry,
railroads, law, etc., sone middle tradenen, upper
anployees (e.g. a railway stationrraster or tax
collector), i.e. the males of lower middle class I,
incare range of £800 to £200 - more rarely to £300 - in
1867 and not iruch changed by the end of the century.
6) The 'unacknowledged professionals,
primarily Bank's teachers of the poor - i.e. of the
public bet not 'public' schools - who carre mainly from
the working class. They were a large bet rather isolated
group, for the most part paid under £300 per year and
looked down upon by all the other professionals. Their
numbers more than tripled after mid century to the
c.230,000 of 1901, of which more than three quarters
were rren . . .To this should be added the 50,000 nurses;
a number of para-scientific professions, such as the
chemists and the engineers below civil and mining ones
but above foreren; and finally a great majority of the
90,000 actors, artists, authors and rrusicians who in
their fourfold growth fran 181 oscillated uncomfortably
between this group (the census figures include e.g. music
teachers, engravers and shorthand writers!) and my group
3cr inafewcaseseven 2... (91)
It should be noted that the majority in the sixth category belonged to
Suvin's inccxre group of lower micifle class II and, therefore, had less
cpportunity of purchasing or borrowing the Yellow Book for personal
perusal.

This breakdown of middle class readers provides new insights when
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considered in relation to the actual distribution of the YellcM Book and
dissTiination of information about it. As indicated fran the advertising
material discussed above, the YellcM Book could be porchased through a
subscription or directly fran booksellers and railway bookstalls. In all
of these cases, the net price of five shillings per issue or one pound per
annum was not discounted. Al .though I have not found evidence revealing
exactly which booksellers handled the work, it seems lical to assurte
than Lane follced his usual procedure of selling large anounts of his
stock to a 1 irnited number of highbrcr bookshops (i . e. J. & E. Buinpis,
Hatchards, Truslove & Hanson, and Sotherans in London, B1acke11 in
Oxford, and Deighton Bell in Cairbridge) 92

Bearing

in

mind the fact that Lane was courting a wider

circulation, it is interesting to speculate on whether he also dealt with
such booksellers as F. & E. Stoneham, London's large discount bookselling
chain of the 1890s Although there is no evidence confirming
this conjecture, it is a feasible hypothesis since the magazine was
distributed to railway bookstalls (alrrost certainly those of W. H. Smith &
Son) which catered to a similarly wider rrarket. The case of Stoneharns is
interesting to consider since this chain was probably the largest sup1ier
of cheaper middle-c lass reading natter

in London.

If Stoneham's handled

the peric1ical, it is unlikely that the net price set by the Bcdley Head
would have been discounted. Nevertheless the possiblity of being
retailed through such outlets would have greatly increased the Yellc
Bocs potential market. In any case, carirodities like the Yellc Book
seer to be exactly what would have appealed to Stoneham's appearance
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conscious public, according to the bookseller ' S

n decripticn of his

purchasers' tastes in an interview of 1886:
• . . we always find that attractive covers in bold colours
of gold or red, or blue and silver, depicting soire
thrilling incident in the vohine, at oiice catch the
eye.. . .The more striking and terrible the design, the
more ohance has the book of selling. Then many buyers
look at the edges, preferring gold to any other colour,
and white to red or yellow. .. .Nadays pecple buy their
books to read. These books with uncut edges and the
labelled covers have achieved a great pcpularity. M..ich
depends on the shape of a book. . . .Airericans treat th
[books3 as newspapers, read them, and fling them away.
John Bull likes to keep his books. (94)
These danands for a bold cover design, an appealing shape, cut edges,
and a keepsake for posterity ware ones to which the Yellc Book catered.

Even more interesting is the interviewer s description of Mr.
Stcneharns 'class of customers':
o has not heard of Mr. Stoneham of the City - perhaps
the biggest seller of cheap books in the world? He has
seven great shops in seven splendid positions, which
scores of thousands of people pass daily, into which tons
of books are poured weekly, books as many sorts as the
man who pass then. At these seven shops.. .by which the
hunian torrent daily ebbs and floi ' s, the City clerk boys
his reading. We single out the clerk, for he, with his
inccma of £100 to £200 a year constitutes the backbone of
Mr. Stct-ieham 's custoners... People read rovels and light
literature. They n 't look at anything dull. Political
tracts are a drug. .. .Your jaded City clerk, spent and
weary with his day in a gloarr' office, may buy what he
listeth, take his recreation hone with him, and be
transported to whatsoever land he fancies. (95)
Although Stonehams shops ware all located in the central business
district of the city, apparently his suburban dwellers purchased their
reading matter travelling to and fran their offices. Reirerrbering that this
was written almost ten years prior to the Yellc ' Book ' S ajearance, and
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that the intervening period was marked by a significant increase in the
number of clerical positions, and in selected instances rising salaries,
it does seem possible that a substantial sector of clerks (probably mostly
fran Suvin's group 4) purchased the YellcM Book. Could these be the
residents of Brixton going hare fran their labour in the City with Yellow
Bods under their arms that the National Observer critic had noticed
(fn.l9)? Certainly they were not the residents of Bayswater, a much more
exclusive address, who probably purchased their Yellow Books by
subscription or fran the Bodley Head's usual, more expensive agents. The
issue of suburban consurrption will be explored further in a uunent.
At this stage I want to advance the hypothesis that the magazine
was directed towards Suvin 's groups 1-3 who bought substantial numbers of
it, but that given the peculiar coritions of the p.iblishing inthistry in
1894-1895 and the dramatic lowering of book prices, it also reached
sections of group 4 (and possibly the odd rreinbers of group 5) who were
uuch more conservative and outraged hy its contents. This seems plausible
considering the predaninance of iren readers, especially in group 1 who
well may have been receptive to New Waren s issues in view of the fact
that it was essentially an upper middle-class phexureiion. In addition,
group 2, containing a higher proportion of 'intellectuals' was also
potentially more sympathetic to fanininst aspirations. Furthermore, it
should be noted that it was in groups 4-6 that ien were actually iraking
the irost ecorxinic inroads into the farerly all male clerical labour force,
albeit at inferior pay scales. A situation that was generating a clearly
discernable rniscxynous attitude arrong irany males in these groups.
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Certainly it was the nouveaux bourgeois that clung nost tenaciously to
their recently acquired symbols of respectability, an important one being
the leisured suburban wife. (This conservatism will be examined belc in
rrore detail).

It is possible that a few single working waren could have afforded
the magazine. In an article analyzing the expenditure of middle class
working women in 1898, Clara Collet published a nuirber of annrival budgets
fran professional journalists, school teachers, and clerks. Significantly
in alrrcst all cases the budget contained a separate heading for books (as
distinct fran newspapers). Ecperx3itures ranged fran £l4-l-2 in the case
of a journalist as the highest wage-earner to £O-7-9 for a high school
mistress. The average axrount was £2-l5-O - £3-15-O for school teachers,
but this included newspapers. Hence one can conclude that only a tiny
number of wall paid professicnal wanen could have bought their cn ccpies,
although Irost middle class working women probably had library
subspt96

A general survey of the location of Yellci Book reviews tends to
bear out the hypothesis rarding consumption patterns since nost are
located in the upper-middle class press with a sprinkling in a few
p.]blications that could have potentially reached the ler-niiddle class.
For example, in the case of the first volurre, out of 34 reviews of the
nagazine, 29 appear in expensive papers (6 pence or nore per week), while
5 feature in cheaper ces (1-3 pence per week)

(See Table 2 for a

general guide to periodical prices structures) Here I would argue that
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even though the numbers of readers in groups 4 (and possibly 5) uld have
been much less than tbose in groups 1-3, a general familiarity with the
Yellow Book was nevertheless presented to sane of them via reviews in
less expensive papers, and that these reviews in turn may well have been
infonned by lowar-middle class interests.

In such cases where information about the Yellow Book seems to
have reached a wider audience through reviews, sane knowledge of the
oonsuner profile of the reviewing pthlication is helpful (see ble 2).
This raises a basic problem in the assessnent of historical evidence which
warrents a brief digression. By and large the evidence for newspaper and
journal oonsurnption is extrre1y problematic during the mid to late
Victorian period after the repeal of the wspaper Stamp Tax and before
the growth of accurate circulation figures. In my opinion, prices and
pirchasing powar seem to provide the most dependable guidelines to
readership. However, further information may be gleaned f ran circulation
figures which are tantalizing but extremely unreliable in most cases,
unless one can verify the number of copies actually printed and sold (as
can be done in the case of the Yellow Book through the publisher's
inventory). The usual figures cited are the circulations clained by
editors who of oourse vastly inflated them in order to attract
advertisers. It was not until s1l into the tsntieth century that the
advertising industry becarre strong erugh to insist upon accurate
circulation figures verified by account books or other docunentary
evidence. Caution must be rployed when looking at advertising rates
which ware equally chaotic. 98 For these reasons, this analysis mainly
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classifies the press on the general basis of retail prices, supp1anenting
this information where possible.

Before leaving this secticn on Yellow Book readers, I should
point out that Mudie 's circulating library bought ccpies of each of the
first four volurres of the magazine which would have increased the total
number of readers. 99 Other circulating libraries likely followed suit
since Mudie s which possessed the lion's share of the library market
generally set the standards of taste and respectability. Hover, this
increase

in the

total ni.inber of ccpies read was primarily coufined to

middle-middle and upper-middle class readers because the cheapest annual
subscription to the library cost £1-i-a in 1895. The fact that Mudie
purchased the magazine at a time when such uDral ly risky works as George
Muore ' S A Murrmer 's Wife (1885) were still being rejected suggests that
many sectors of the middle-classes did not find the Yellow Book quite as
shocking. ?s Guinevere Griest has cnonstrated, Mudie generally assessed
the dnands of his readers fairly accurateiy) 00 Pnother case in
point is provided by George Moore' s Esther Waters (1894) which was banned
by W.H. ith & Son, the firm that

in all

probability cerated the railway

bodcstalls which handled the Yellow Book.

The case of George Muore s novels is especially interesting because
of his personal crusade against the circulating libraries which he claimed
seriously restricted the type of fiction available to the public. In a
series of articles and essays, MDore called for the lowering of book
prices and direct sales to the public who could then make their own
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selections •101 ore argued that under this new system there u1d
be a sector of the market interested in the type of rToral and social
problems currently considered too unsavoury by the circulating libraries.
Through a curious coitbination of circuitances (that had little to do with
George !ore), this is precisely what happened in 1894, the year that
marked the collapse of the expensive three-decker novel and witnessed an
ensuing ur*ieaval in publishing prices and distribution methods. Although
the events surrounding the collapse of the three volume novel have been
arrly investigated elsewhere, to my kncwledge, the resulting confusion
within the publishing trade has not been related to the specific
conditions of the production and reception of the YellcM Book)02

A rapid review of the events precipitating the crisis must begin ai
June 27, 1894 when Mudie's and nith's jointly issued a circular to
various publishers announcing that as of January 1, 1895, they uld no
longer purchase three volume novels, but instead wanted cne volume works
at the price of four shillings for their libraries. This event is usually
considered to mark the official end of the 'free trade' period in books
which had prevailed since 1852. For decades the British middle and
upper-middle had borrced rrost of their books and virtually all of their
fiction fran circulating libraries rather than buying directly frai' a
bookseller. This situation had arisen when the production of books was
relatively nall and costs fairly high, facts which made borrowing
econanically logical. During this period, circulating libraries (i.e.
?4idie s and &mith s cornered the book publishing market, eventually
hecaning strong enough to dictate their terns to the publishers.
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One of these terms was the publication of fiction in the
triple-decker format which libraries preferred for two irain reasons: the
first was the high price of 31s 6d which was prohibitive for individual
buyers, thus encouraging 1 ibrary borrowing; and the second was that three
volumes provided a better return for the libraries - investrrent than one,
since subscribers were charged by the number of volumes borrowed.
Essentially aluost all new fiction was borrod fran circulating libraries
which gradually sold off copies of older works no longer in high demand at
reduced prices to the public. Over a period of time the libraries monopoly strengthened to the point where it became inpcesible for
publishers to find any alternative market for cheaper fiction, despite the
fact that they were able to bring the costs of books down through
technological innovations. British books in general, and fiction in
particular, continued to be marketed at artificially high prices. This
situation led to a significant decline in the retail sector of the trade
which was extensively cxxmented upon during the nineties. 103

However, by the late eighties, the syst was beginning to break
down. Mudie s and other circulating libraries were increasingly caught in
an econanic eze: while more books than they could purchase were being
produced, they were also unable to sell the old copies quickly enough
because of caripetition fran the new practice of issuing cheap one volume
reprints. Faced with a serious shortage of funds, the libraes dnanded
that the publishers abandon the artificially expensive three-decker
format.

s contrporaries and modern scholars have pointed out, the
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libraries had signed their n death sentence since the lowering of prices
placed books within the reach of the individual mic3le-c1ass consumer,
making subscription libraries unnecessary.104
It si-ould be realized that the situation was certainly not as
straightforward as this simplified outline of events suggests. After
decades of stability, the p.thlishers were faced with having to perform a
dramatic restructuring of prices within months. Three volume novel
prc1uction ground to a halt, leaving a lucrative but confusing vacuum.
The situation was widely reported in the press through a nurrber of
articles and illustrations, such as an early cartoon by Arthur Rackham
The Bitter Cry of the 3 Vol. Novel (fig. 54) indicates. In fact,
between the July xronths of 1894 and 1895, publishers experinEnted with all
kinds of book formats and price scales. Canpetition was fierce as they
vied for stakes in the new market.
In sare respects, John Lane was in a better position than many of
those publishers who had depended on the circulating library trade.
Already selling directly to the public, he did not have to alter his basic
cperation, alti-ough he was suddenly faced with an unprecedented axrount of
ccvpetition, especially in terms of his larger ventures such as the
Yellc Book and 'Keynotes - series. Publishers such as W. Heinemann and
T. Fisher unwin rapidly shifted the balk of their production to similar
types of books at carpetitive prices after the annournent by the
libraries.105 The intense rivalry that prevailed throughout these
months perhaps motivated the enormous publicity cairpaign behind the
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YellcM Book.

The proliferation of books in the six shilling price range also had
the curious effect of making the Ye11cM Book seem more affordable.
Initially the venture was launched in early 1894 as an expensive quarterly
with few iteIr in the euiva lent price range - most magazines being nLlch
cheaper and books more expensive. In effect, the magazine had to create
its n market, which as I have shcMn was a major concern of the
prospectus. HcMever, by July 1894, the situation had significantly
altered. With much p.thlicity, floods of new six shilling books emerged as
competition for this periodical which was dressed up as a book. In other
sjrds, instead off looking like an expensive rarity, the magazirE suadenly
becaire one item among an increasingly reasonable range of cximodities.
Hence the possibility of the magazine attracting new buyers whc) may have
been willing to splurge a little beyond their ireans for sonething that had
forirerly seened unobtainable.

Finally it should be ix'ted that direct sales to the public tended
to fragnent audiences into various interest groups as well as different
incane ranges)° 6 The general consensus of taste that had been
artificially manufactured by the circulating libraries started to
crurb1e, as Goerge ?bore had predicted. Writers began to diversify and
stray further fran the average acctable position. As new interest
groups of readers eirerged, they experienced the unfamiliar sensation of
encountering positions other than their n

in print.

It scarcely seerr

surprising that this shock was sa'retiires expressed

in

the inflated
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language of uoral outrage. In my opinion, this type of shock constituted
rrLlch of the hyperbole that characterized the public response to the
Yellow Book and particularly its images of New Wanen.

V A Spectacle for

Suburbia

The frequently repeated charge that the Yellow Book catered to
vulgar suburban audiences warrants further investigation. Is we have
seen, the National Observer identified its p.irchasers as man fran the
City who carried the periodical

hue

for recreational reading in Bayswater

and Brixton. later in the saire review the writer continued:
It stands to reason that a quarterly, which boasted its
intention of throwing aside the 'traditions of periodical
literature - as 'old' and 'bad - was assured of a welcczne
fran the cbedient suburban populace which since it cannot
be the apostle of the Newness is content to be its
acolyte. 'We needs must love the highest when we see
it': but Brixtcn and Bayswater never see anything. Cily
they admire, and soiretirres buy the highest - or the
latest - when they are told to do so.
And now The Yellow Book shines - we beg its
pardon, glares - in every self-respecting and 'cultured'
household. (107)
Similarly we have seen that the Granta predicted that the Yellow Book
'will shake the suburbs fran Brixton to Peckham Rye, and fran Piinlico to
distant rvlargate . l08

Both the magazine and its buyers were ridiculed

for being unduly pretentious, although it was ultimately the latter who
were represented as the victims of a cultural hoax.

Underlying this abuse was the

Ix)ticn

that the Yellow Book was not

suitable reading material for the suburbanites in question. Although
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their narrow-mindedness was used to arphasize the superfical nature of the
Yellow Book, in the final analysis, it was also saiething that reeded
protecting. In this respect, one is ininediately struck by the incongruity
of suburban experience with its arphasis on the hare, the family and
privacy and Beardsley's blatently public images of urban life - st End
theatre, prostitution, opera, rrasquerades and cafes. Unlike the suburban
novels of the 1890s by authors such as Keble Howard, Shan Bullock and
William Pett Ridge which carefully reproduced the minutiae of life in
Claphain or Peckham, the Yellow Book presented exotic images of
non-middle class 'outsiders - 109 Yet both literary cctriiodities ware
affordable and avidly consumed, judging fran circulation statistics and
reviewers' cannents.

The fact that the former was rrore acceptable than the the latter
relates to a specific notion of middle class leisure that defined itself
in opposition to the general lack of vrking class discipline on the one
hand, and the over-privileged and vice-ridden pursuits of the aristocracy
on the other. Hence the emergence of what Peter Bailey has described as
'legitimate pleasures' (i.e. healthy physical exercise, mental
cultivation) which restored and even expanded one's capacity for
The Yellow Book which stood accused of both
Bast End squalor and aristocratic decadence hardly uld have been deared
a profitable use of one 's leisure tine. The equation which linked the
decadent aristocrat, canton Cockney and unrefined suburban lower-middle
class was visually parodied in the 'New School of Poster: what it may cone
to' p.iblished in the Pall Mall Budget during May 1894 (fig. 69). The
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first is represented by Wildes Salarc and the Black Book, the second
by the ragged sandwich-man who advertises the pernicicus pericxuical, and
the third by the obviously cut-price villas in Dampington Swarrp Park
Estate as l 1 as the advertisaients for cheap hair tctücs, corn lotion,
and trips to Margate. Ultimately the cartoon exposes the ripty cultural
pretensions of these social outsiders which are implicitly measured by the
high standards of the haute bourgeois. The rging awareness of the
existence of the lcr echelons of the middle class, and the casting of
them as social outsiders' merits further study.

It should be stressed that suburbia was not a rronolithic category
since the occupations, income levels, and religious and cultural
backgrounds of its inhabitants varied widely, according to the
desirability of the location. Professional Bayswater was definitely
superior to clerical and ccmrrcial Brixton, but inferior to refined,
alrrvDst genteeL Hampstead)U Significantly critics seem to have been
nost worried abut the impact of Beardsley and the Yellow BOok's writers
on the lcer middle class. The Pall Mall Gazette spelled out the
problem:
The master-quality of the Yellow Book is illiteracy.
Under happier auspices the ladies who contribute to its
pages might have ckne quite honest rk in the London
Journal or Bow Bells. There they might have won the
respect of the housnaids and shcpgirls of Great Britian;
they might have lived and died without ever knowing that
there was such a thing as Sex (with a capital). But Mr.
Jctm Lane has decreed otherwise, and the lor middle
class is in the IToverrent. Highbury arid Brixton are
arrayed in yellow, arid Mr. Aubrey Beardsley is already
the patral saint of the back-parlour. (112)
QDntinuing

in

the same review, the writer accused the 'yellow'
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contributors of ogling at their inagined sexual emancipation. At the
centre of his/her fears was the possibility that this 'incursion into what
the Brixtonian might call the "fast life" '

xdd prove attractive. It was

one thing for a group of avant-garde artists and writers to adqt
extravagent roses, but quite another for their ideas to penetrate the
bastion of suburbia.

The ladies of the Ye1lc Book included such advanced writers as
Victoria Cross, Ella D'Arcy, Menie Muriel Dowie and George Egerton. It is
important that they were linked with Beardsley in Lane 's conspiracy to
corrupt the lower-middle class. At the tine the Yellow Book was
published, Lane had aquired such a reputation for publishing books
dealing with the 'Watian Question' and the work of waren writers that he
was jokingly called 'Petticoat lane' in sate quarters. The New Waran had
almost becate the trademark of the Bcdley Head as Reed 's 'Published at the
Bodily Head' (fig. 55) implies. Parodying Beardsley's black and white
style and elongated proportions, the drawing accanpanied a rewitten
version of Richard LeGallienne's 'Keynotes' novel, The Boot-Bills of
Narcissus. In a similar vein, Owen Seaman's poem A Ballad of a Bun'
irocking John tvidson ' S 'A Ballad of a Nun' ( originally published

in the

third Yellow Book) described a traditional lady's transformation into a
New $ITIan writer of the most outrageous type after sarrpling a Bodley Bun
fed to her by a helpful decadent.113

An attiti.xe of cultural aterna1in towards the lower-middle class
seems to have been well established by the last decades of the nineteenth
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century. Writing in 1885, T.H.S. Escott explained that novels were
especially dangerous for wanen of this group:
Of all the works that are read widely, the nDst widely
read are novels.. . .They ru1ate the views of life of
hundreds arid thousands of vten, especially in the
lcer-midd1e section of society, old and young. The
inther and daughters of the English aristocracy out of
the Lcridon season may read as many novels as the daughter
or wife of the nall tradesnan. But in the latter case
there is none of the cpportunity possible in the forner
of correcting the mawkish and mistaken inpressions of
existence conveyed by the class of writings they
devour. (114)
The evils of advanced novel or magazine reading were that much worse,
according to a caricature by Arthur Rackham entitled, 'A Nightmare Indeed which appeared in a July 1894 issue of the Westminster Budget (fig. 56).
Here all sorts of horrible aaritions (borrowed fran Beardsley 'S
repertoire), riost notably three extraiely ugly ren, attack a spindly
speciman of a man

in

bed by pulling off his covers and making sexual

advances. These aggressive frrres fatales, the giant toad and other
strange creatures all emanate fran the pages of a book in the lower
right-hand corner. while cartoonists like Rackham found Beards ley 's
images ideal material for jokes, other journalists viewed the matter much
irore seriously. aitraged by the contents of the fourth volunE, the
National Observer described the Yellow Book as:
.a production which no ian ought to read, which no
man will be better for reading. The law relating to the
case will be found in R. v. Hickling: 'The
indiscriminate publication of a pairphlet, half of it
which relates to controversial questions which are not
obscene bet the other half of which is obscene as
relating to impure acts and words, is a
misdeireanc,ur. (1l5)
It is important to note that such expressicns of anxiety cane
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mainly fran critics writing for uer-midd1e class papers (6 pence
weeklies - see Table 2). Evidently their verdicts were prescriptions to
cx)nvnce potential cxnsunrs (including the sector of new p.irchasers
fran the lower-middle class) that the Yellciw Book was furamentally
unsound. In all likelihood, the establishirent s fears were fuelled by
uncertainty over how many of these first tine book buyers would respond.
Irciilcally, judging fran reviews of the Yellow Book which appeared in
the type of inexpensive weeklies (1-2 pence) that the lower-middle class
patrcnized, the fears of their social superiors were totally
unfounded. 116

At this stage, it is worth pausing to explore this

issue of divisions within the middle class.

Until cj.iite recently, the existence of the lower-middle class
received little attention f ran social historians who were rrre interested
in examining the divisicns between classes rather than within thea. In a
theoretical article on this group, Arno Mayer has argued that despite
substantial differences airong its neurbers (e.g. those between corporate
clerks and family business operatives), the lower-middle class has
generated and maintained a separate cultural ethos, life-style, and world
view. 117 Mayer stresses that in periods of normalcy, the haute
bourgeois tend to view the lower-middle class in a negative light as
being 'madiocre, provincial, conformist, unambitious, parasitic, selfish,
rigid, resentful, prudish and rroralistic - •8 However, as soon as the
status-quo is challenged, the relationship changes as the establishnent
wooS support f ran this largely conservative, uardly nobile social
sector. Mayer claima that the petit bourgeois usually has just enough
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of a stake in the existing socio-eccnanic order to prevent it fran
seriously supporting efforts to tcpple the existing establishment.

Largely wrking fran the same pr1u.ses, Geoffrey Crossick has
edited a series of essays studying the 1cr-midd1e class in late
nineteenth century Britain. In his own essay, Crossick looks at the
extren oonservatism of this group which he attributes to their marginal
social status which in turn engendered an obsessive concern with
projecting the attitndes and appearances of middle class orthcxioxy (i.e.
hostility to manual labour and trade unions, support for the Tory perty,
belief in self-help and free enterprise, and nost significant for these
purpoSes, a dependent wife and chi].dren)9

Although the position of the lcMer-middle class can be only
sketchily outlined here, I think it sheds nuch light on the critical
response to the Yellow Book. The fragmentation of middle class
audiences seens to have been Ilore related to the growing pirchasing por
of the lor middle classes than any furxarrental realigrinnt of interests
within the class. In other rds, the existence of the clerical sector of
the class was rot a new phenomenon (although their numbers re
increasing). What was new was the particiation of the lower middle class
in certain areas of cultural activity that had formerly been the exclusive
preserve of the haute bourgeois. Mass prcxluction and the ensuing
loring of prices brought previously inaccessible camodities like the
Yellow Book into a lower middle clas price range. This marketing of a
ready-made, budget-priced culture was a source of considerable anxiety for
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the haute bourgeois since it threatended to narrow the distance that
separated then from their social inferiors. Hence the need to disparage
cheap imitatiais of highbrow culture - espially when it contained
subversive ideas.
Perceiving the magazine as a threat to their interests, the majority
of upper-middle class critics denigrated it as suburban in the hcpes of
disccLlraging sulurbanites fran constning it. It was a double-edged srd
that undermined the avant-garde credentials of the Yellow Book and kept
the lor-mic?dle class in its subservient place. Mding the finishing
touches, lower-middle class writers who re determined to dinstrate
their respectability railed against the magazine in equally strong
language. Inevitably this cathination of prescriptive adrronition and
c.itraged conservatism amplified the terms of the debate. Initially, the
strategy backfired since the publicity aroused enough curiosity to sell
irore oopies than even the publisher had envisioned. In the final
analysis, however, this oombination of interests was to force Lane to tone
down the Yellow Book by renDving its art editor.

VI Ni iri, PorixgrajI-iy, arx3 the Prosecuticii of

In the last part of this section, I

jp

uld like to examine the

prosecution of Pick-Me-Up under the Obscene Publicaticns Act during
Septenber 1894. In many respects this trial of a 'soft porn' male
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entertainnent magazine sheds light on the official limits of
journalistic decency. These were limits Jthn Lane irust have been
accutely aware of when he examined Beardsley s desigris) 2 °

we

have seen, several critics alleged that the YellcM Book also contained
obscene elaints, and similar charges of 'pornograçtiy - were levelled at
w znen writers. 119 This imiediately raises the uneasy
relaticnship between faninist explorations of the nature of sexual
oppression and pornographic representations of oppressed omsn designed
for male titillation and pleasure. Significantly both involve a
transgressionary flaunting of sexual 'norms' (i.e. procreative, irarital,
heterosexual activity). FurtheriTore, in the past both forms of deviance
have been lumped together and repressed on the nebulous grounds of being
too sexually explicit. Although their attitudes tcards nen are
diametrically opposed - feminists rking for liberation arid pornographers
reinforcing oppression, all too often the blurring of such distinctions
has played into anti-f aninist hands.

In fligland, unlike plays which will be discussed in the next
section, books did not reguire official approval before piblication.
Although there was no book censorship, indecent or obscene publications
could be prosecuted after they were publicly distributed. Probably the
best

knn exairples of prosecutions

in the nineteenth century were the

trials of the p.iblisher, Henry Vizetelly, in 1888 and 1889, for handling
the rks of Zola, Maupassant, and Paul Bourget).22 The prosecutions
were launched by Samual nith, an M.P. frcxn Liverrool and a praninent
irember of the National Vigilance Association. After P l
eading guilty and
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LEing fined in 1888, Vizetelly was eventually imprisioned for three rrcnths
in 1889.123 The scandal of the Vizetelly trials increased p.thlic
interest in the whole issue of ohecene literature.
Of course, less drastic nasures of suppression were also enployed.
As previously menticned, the circulating libraries often took their cn
initiative and banned books fran their lists. Prctninent examples of
Mudie 's action in this area during the l890s included George Moore's
Esther Waters in 1894 arid John Davidson's A Full and True Account of
the Wonderful Mission of Earl Lavender in 1895 for which Beardsley
designed the frontispiece. 124 Articles in literary columns and even
cartoons reveal the extent of public interest in such events. One
example, 'The B. P. [British Public] and Its Masters' (fig. 57)
ridicules such protective actiais by the guardians of public norality. As
discussed earlier, during the 1890s such controversy could have the
important side-effect of boosting sales.
Such was certainly the case in the prosecution of Pick-Mo-Up. On
July 19,1894 thirty-six copies of the July 21st issue were seized fran the
wholesale branch of W.H. Smith & Sons in Liverpool. Pijain the action was
launched by nrrbers of the N.V.A. and directed against Smith's for
distributing the magazine. After much debate in the press, the case cane
to trial on August 28, 1894. The alleed indecency involved three pictures
- 'Phoebe', a full page suppleirent (fig. 58); 'The Eitre'Acte' (fig. 59);
and an untitled female perfornr in tights (fig. 60). HCtJever, in the
case of Phoebe', the rragistrates ruled that the picture could not support
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prosecution. Although their reasons were not specified, their decision
probably rested on the fact that the illustration was copied fran a French
salon painting. 'High art - gererally legitimized ferrale nudity, providing
no suggestions of licentiousness were incorporated into the
picture) 25 Consequently it was the alleged indecency of the second
t pictures printed on either side of the sane page that was the issue on
trial. The prosecution clairred the indecency involved a cczibination when
held up to the light which nade it look as though the right hard of the
nan was grabbing the waian in tights on the opposite side of the page.
Supposedly the incident was errphasized by the absence of shading (which
Pick-Me-up clairred was a newspaper) surrounding the nan 's hand. The
charges were dismissed after the defence argued that such a canbination
was purely accidental and that the publishers u1d destroy all of the
reiraining copies in their hands. Predictably, by this tine, a record
number of copies of the issue had already been sold elsewhere in the
country, and the three drawings had beccrrie sorrething of a cause
celebre. After the charges were dismissed Pick-Me-Up caricatured the
proceedings (fig. 61), claiming that the activities of the reforirers had
created a new fad for holding the pages of illustrated nagazines up to the
light.126

In the light of this well kncwn trial, it is hardly surprising that
such illustrations as Beardsley s 'The Mysterious Rose Garden' (fig. 62)
in the fourth YellcM Book which appeared during January 1895 created
such a stir. A].nost without exception, the illustration was oorilanned in
the sane terne social purity cainpainers had used over drawings like
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'Phoebe'. The Daily Chronicle referred to Beardsley - peculiar
indecency while the Westminster Budget called the work 'diseased arid
unashamed' carirenting 'what possible attraction, aesthetic or otherwise,
the design which is called 'The Mysterious Rose-garden' can have for any
sane human being we are at a loss to conjecture')27

Although the verdict cleared Pick-Me-Up of the charges of
intentional obscenity, the fact that the publishers agreed to destroy the
remaining copies encouraged many moral reformars and rrernbers of the
literary establishrrent to see the proceedings as a step in the direction
of raising literary and artistic standards. Harry Quilter, a well known
literary critic, praised the prosecution of what he described as an
tuisavoury illustrated paper 'nuch loved by our gilded youth •128
directly ccznpared the magazine 's illustration to the costers of Phil May
and the trollops of aidley Hardy. But according to Quilter, these were
mild ccxnpared to Beards ley 's atrocities:
in which the types of manhood and wananhood are, as it
were, mingled together, and result in a mcnstrous sexless
amalgam, miserable, morbid, dreary, and unnatural. (129)
hile the former undermined the innocence of youth, the latter threatened
the entire social fabric. Describing the enfeebling and enervating effect
of cciitarplating Beardsley 's work, Quilter urged his readers to:
Just fancy a nation of Beardsleys! Conceive politics,
catarerce law arid religion approached fran this
standpoint, applied in this manner. And yet why not? Art
is we are told with a sickening reiteration, but a
reflection of life; why should we not have a Beardsley
bishop adressing a Beardsley congregation, or say, Mr.
Gully, a la Beardsley, reproving an enasculated House
of Carma-is? (130)
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For critics of the Quilter variety, any transgressicns of sexual or social
norms ware necessarily obscene. It was siirply a question of degrees with
nagazines like Pick--Up eventually leading to Beardsley 's excesses.
The blurring of these t categories neant that 'respectable' nen ware
necessarily forced into a conservative socio-sexual position. In the nane
of protecting en fran the obscene, their access to information about
alternative and cppositicxial life-styles was seriously limited.
A large part of the anxiety surrounding Pick-?-Up seens to have
involved its working class associations - both in terms of its cheap
one-penny price and its popular cxverage (i.e. music-hall entertainnent,
sports). Setting bad moral exarrples to those at the bottan of the social
order threatened the whole edifice. Critics - frequent charges that
Beards ley 's work resanbled cx)ntributions fran Pick-?-Up seen to share
this desire to regulate working class sexuality. In Beardsley's case,
howaver, his offence was twofold: he not only depicted the ininorality of
the working class, but he also attripted to spread the infection Iry
placing his images in mic1le class periodicals.
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ble 2: A Qiide to Periodical Prices
Quarterlies (6/- per issue or £1-4-O per annum)
IXiblin
Edinburgh
(5/- per issue or £1-O-O per annum)
Century Guild Hobby Horse
Evergreen
Yellow Book
Major !kzithlies (2/6 per issue or £l-lO-O per annum)
Blackwood 's Magazine
Contiporary Review
Fortriightly Review
National Review
Nineteenth Century
Westminster Review
theaper Mxithlies (1/- per issue or 12/- per annum)
Idler
Magazine of Prt
New Review
Pall Mall Magazine
Temple-Bar
(6d per issue or 7/6 per annum)
Studio
Weeklies (6d eklies or £l-6-O per annum)
Court Circular
Court Journal
Graphic
Illustrated London News
National Observer
Pall Mall Budget
St. Jaires Budget
Saturday Review
Sketch
Speaker
Spectator
Vanity Fair
Westminster Budget
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Wnitehall Review
WDrld
cheaper Weeklies (3d weeklies or 13/- per annum)
Acadny
Athenau
Bookrran
Life
Punch
(2d weeklies or 8/6 per annum)
'lb-Day
(id weeklies)
Answers
Pelican
People
Pick-Me-Up
London Figaro
Scraps
Tit-Bits
Weekly Sun
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Sectici Three: New

n the Indcn Stage:

Beardsleys Inages of actresses in the Ye1lci Book

An irrportant diirerision of the expanding leisure industry at the
close of the nineteenth century was the growth and specialization of
LQndon theatres. In many respects paralleling the rising outpat and sales
of the previously discussed publishing industry, the theatre provided a
conspicuous avenue for female participation in the dual capacity of
cultural producer and consumar. Increasing numbers of actresses, dancers,
singers, and on a lesser scale female producers, playwrights and managers
were employed in the entertainnent sector, while unprecedented numbers of
man attended various performances in the capital.

Throughout his editorship of the Yellow Book, Beardsley was
fascinated by the stage. His many theatrical contributions to the
magazine were typical in their preoccupation with representations of iren
whose sexuality upset prevailing norms and social expectations. The
majority of these re pictures of leading actresses of the day, although
he also contributed t illustrations of theatre-goers - 'Lady Gold s
Escort' (fig. 63) and 'The Wagnerites (fig. 64) to the third Yellow
Book. As far as this research is concerned, it is the forner which are
of special interest since they were nore extensively discussed arid
directly related to the 'Wnen Question' than the latter. However, before
turning exclusively to Beardsley 's representations of actresses, it is
rth briefly examining these t depictions of highly fashionable
West End theatre audiences.
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The scene of Lady Gold's - Escort' (fig. 63) takes place at the
entrance of the Lyceum Theatre where the elderly and ccnspicuously wealthy
lady of the title disenbarks from a carriage followed by an effeninate
young male escort carrying a large muff. Both are watched by a crc of
curious-lodcing playgoers. Although the 'deviant' sexual undertones of
the image are fairly obvious, its precise neaning ses to have evaded
critics writing during the 1890s, and hardly seerr any nore accessible
from a nDdern vantage point. 1 Stylistically similar to 'A Night
Piece' (fig. 24), it also presents st End night-life, but fran a
different perspective. Here the focus is on high Society 's leisured
decadence in contrast to the rking street-walker who is paid to provide
pleasure. Of course, whether the image was interpreted this way by
Beards ley 's conteporaries rnains open to speculaticn.

Such is also the case with 'The Wagnerites' (fig. 64) which
presents an audience, overwhelmingly canprised of waren listening to a
performance of 'istan and Isolde' in the Covent Garden Cera House.
Seated in the stalls and private boxes, this too is evidently a very
wealthy crc1. Zain the illustration was scarcely even acknowledged by
critics who reviewed the Yellow Book, although recently it has been
interpreted as a satire on the shallow pretentions of Society cpera-goers
who have no true understanding of IrLlsic.2

Broadly speaking these images do support my general argiirnt that
the Yellow Book presented spectacles of social 'outsiders' for suburban
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middle-class consumption. Furthermore, both probably reinforced rtions
of aristocratic decadence and vice. Beyor that, hcMever, I would be
reluctant to force connections between these two images and the issues I
will be examining in this section since particularly in the case of 'The
Wagnerites, a number of other factors imist have been relevant - including
the significance of Wagner in England during this pericx and the
work's relationship to Beardsley 's other illustrations of operatic scenes.

Instead, it is Beardsley's immediately recognized and avidly
discussed portraits of actresses that are the chief concern of this third
section. Here his images of the actresses Mrs. Patrick Camnpbel 1 (vol. 1),
Fjane (vol. 2), the snan in the role of La Dame aux Camlias (vol.3),
and Winnif red Enery (vol. 4) will form the focal points of an inquiry into
the expanding roles of women working in London theatres with particular
reference to debates over Ibsenite or New Wcznens plays of the 1890s.

In many respects the social status of these women was ambiguous.
As West nd actresses, they were clearly superior to the working-class,
nusic-hall performers portrayed in Walter Sickert 's YellcM Book
illustrations. For the most part they were educated, articulate and well
paid. Nevertheless, as ren working in an occupation that had rt yet
secured full professional (i.e. middle-class) status, they were only
marginally respectable. Ladies were neither expected to work, nor to make
p.thlic spectacles of thnselves on stage. If the subject matter of these
actresses was already socially sensitive, the response to Beardsley 's
images was curiously mixed - two of then being furiously condeuned, while
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the other tw re widely praised. This division of cpinicn definitely
warrants further scrutiny since all four re similarly executed in a
style that was closely associated with the circle of Oscar Wilde and the
New Theatre.

In the first instance, the outrage which greeted the much detested
cases of Mrs. Patrick Campbell as the second Mrs. Tanqueray and La Darre
aux Canlias involved plays that centred around sexually deviant
heroines. Here Beards ley s distinctively rtdern style seers to have
exacerhated existing social and sexual anxieties surrounding both the New
Theatre and the generally dubious social position of actresses. In
cxntrast, his pictures of Rjane and Winnnif red Erery appealed to
consurrers largely because they illustrated nore conventional fen1e roles.
The fact that these t images secured widespread critical acclaim (a very
rare phenciterron for Beards ley 's Yel1ci Book rk) dronstrates that in
the formation of critical cpinion the high pthlic profile of the stage
occasionally overshado

artistic considerations of style.

In order to lay the groundwork for an investigation into these
pictures of actresses, the chapter will begin with a brief review of
london's theatrical scene during the 189 Os with special e:rphasis on the
arergence of New Theatre. In connection with his New Theatre, three of
Beardsley's early

oirrnissicns

of 1894 (i.e. the Playgoer's Club program,

illustrations for Wilde 's Salaie', and Avenue Theatre poster) will be
analyzed in order to assess the nature of the artist 's repotation at the
tine of the magazine's release.
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It should be noted that Beards ley ' S interest in theatrical subjects
dated fran his earliest drawings in family scarap-books of the actress,
Sarah Bernhardt, and a scene fran Ibsens Ghosts executed in his teens
(figs. 65-66). Both he and his sister, Mabel, had been interested in
acting as children mounting several amateur theatricals. In 1894, Mabel
decided to abendon her teaching career and take up acting professionally,
a move her brother fully supported and followed with considerable
interest . In fact, Beards ley had already turned his own stage
interest to conirercial account

in

his caricatures from 'Innyson s Beckett

and Stephenson and Scott 's Diplanacy which were p.thlished

in

the Pall

Mall Budget during February 1893 (fig. 67). However, these early
ventures were typical neither

in tern

of the sketchy linear cartoon style

eiiployed, nor the type of mainstream West End production illustrated. In
1894, Beardsley 's more characteristic, densely massed, hard-edged designs
had becane publicly associated with a rather different type of avant-garde
theatre. But before turning to examine specific examples of such rk, it
is necessary to trace the rergence of the so-cal led New Theatre.

I The New Theatre of the Nineties

First of all, it should be noted that New Theatre was essentially a
derivative form of the old West End theatre scene that largely catered to
middle and upper-class audiences by the closing decades of the nineteenth
century. Since the l870s, Laidon theatres had tended to specialize both
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in terms of the material presented (e.g. classical tragedy, society drama,
ccnedy, nelodrana) and the type of audience attracted. With the exception
of melodrama, grciiing numbers of working-class spectators turned away fran
regular theatres to the cheaper variety entertainment provided in
rrusic-halls where the ccnsumption of alcohol was praioted. s West End
theatre audiences became more socially exclusive, their respectability was
correspondingly enhanced. This process was assisted by a number of
innovations introduced by leading actor-managers (e.g. darkening the
auditorium during performances, serving tea and coffee during the
intervals instead of alcoholic refreshment, and providing patrons with
detailed prograimes) .
Although cheap seats in the gallery (a shilling) and few rraining
pits (two shillings and six pence) still catered largely to the working
and lcer-middle classes, the participation of these groups was no longer
requisite to the caiirrercial success of a production. It was the occupants
of the boxes, stalls and dress circle that proved the decisive factor.
Furthermore, holders of gallery tickets were carefully caifined to their
cn area of the theatre where their behaviour could be monitored and their
crude dress would rt offend the more refined sensibilities of those in
the expensive seats. 5 Numerous caricatures of the period underline
the enormous social gulf dividing the working class fran the respectable
strata of audiences, pointing to the undesirable consequences of contact.
A typical exairple, obviously designed for middle-class consumption, was
'in Ecn Mente - fran C. H. Ross 's book Stage %'tnispers of 1881 (fig. 68)
which depicts an angry wor1nan (possibly an Irish stereotype) fran the pit
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hitting a gentleman in the stalls, despite the presence of a police
of ficer. Like his strock, the workman's behaviour is singularly out of
place, as derronstrated by the fact he does rt cariprehend the ritual for
requesting an encore.

The growth of a relatively harogeneous audience was accanpanied 1q
the aiergence of a bland theatrical standard fare. Focusing on light
enterta.inrrent, West End theatres carefully avoided serious explorations of
social and moral taboos, particularly in th e areas of religion, sexuality
and politics. The evasion of such problematic issues was primarily
self-imposed by playwrights and actor-managers who were reluctant to risk
an offence that could jeopardize the theatre 's recently acquired
respectability. Nevertheless, self-censorship was effectively backed up
by a state conrolled legal apparatus for the licensing of plays through
the office of the Lord Chamberlain. According to the Theatre Regulation
Act of 1843, all productions of new plays required a license before piblic
performances could be mounted. The full text of new plays were submitted
to the Examiner of Plays who had the power to accept, reject or suggest
changes to the Lord Cliamberlain who was ultimately responsible for issuing
a licence. The performance of unliscensed or rejected plays was an
of fence subject to prosecution. The existence of such legislation
demonstrates the prevalent nineteenth century conviction that the stage
exerted a powerful influence cm p4Le cpinion, possessing the potential to
arouse threatening crowis 6

However, according to J.R. Stephen 's detailed study of theatrical
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licensing frcin 1824 - 1901, censorship was seldcin deployed until the
deve1opint of a serious alternative drama in the middle of the 1880s that
sought to explore forbidden riDral terain. 7 Seeking an antidote f or
the West End's light fare, and inspired by the Norwegian writer, Henrik
Ibsen, the work of such younger thglish playwrights as Arthur Pinero,
Henry Jones, Oscar Wilde and George Bernard Shaw, provided new challenges
to the Examiner of Plays. A series of much publicized rejections,
including Wilde's Salcm (1892), Shaw's Mrs. Warren's Profession
(1893), and William Heinemarin's The First Step (1895) fuelled a nounting
debate over the principle of censorship. All three of these rejected
plays were later published in the hope of appealing directly to the iblic
thereby revealing the shortcomings of the censorship system. 8 It
should be renembered that books had to be individually prosecuted on the
grounds of indecency after publication which made suppression considerably
difficult.9

Although the term New Theatre should rt be considered a n-onolithic
catery, both its exponents and critics seem to have based their
identification upon the challenge it presented to the theatrical
status-quo in two basic ways)° First was the introduction of new
subjects previously regarded as unsuitable for the stage (i.e. religious
skepticism, adultery, prostitution, venereal disease) that were examined
as pressing social problems. Second was the alternative it provided to
ccxrrrercial theatres that relied on sizable family audiences in order to
clear a profit. Instead, mainly fran necessity, New Theatre productions
were low budget affairs which attracted a special type of intellectual
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adult who was often willing to attend private performances in a theatre
club, or buy texts of the play for individual or organized group
readings )1 1ziong the many theatrical societies which sprang into
existence during this period were the Shelly Society which mounted a
performance of The Cenci in 1886; the Playgoer's Club, an influential
group of amateur enthusiasts who attended first nights, and arranged
regular lectures and social events; the Bedford Park Circle, centred
around the playwright, John 'Itdhunter; and the well kncn Independant
Theatre organized by J.T. Grein which privately staged advanced or
camrcially risky plays including Ibsen's Ghosts in 1891 and Shaw's
WidcMers' Houses in 1892.12

Of the new subjects introduced to the stage, probably the most
widely e,çlored th was the questicning of cornentional sexual morality,
especially the severe limitations iirçosed on middle-class ren by the
double-standard. Countless variations

on

this theme ranged fran Ibsen's

presentation of Nora, a nan trapped and frustrated by a traditional
marriage in A tbl

1 's House, first produced in London

Pinero 's examination of Paula, a nouveau bourgeois

wnan

in

1889, to

with a past

in

The Seocrid Mrs. Thrueray of 1893. It should be noted that the advanced
nan was not always çortrayed synpathetically. Sydney Grundy cpenly
mocked and attacked bar in his play entitled The New Wcxnan of 1894,
while only Shaw and Ibsen created heroines who were strong enough to
survive in a sea of social prejudice. Ci the stage most who
transgressed social and sexual norrr were inevitably destroyed by the
enormity of their deeds. Nevetheless, their existence, aspirations, and
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ultimate victimization by prevailing social structures rather than an
inherent fnale weakness stimulated a trrendous stir in certain
circles) 3 These were the circles with which Beards ley theatrical
images were mainly identified. This point was nphasized in Charles
Harrison 's cartoon 'The New School of Poster' (fig. 69) frclTl the Pall
Mall Budget of May 1894 which camects Be rdsl s style and the Black
Book with such advanced theatrical projects as Wilde ' S

Sa1ar, George

Bernard maw's Arms and the Man (parodied as Fists and the Lady), and
the Independent Theatre s productions of Ibsen (caricatured as Bjohnson 's
Scandanavian play).

II Beardsley s Design for the Playgoer's Club

During the first rTonths of 1894, prior to the Yellc Book's
publication in April, Beardsley executed a series of much p..thlicized
cairnissiais that were closely connected with the New Theatre. The first
was a manu designed for the tenth annual dinner of the Playgoer 's Club
held on January 28, 1894 (fig. 70). AlthDugh this was a private affair,
the design was published in the Sketch with a brief account of the event
at which the playwright, Arthur Pinero, was the main guest speaker)4
The design included photcxraphs of the club's executives interspersed with
three of Beardsley 's figures wearing Japanese styled fancy dress. Several
masks and nasqiraders were also the principal decorative notifs on the
front and back covers. At this point, the discussion of masquerade
designs will be postponed until the next section.
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Aitbeugh the details of this carinission rnain unclear, Beardsley
may have been offered the work through his association with the Seetary
of the Club, Carl Hentschel (1or left photograph), who cned the
process-engraving firm that reproduced most of Beards ley 's
illustrations during this period) 5 In any case, this design marks
the beginning of Beardsley 's ccnnecticn with progressive theatre groups.
The Playgoer's Club had been founded

in 1884

by Heneage Mandell as a body

that sought to foster high quality dramatic art by attending opening
nights, reading papers

ai

theatrical topics, and piblishing a magazine to

dissninate their views. 16 Iong standing menters of the venture
included G.B. Burgin, Jerorr K. Jerone, and J.T. Grein. Enthusiastic
supporters enccinpassed a wide range of stage professionals fran younger
actor-managers such as George Alexander of the St. Janes Theatre, to
playwrights like Pinero and Jones and critics like William Archer. A
survey of the speeches delivered at the annual dinners reveals the group's
continuing ccnmitirent throughout the decade to what they considered higher
forrr of intellectual drama.

III

Decid

'1t

17

Infanous

Sa1a

Il1ustraticis

more risque' was Beardsley 's next theatrical undertaking:

the notorious illustrations for the first English translaticri of Oscar
Wilde's play, Salar

p.iblished by the Bodley Head in February.
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Carpleted in 1892, rehearsals for the play with Sarah Bernhardt in the
title role and Albert Darrrnt as Herod were well underway at the Palace
Theatre in London when the lord Charrberlain 's decision not to license the
play was announced in June) -8 The official reason for refusal was
the fact that the play contained Biblical characters which could not be
represented cn the English stage. However, a confidential letter from the
Examiner of Plays, Edward Pigott, reveals that he found virtually all
aspects of the wrk offensive, including its exploration of sexual
relaticxiships. Writing to a close friend, he carmented:
I must send you for your private edification &
aim.isenEnt, this ms. of a 1 act piece.. .written by Oscar
Wilde! It is a miracle of impudence; and I am bound to
say that when Mr. Abbey, his Acting Manager, called on
ire, in answer to my suirinons, he lifted up his eyes with a
holy shudder of surprise, when I described the piece to
him, & recartrended him (as Uncle 'DIy advised the father
of the juvenile Poet) to 'wipe it up & say no riore about
it'.... The piece written in French - half Biblical, half
pornographic - by Oscar Wilde himself. Imagine the
average British public's reception of it. (19)
The banning of Wilde's play had significant public repercussions,
especially in view of the fact that an actress of Bernhardt 's stature had
taken on the leading role. However, according to Wilde, not a single
actor protested the verdict, and only aie draira critic conde-nred the
principle of censorship. William Archer's isolated defence of Wilde took
the form of a letter to the Editor of the Pall Mall Gazette in which he
urged Wilde to persevere in his fight against the petty tyranny of English
officialism. Cly through such struggles could the odious constraints of
licensing be abolished allowing the growth of serious native drama.

20

Barred from the English stage, the original French text of Wilde 's
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play was published in February 1893 by the Librairie de 1'Art in Paris and
Iv thews and Lane in London. This first unillustrated French edition
aroused storrrs of controversy. Critics writing for major dailies
ilTlrediately condemned the play as a prcxuct of the decadent school.
pically the Timas reviewer discussed Ibsen's The Master Builder and
Wilde 's Salo in the sama column finding many similarities. Catrnenting
on the latter, she/he noted, 'It is an arrangerrent in blood and ferocity,
norbid, bizarre, repulsive, and very offensive in its adqDtion of
2l . Only a
scripture phraseology to situations the reverse of sacred
few of Wilde's admirers defended the work, and then they carefully
restricted their praise to formal matters. Even Wililiam Archer, still
championing Wilde 's cause, carefully pointed out that he did not approve
of the characters' actions:
The atnosphere of the play is cErtainly none of the
healthiest; but if an artist sets forth to paint a fever
jungle, we can scarcely canplain if his picture be not
altogether breezy and exhilarating. As well look for a
bracing sirocco or a tonic miasma. Salorre' is an oriental
Hedda Gabler and who could portray such a character in
the hues of radiant health? (22)
The real bone of contention was the suitability of the subject matter for
pthlic performance. Although this problem was recognized by both sides, a
precise analysis of Wilde's plot, particularly his handling of sexual
issues was conspicuously absent. Great pains were taken to evade
mantioning the central ths of Herod 's incestuous lust for Salai&
Salar 's necrophiliac otEession with the head of John the Baptist, and
the page's irosexual attraction to the Syrian In all
likelilxx,d, those writing for the established press sought to avoid
offending their readers with what would have been considered sordid
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details, while those defending the play did not wish to fuel their
cponents - fire.

If the literary revies' rs of the first French edition of Wilde 's
play dodged these thres of deviant sexuality, Beardsley's illustrations
for the follcMing English edition highlighted then. In fact the renessd
outrage that greeted the English translation by Lord Alfred t)Duglas in
February 1894 as prinri1y directed tcards the illustrations. Beardsley
had been the p.thlishers' and author's first choice as illustrator. His
cczmiission for ten full-page drawings and cover at the total cost of
£5 2-10-0 had been written into the original contract signed on August 3,
1893 . 24 Wilde, who chose Beardsley over Charles Ricketts who had
provided him with illustrations since 1891, probably based his selection
on Beards ley 's uncarniissioned drawing for the play 'J 'ai Bais Ta Bouche
Iokanaan' (fig. 71) which had been published in the Studio the previous
April 25 Furtheimre, Beardsley 's rerxitation for specializing in the
grotesque and supernatural (dencnstrated in his two earlier cariniss ions
for J.M. Dent - Le MDrte Darthur and Bon-MDts of Sydney nith and R.
Brinsley Sheridan) must have seen particularly aropriate for Wilde 'S
play.

The trouble began as Beardsley started suhTlitting illustrations and
the publishers asked him to change four of the signs which they
considered too sexually explicit. The utdifications involved ratoving the
genitals fran the two figures on the title-page (figs. 72-73), rzorking
the 'ilet of Salctr' (figs. 74-75), adding a fig-leaf to cover the nude
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youth in 'fliter I-rodias - (figs. 76-77), and substituting the 'Black Cape (fig. 79) for 'John and Salciré' (fig. 78). (.b one level, the
ndificaticns must have been designed to protect the piblisher fran the
threat of prosecution which was a very real possibility as I have
indicated in the case of Pick-Me-. As a shre businesan, this was
probably Lane's irain concern. Nevertheless, on a second level, when one
examines the specific itris suppressed and the resulting substitutions, a
consistent pattern errerges whereby sexual deviance is downplayed in favour
of male daninated heterosexuality. After all, this is hardly surprising
given the fact that the category of the obscene tended to engulf all
transgressions of prevailing norms. Hence a nurrber of sexual inequalities
ware built into the syst of visual respectability including such
striking examples as the mandatory covering of male genitals and the
titi]latn exposure of female breasts. While Lane probably operated
primarily on the simple level of expirgating the potential iy prosecutable,
the standard of acceptability which informad his decisions was anything
but neutral.
In spite of the fact that the Salcxre' illustrations have been
discussed extensively elsewhere, it is s.orth quickly reviewing these
alterations since they derronstrate the types of sexual taboos Beards ley
was transgressing and the threshold of the pthlishers - willingness to
appear risqu. 26 Before proceeding further, it should be pointed out
that while Beardsley 's Salczre' illustrations defied conventional
mic±fle-class iioral standards, this challenge was not consistently the
product of a positive attitude towards the advancerrent of nen. In fact,
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zany of the Salar illustrations carried ambivalent and in sorre cases
inysog ynist conrxtations which rnain disconcerting for the fninist
researcher. Nevertheless, by upsetting prevailing stereotypes and rnns,
Beardsley 's images opened up a space for questioning 'natural' sexual
differences.

The title-page (fig. 72) presented the first probleni. 1ccording to
a letter fran Beardsley to his friend Ross, the design which was to have
doubled as a pranotional poster uld have offended booksellers:
I think that the title page I drew for Salan was after
all 'impossible'. You see booksellers couldn't stick it
up in their windows. I have done another with rose
pattern and Salone and a little grotesque Eros, to my
mind a great improvenent ai the first. (27)
With a keen eye for bosirEss, the piblisher denanded the reiroval of the
male genitals f ran both figures. This speedy operation effectively
transforned the androgynous statue into a rrore orthodox female nude and
the fonrerly aroused, possibly haiDsexual vrshipper into a genderless
Eros (fig. 73). Evidently impotent nudity within a bizarre and exotic
setting was permissible, while depictions of genital abnormality and
bonosexuality went beyond the pale.

Again Beards ley s explicit depiction of genitals and 'deviant'
sexual practices in the 'Toilet of Salané - (fig. 74) forned the basis of
the piblishers rejection of the first version of the drawing. According
to Reade, the nost offensive factor was the auto-eroticism practiced by
the youth on the stool gazing at the boy with the cx,ffee-tray.28
Although this incident is the nost striking, the entire scene is pervaded
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with sexual suggestion. The boy with the tray has a strangely effeminate
appearance resembling Salan at whom he gazes The long flowing hair,
hint of breasts, curving abdanen and ccznplete nudity except for the flimsy
footwear are all qualities usually associated with images of sunen. The
presence of this herna*iroditic person creates an aura of confusion not
only about his/her sex but also over the precise relationship the figures
bear to each other. The female attendant looks at the seated youth who
stares at the figure with the tray who in turn watches Salo.
Heterosexual and hcnosexual desire is suggested in addition to the
auto-eroticism of the youth and implied by Salorr s position in fran the
mirror. The categories of normal / abnormal, natural / unnatural, are
also erroded by the presence of an unearthly masked pierrot powiering
Salcxn's hair and a strange fetus-like statue on the table.
Significantly, the pierrot 's coat tails echo the contours of Salom4 's
breasts heightening the scene's overall eroticism. Further obscuring the
distinctions between natural and unnatural is the ritual of Salorn s
toilet arid its connotations of artifice which will be
subsequently

discussed

.Set amidst nodern furnishings (the 1esthetic dressing-table

and latched sliding window) with a decadent French novel by Zola and
Baudelaire 's Fleurs des Mal, this sexual confusion is specifically
located in the nineteenth century.
In the second drawing of the subject (fig. 75) which the p.thlishers
accepted, Beards ley highlighted the nineteenth century ntext but
abandoned all overt references to sexual activity. The three attendants
are c*iiitted, leaving only Salon and the pierrot. The Aesthetic
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dressing-table is retained and a chair of similar design added along with
a n'EDdern Veretian blind. A different selection of conspicuously
scandalous works features Zola 's Nana, Prevost ' 5

Manon Lescault,

Verlaine 's Les Fetes Galantes, Apileius' Golden Ass and an
unidentified (bit no doubt vice-ridden) book by the Marquis De
Sade. 29 If the setting is irore outre than the initial design, its
inhabitants are nore restrained. Depicted fully clothed in an evening
dress and flowing cape, no hint of Salorr ' S forger auto-eroticisi remains.
Instead she turns towards the vier with the ccmnanding expressicn of a
frne fatale, dangerous and self-confident. Once again the depiction of
what would have been considered explicitly deviant was rejected in favour
of a nore traditional image of ran as seductress.

The sane point can be made with respect to Beardsley 's fifth
drawing entitled 'Enter Herodias' (figs. 76-77) for which a fig-leaf was
requested to cover the genitals of the facially effeminate page who holds
a po1er puff. As Reade has indicated:
the leaf concealed the point that the youth with the
powder-paff, who has ranoved his mask, is not excited by
Herodias and possibly not by nen at all; unlike the
infantile rronster opposite, whose exciteient is covered
by his clothing and whose hydrocephaloous expression is
fated to be lustful. (30)
Here too it is the implication of lurosexuality that is suppressed while
female ni.xity and heterosexual desire, hos.ver Ironstrous, remain. It is
certainly open to question whether this suppression of harosexuality in
favour of heterosexuality was part of a conscious strategy on the
pthlisher's part. Again Lane sinply may have been removing and covering
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exposed genitals as a leal safeguard. Whatever the pthlisher 's motives,
it was highly unlikely that Lane wuld have missed the detail of the
creature 's erection considering the energy he devoted to scrutinizing
Beards ley 's images. 31 'urt1enrvDre, its conpositiorial prcxninence
which the Oscar Wilde figure enphasizes with a gesture of shcrnanship
w.ould have made it hard to overlook. In this instance, hovver, Lane may
have been confident that Salczn4 ' S critics u1d have missed the detail
and / or that it uld not have suçported prosecution. Finally another
aspect difficult to ignore is the gargantuan scale of Herodias who towars
above the scene. Both her intimidating size and the unnatural creature

'S

attraction to her disturbingly suggest a latent misogyny on the part of
the illustrator.32

For the purposes of this research, probably the most interesting
alteration of Beards ley 's original plan was the substitution of the 'Black
Cape' (fig. 79) for the original drawing of 'John and Sa1an' (fig. 78).
Like the toilet scene, the 'Black Cape - depicts the heroine in
identifiably nineteenth century dress. The extr

lengths of this

nan 's p.irsuit of fashion is revealed by her tiny waist, multiple-tiered
cape, ar the snall hat perched precariously on a nmtain of elaborately
arranged hair. In particular this nn.ilti-caped style of coat was a
short-lived fad especially fashionable during the winter of 1893-1894
(fig. 80). Such style and artifice connote that this is not a natural'
Tan. Reinforcing this notion is the revelation of the wxnan's navel
which suggests she is waaring nothing more than a frilly petticoat beneath
her outer garnents.

TO

a Victorian poblic such flashy bet scanty attire
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indicated

easy

virtue

and often prostituticn. 33In

this

case the up-to-date style of the woman's clothes would have been typical
of the upper echelons of derni-noiile who frequented certain West End
theatres, irusic-halls and restaurants. As examined in the first section,
the st End street-walker was a subject that preoccupied Beardsley in
some later closely related illustrations for the Yellow Book. Here it
is noteworthy that the publishers decided the 'Black Cape' was less
offensive that the rejected - John and Saloir' which was not published
until l9O7.

Interestingly rrcdem art historians seen to have been sanewhat
mystified by the publisher's choice, finding nothing particularly
upsetting about either image:
The relatively innocent 'John and Salané - it
endowed Saloire with a pronounced navel - was replaced
with 'The Black Cape', a burlesque a the nireties vogues
in dress, which showed a fashionable woman in a
narrow-waisted, wide-skirted, mutiple-caped black coat.
It could have offended no one except a reader who
expected the illustrations to have some connection with
the text. (35)
In this case, the distance separating nineteenth and twentieth century
viewing conditions appears to have obscured the original ccnnotaticris of
the images. It has already been argued that the 'Black Cape' was less
innocuous than the writer assumes, and at this point I would like to
suggest that given the context of the ccirinission, the 'John and Salcr'
would have seened even rrore disconcerting. This substitution, in
particular, inplies

that

the publisher was notivated

Liy

nore than

sinply a fear of prosecution since it was a specific construction of
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female sexuality rather than sexual explicitness (i.e. exposed genitals)
per se that appears to have been offensive.

The scene dqicts the neeting of John and Sal czr in the garden
where the princess expresses her desire for the prcphet 's body. John
resists her advances finally retreating into the cave of his • :iznpriscrirrent
to escape her mocking threat '1 will kiss thy mouth, Iocanaan - •36
Throughout the confrontation it is Sala who initiates the action: having
the prophet brought from his cell, questioning him, and articulating her
n passion. Her exposed breasts and navel, open mouth and position of
straining tcMards the holy man visually expresses her longing which is
checked by the upright, fully clothed, form of John the Baptist. Yet it
is the figure of Salan that dominates breaking through the background
outlines which run over the less substantial body of the prophet.37

One of the most striking aspects of the Salare' illustrations is
the sexual aithiguity of many figures, including John the Baptist whose
size, refined facial features, and long flciing hair resanble the figure
of Salcm. r"breover, although Salans breasts physically reveal her
wmanhood, it has been argued that the presence of such male syirbols as
the bony projections decorating her hair actually represent an androgynous
•
38
ideal.

•
.
This blurring of gender differences is reinforced by her

sexual initiative, a privilege usually reserved for men. s earlier seen
in the case of the title-page androgyny was unacceptable to the
piblishers. Like Iurvsexuality and auto-eroticism, it was a form of
sexual deviance that was selectively eradicated. Sexual suggestion was
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perfectly permissible as long as it remained within conventicral
heterosexual confines. Presenting nn as passive objects for male
arousal was fine, but depicting thea assertively satisfying their own
desires was not.

Clearly visual representations of abnorrral sexual practices were
irore disturbing than literary ones, as derronstrated by the publisher's
vetting of Beardsley 's illustrations. To my knowledge, neither the
author, nor the translator was asked to make any mcxlifications. Perhaps
this was because Wilde 's reputation was larger than Beards ley ' S which
wuld have made it easier for him to have sought another p.ibl isher. Mare
likely, however, was the fact that Beardsley had transforrred verbal
innuendos of sexual vice into graphic illustrations. A case in point was
Beardsley 's explicit portrayal of the seated youth 's hcnosexual desire in
the 'Toilet of Salan - (fig. 74). Such relationships were only hinted at
in the speech of the page lairenting the suicide of the Syrian captain:
The Young captain has slain himself! He has slain himself
who was my friend! I gave him a little box of perfuires
and ear-rings wrought in silver, and now he has killed
himself. (39)
Certainly, as Weintraub has observed, the Salaie' illustrations contained
irore specifically erotic details than had been previously published ar
q)enly distributed in England. 4° This of course excluded privately
printed and circulated pornography which had its own specialized market.
These stricter codes of visual decorum could have cxily augmanted the shock
value of Beardsley 's pictures.
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Yet in spite of its intensity this shock was confined to a
relatively snail number of people. Canpared to other ventures such as the
'Keynotes' series of novels and the Yellow Book, the distribution of
Salcrr was nore limited in terms of the high price and size of the
edition. Despite the fact that the work sold well, Jinging Mathews and
Lane a healthy return on their investment, only a relatively sniall number
of books were printed - 125 copies of the de luxe edition on Japanese
paper costing 30 shillings each and 750 of the ordinary edition at 15
shillings. This meant the ordinary edition cost three times as much as
the Yellow Book at five shillings, and four tins as much as the
'Keynotes' novels at two shillings and six pence. In addition, there were
fewer than one fifth of the number of copies printed. These facts canbined
with the large number of sutscription sales suggest that SalaT was
primarily designed for Lane 's specialized limited edition clientele - a
fact which was reccriized by the Studio critic who noted that the book
would mainly appeal to 'collectors of rare and esoteric
literature .41

At this stage I would like to suggest that his specialized
clientele was overwhelmingly canposed of upper-middle class males. It is
doubtful whether many warn of the same class would have been shown the
book or had easy access to the limited sales outlets. In any case, few
ren would have had enough noney of their own to decide to pirchase a
copy without consulting their husbands, fathers or guardians who would
have probably considered it inappropriate. As discussed in the first
chapter, this did not apply to the Yellow Book and 'Keynotes' series
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which re marketed frcxn readily accessible places at affordable prices
consuent1y reaching a high per centage of worrn. Here I think it is
likely that the different sexual composition of the two readerships
partially accounted for the greater haiDsexuality, misogyny arid focus on
ien as objects of male pleasure in the Sa1orr illustrations. Although
all three eleirents occasionally appear in the Yel 1c' Book and 'Keynotes'
series, they are quite subdued. It seems significant that they again
re-emerge as major themes in Beardsley 's later work for the
quasi-pornographic publisher, Ionard Srnithers who also catered to a
predcmiinantly male market.
Before leaving this section on the Salcire' drawings, it is
important to exrpha size that the book 's small circulation did not prevent
the illustrations from acquiring a second-hand notoriety through press
reviews, reproductions, and caricatures which appeared in such magazines
as the Studio, Pall Mall Budget and Punch (figs. 81, 69, 82) •42
This type of coverage tended to exaggerate the book 's infarrous reputation
in the minds of those who had little wish or cportunity to consult the
original. Inevitably, Beardsley

became

firmly identified with Oscar

Wildes circle, as least as far as the press and general public re
concerned. 43 As Beardsley himself ccmrented during an interview in
May 1894, 'My illustrations of Mr. Oscar Wilde 's Salar'

re what have

caused rrost sensation and brought dcin Irost wrath. " It was with
this perverse reputation already established that he ent)arked on the bulk
of his theatrical designs.
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IV

Avent Iiatre Poster ar Progrm Design

His next endeavour, a poster and prcxranire design for John
Todhunter 'S

new play, 'A Cczredy of Sighs' at the Avenue Theatre (f 1g. 83)

involved a production as much a part of the New Theatre as Wilde 'S
Salar. Beardsley's work on this project brought him into even closer
contact with New Wciren during the initial making of the poster and
afterwards through the public controversy surrounding it. The work was
undertaken in February 1894 for Florence Farr, the play's producer. A
letter from Beards ley to Farr reveals that she was very nuch the driving
force behind nouriting the play and arranging the artwork:
Farr,
I think you will find dark green on light the
most satisfactory schen of colour, though it has often
been used before for magazine covers etc. Of course I
slx)uld make my design in black and white, so that a zinc
block can be made, and from that you can print in any
colour you like. By the way, if my design is going to be
used as a poster had I not better draw it large size and
have it reduced for the programrre?
I saw Mrs. Todhunter yesterday who told ma that
you hadn't yet definitely settled on a theatre. I shall
be able to start my picture whenever you like. (45)
Dear Miss

Yours sincerely, Aubrey Eeardsley45
Florence Farr was one of the earliest and quite well-kncMn of a
group of actresses who built their careers on advanced fenale roles during
the late 1880s and early l890s. 46 Like Janet Achurch and Elizabeth
ibins, Florence Farr took on both the production and leading female parts
in sare of the first London productions of Ibsen 's plays 47 l"bunting
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the plays of the Nzrwegian playwright becarre sonething of a political
crusade for this small circle of staunchly fiinist actresses. In 1889
Janet Achurch produced arid starred in A Doll 's House using nmey she
had secured fran Henry Irving (actor-manager of the Lyceum Theatre) on the
initial pretext of nDunting a canedy. Determined to reach as wide an
audience as possible, she took the play on tour through fliglarxl and
Scotland. In 1891 Elizabeth Robins with the Anerican actress, Marion Lea,
produced a successful version of 'Hedda Gabler' which ran for five weeks
instead of the five matinees originally envisioned. As Julie Holledge has
observed, these rren believed they could use Ibsen 's plays with their
unorthodox heroines as a vehicle for politicizing other nen.48

It was Farr 's performance as Rebecca West in Ibsen 's Rosrrersholm
nounted at the Vaudeville Theatre in February 1891 that established her
rep.itation both as an actress and advanced wanan. In a review of the play
in the Illustrated London News, the critic, Clerrent Scott, well - known
for his vehenent opcsition to Ibsen arid Ibsenites recorded:
Ibsen will be known as the actress-maker. "A
Doll 's House" made the reitaticn of Miss Janet Achurch,
and now "Rotersho1m" has brought into prcznirence the
nane of Miss Florence Farr. Half the battle of success
with these plays is n by the actors arid actresses.
They nust be enthusiasts; they nust be in the religicn of
Ibsen; they Irst study him, pore over him, live in his
strange therries and mysticism before they can bope to
make converts. Miss Farr not only looks Rebecca but
understands her. She fascinates arid interests us in this
strange, uncanny, and unviranly nan. (49)
He further cited, with obvious disapproval, Farr 's own view of hr role:
Miss Florence Farr - has been interviewed ai the subject
of Ibsen's heroine, and has given her opinion very
strongly. She has studied Rebecca, and she ought to know.
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We are told that Rebecca West is attractive "just because
she is so thoroughly inan1y, and if she is not mnly
then I give up my cn claim to wananhood, and Flairn
myself an abnormal develoçrrent at the end of the
century." [Scott ccxild not resist adding] I very nuch
fear that sane of us must accept that unfortunate
alternative! (50)
üle it is certainly true that the zren who undertook advanced
roles re almost invariably firm supperters of Wanen 's

ua1ity, they

re fruently represented in the press as being abnormal, sexually
deviant, and urdesir able creatures. As seen fran clement Scott's
corments, attacks on the actress who played such parts typically treated
theatrical roles as extensions of the man 's n personality. It was
widely argued that to play such characters as prostitutes, adulteresses,
and fornicatoresses successfully one needed personal experience. Such
threats to their reputations made many vinen reluctant to appear in
morally riskly roles at all. This problem was further aggravated by
long-standing taboos since it was really only during the eighties and
nineties that acting as a profession had aquired any shreds of social
respectability. The emergence of New Women 's roles upset many in the
theatrical world precisely because such parts seared to jecpardize their
newly acquired acceptable status, by rekindling old prejudices.
In his recent book, The Rise of the Victorian Actor, Michael
Baker traces the slc arergence of professional practices in the
theatre. 51 Characterized by the late develent of government
subsidies, national schools for training, and self-regulating bodies for
setting admission standards, the social status of the Victorian stage was
very lci in airarison to that of older, more established professions
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(e.g. legal, military, and eoclesiastic). Even in relation to other arts
disciplines (e.g. literature and painting) acting was considered less
prestigious for several reasons. Anong the most inportant was the
survival of Protestant prejudices against theatrical entertainmant,
particularly within the dissenting sects. Furthermore, actors/actresses
re generally regarded as nertters of the rking class fran which they
had largely originated during the first part of the nineteenth century.
Lacking social and educational ref ineirent, they re regarded as
tradespecple earning a 'eekly wage instead of the more respectable fees
charged by most professionals. To make matter rse, theatres re often
located

in urban

centres where other forms of vice abounded - especially

prostitution and pick-pocketing. Frequenting such disreputable parts of
tn inevitably exposed theatre cczrpanies to the seamier side of life.
This was deeired a degrading and dangerous circunEtance for young actresses
who also faced a myriad of temptations through their constant unsupervised
contact with the man in the cast.52

Although leading West d theatres and their actor-managers had
dislodged many of these negative connotations by the l890s, the situation
for most actresses wt had to rk their way up the ladder by starting

in

less desirable venues was still regarded with grave suspicion. In spite
of their high salaries which few wrking nen could match, the activities
of an acting career jarred too uncanfortably with the ideals of
miile-class Victorian wcxnanhood for them to secure widespread social
acceptance.53

The basic contradiction between the pthlic

exhibitionism of the stage and the private daresticity of the hare was
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irreconcilable, as Baker has observed:

In the first place, acting on the professional stage
necessarily incurred public exposure of an extrene kind.
It therefore cane into direct conflict with the
inplicitly private nature of genteel wmanhood. Physical
rk alone, under any circunstances, was considered
sufficient to degrade femininity, and hence the stigma
against the mass of labouring waren. But the tools of
the actress's trade ware her n body and emticns,
attributes which she deliberately and regularly exposed
to rxthlic gaze and p.iblic caruTent. (54)
Such exhibitionism also had important links with artifice and sexual
prciniscuity.. Wearing rrake-up and unconventional clothing in public,
integral parts of actress 's job, ware carrronly associated with another
major female profession - prostitution. The connection of the t
occupations was fr&juently made throughout the Victorian period, generally
discrediting the stage. A graphic illustration is provided by a cartoon
entitled 'Bef ore the Ballet' published in -Day during 1893 (fig. 84)
which shcMs a typical stage-door johnny conplete with tc hat and nDnocle
prcpositioning a young ballerina. His assertion that an actress is not an
actress nine tines out of ten refers to the supposedly easy virtue of
stage per forners, and the fact that prostitutes fruently described
thelves as actresses to the police and other social investigators.
Finally the careerist aspirations of actresses left them open to serious
criticism. Often initially notivated by financial necessity, many
actresses continued their careers after marrying and having
c±iiidren. 56 In the 1890s, a rking wife and nother was frcned upon
even

in

many wrking class circles, further isolating the actress fran

respectable waren of all social levels.
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Exceptional pains to counteract this negative image and illustrate
their virtue were taken by many leading ren at the end of the century.
The careful selection of itanly roles and the strictest prcpriety in
dress and social conduct could scxrtirres secure individual acceptance.
Mrs. Kendal achieved a renarkable degree of success in this area, being
invited to family teas with the upper echelons of the aristocracy.57
tbwever, she was exceptional. bre typical was the experience of Sarah
Bernhardt for whom a society supper party was thrown which a large nuirer
of respectable ladies boycotted. In general, actresses paid for their
greater degreee of financial autonomy with a corresponding loss of status,
that often alienated family members, friends and acxauaintances who did not
share their stage life.58

If the life of an ordinary actress was frequently difficult, that
of one specializing in the New Theatre was doubly trying. E)nployment
cpportunities were liiriited and normally less financially rewarding.
Mthough new plays often received extensive press coverage, much of the
pthl icity was adverse. Pcqufring an advanced reputation was not only a
personal liability since it also hindered one from securing traditional,
uore remunerative parts. Under these circurrtances, it is scarcely
surprising that actresses who tackled such roles possessed a special
dedication and drive which was the subject of much merciless criticin.

Ridicule was also heaped on the consumers of such new - plays.
Ibsenite audiences were often portrayed as collections of social misfits
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which a caricature 'lbs enite Pitites' (fig. 85) and its accxxrpanying
description made obvious:
On the afternoon of the production of Rosrrersholm at
the Vaudvil le, I went into the pit and upstairs to get
arrong the audience to see what Ibsenites were like.
Never before, except at ane.nt.u-tainirent for the mentally
or physically afflicted - at an asylum concert or
hospital treat - had I encountered so many deformed
f aces; so irany man and nen pale, sad-looking,
white-lipped. It was like an asseirblage of out-patients
waiting for the doctor. I seered to feel in the midst of
urihealth, chrcnic feebleness of the body, which could
expect no help fran the brain. (59)
The men at such affairs were usually stereotyped as either imnoral
corruptors of

ren and youth or weak-willed effninate fools. As

lbsenite Pitites - dncnstrates, the wanen were camonly portrayed as
unattractive, middle-aged spinsters. All were sexually and socially
deviant, as Clnt Scott was quick to notice in another of his tirades:
The un%inar1ly wanan, the unsexed fnales, and the whole
army of uirepossessing cranks in petticoats.. . sit
open-crouthed and without a blush ai their faces, whilst a
Socialist orator reads aloud Ghosts, the rrost loathsome
of all Ibsen's plays. (60)
Even in the gentler cartoons of somen s iragazines, the Ibsenite fanale was
irore often than not an object of pity. In 'The Ibsen Girl ' S Holiday'
(fig. 86) r*.blished in a June 1894 issue of Wcinan, a fashionably
dressed, solitary young wanan is shcn at the sea-side clutching her copy
of the playwright 's rk. The characteristic glasses reveal her
intellectual inclination. In this instance, the possessiou of a brain has
not ruined her appearance, bit does se to be interfering with her fun.
In the distance, presumably normal, non-Ibsenite waxen are happily engaged
in walking and talking with men. The Ibsen girl 's wistful expression
suggests that

in spite

of all pretences, Ibsen is really no substitute
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for rrale attention.

Undaunted by the predominantly adverse reception of Rosrrrsholm,
Florence Farr continued to play the leading iien in a series of hazardous
ventures throughout the 1890s, notably appearing in: two earlier plays of
¶tbdhunter's The Poison Flor and A Sicilian Idyll in 1891, the first
production of Shaw s Widaer s Houses for the Independent Theatre in
1892, and his slightly nore successful Arms and the Man in 1894.61
Farr was quite frank about her support for the cause of New Theatre
pthlicly stating

her intention to produce plays which 'no ordinary

rranagnent would talce 62 Her position as producer at the Avenue
Theatre was certainly extraordinary. Despite the fact that she was there
for less than a year, Farr was one of very few s ' xnen to becone involved
with the production and iranagenent side of a series of plays

in a

st End

theatre during the nineteenth century.

She was only able to do so through the generous support of a
highly unortl-rjdox ferrale financial backer, Annie Horniman. Having been
left a substantial legacy in 1893 fran her grandfather's estate, Annie
Homiiian was determined to assist the caust. of the New Theatre which she
avidly patronized. As a friend of Florence Frr 's, she gave the norey
with virtually no strings attached to rrount a season of plays at the
Avenue Theatre. Her support renamed aronyrrous (kncxn only to Farr and
John ¶[kx3hunter) since her aker family strongly objected to her
involvarent with the stage. Horniman could certainly be classified as a
New Wanan - living and travelling around the world alone, waaring rational
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dress, riding a bicycle for many years, and eventually starting theatres
in Dublin ani ranc1iester.63

Although leading ladies abounded, they usually lacked the capital,
b.isiriess expertise, and confidence to prcxuce plays and run theatres.
Instead they worked under actor-managers who fulfil led the triple role of
managing, directing, and acting. This effectively rreant that actresses
had little control over the selection of plays for the canpany repertoire.
Such a situation had serious inplications for advanced plays which often
contained leading male roles that the average actor-manager did not find
flattering. This point was satirized

in a

cartoon fran an April 1894

issue of To-Day (fig. 87) which exposed the theatrical establisbriEnts

conspiracy to exclude New Plays. A supernaturally large winan carrying a
new play is shown thrusting her way into a theatre much to the di&nay of
two male guardians of the status-quo.

George Bernard Shaw who had enornous difficulty getting his early
plays canrrercially staged believed that '.. .the tine was ripe for the
advent of the actress-manageress 64 He argued that only by assuming
direct control of theatre managenents could actresses (and progressive
playwrights like himaelf) fully develcç) their potential:
...it is just such peculiarities [roles that expose male
vanity, and caiplacency] that make characteristically
nxdern plays as repugnant to the actor as they are
attractive to the actress, and that, consequently, the
actress who is content to remain attached to an
actor-manager as "leading lady" forfeits all chance of
creating any of the fascinating nen 's parts which cafe
at intervals of two years fran the Ibsen mint. (65)
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This was rot Irerely avian thetoric since Florence Farr had prcxluced arid
starred in his Arms and the Man at the Avenue Theatre only a few rronths
before the above was written.66

If it was hard for nen to get their advanced plays perforrred, it
was virtually impossible for the few aspiring fenale playwrights. The
male-daninated establishnent severely limited their numbers in the first
place since mDst wanen writers preferred to work on novels which cxuld be
written in the privacy of their hares and did not involve technical
staging requirnents. The few actresses who wrote plays during this
period usually did so anonynously. Elizabeth Robins arid Lady Bell who
jointly wrote Alans Wife, a very advanced play about a nother
srrothering her deforned child deliberately kept their identitites secret
to prevent the play being patronizingly disnissed as the work of worren.
Perforrred lry the Indeperidant Theatre in 1893 with Robins in the leading
role establishxrent critics generally found it as disgusting and
unacceptable as Ibsen's plays. 67 Cie can scarcely imagire hcM they
would have reacted had they kncMn the play was by two woman.

Regarding the advanced nature of A Caredy of Sighs Farr was
characteristically outspcken. During an interview for the Sketch which
reproduced both Beardsley's poster design and a photograph of Farr,68
(fig. 88), the jcxirnal ist recxrded:
The latest recruit to the world of Lcndon
theatrical managers was sitting at a workmanlike table,
studying the rough proof of the charming design which
Mr. Aubrey Beardsley has just ccitpleted to serve as an
advertisrent to Dr. 'Ibdhunter 's rew play.
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"You see, we are nothing if not advanced," bean
the future Lady Brandon [leading female part], nerrily.
"Up to the present tiire, no advanced play has ever yet
been properly nounted in Lon&)n. I ought to know
something about the matter, for I have acted in many of
them. (69)
Judging from reviewer's accounts of the play, the public was less
than delighted. One writer described the opening night ccTltinuing depite
". . .a running fire of interruption and scornful azrnent on the part of the
pit and gallery -70
.
According to several middle-class writers, the
orking class - ccndeimation of the performance was a wise verdict, albeit
crudely expressed. Evidently the middle-class was seriously divided: the
majority siding with the pit and gallery as opposed to what one critic
called the 'Bedford Park contingent':
A drama of actual life A Curedy of Sighs, dispensing
with all aid of situation and set tableau, and depending
wholly upon psychology is calculated - when supported by
clever and cynical dialogue - to interest a cultivated
class of playgoers. Of such however the audience on
Thursday in last week was not wholly composed. Stalwart
and loyal, Bedford Park sent an enthusiastic contingent,
the cheers of which, in the long run, prevailed over the
discontented rrariifestations of the gods. Discontented the
gods were, and not without cause. (71)
The

fact that

w

Theatre did not interest the working class was

fr&uently pointed out by conservative reviewers. thallenging Farr

'S

attrpts to reach the 'poor' in 1891, Clement Scott wrote with confidence:
Is Miss Florence Frr right in her estimate when she
says? - "Sliart people are so much nore hunan and so much
less conventional; and the poor, if only I could get at
them, uld be sure to understand and feel and
appreciate." This is not at all my idea of life. I don't
see overmuch humanity in snart people, bet the poor and
downtrodden are the nost sentimental and human people on
the face of God's earth. (72)
In some respects,

Clenent Scott was depressingly astute. Like the
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majority of New Wanen 's novels, such plays only seened relevant to a
limited nuirber of discontented middle-class intellectuals, even when they
reached a working class audience on rare occasions. This left then cpen
to the charges of eliti that conservative critics were so fond of
rraking. Inevitably, such avant-garde products played a reformist role
within the establishmant, but never developed a strong enough grass roots
consituency to rrxint a serious challenge to the existing social order.

On the whole, Farr 's presentation of Lady Brandon 's restless love
affairs aroused little synçathy fran reviewers who saw no excuse for her
behaviour considering she was irarried to a deted man and
pregnant. 73

Even

William Archer, whose support could usually be

counted on, was forced to admit the piece was badly written, poorly

acted,

and basically heavy-handed:
Dr. 'It,dhunters intention in A Canedy of Sighs seen to
have been to get the scent of Keynotes over the
footlights, and sate pretty strong whiff s of it certainly
reached the nostrils. (74)
Closing after two weeks and only sixteen performances, the venture was
scarcely a success.75
Nevertheless f ran the last week of Mitch until the middle of I'pril,
ardsley 's poster (fig. 83) attracted an anount of p.thlicity seldan given

to theatrical advertising. 76 The design was divided in half: the
right carrying the title of the theatre and information about the play,
the left displaying a nan standing behind a partially open spotted
curtain. Printed in white, blue, and green, half-tones were created

^'
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the application of tiny blue dots over the curtain's surface. Wearing a
low cut evening dress which fully exposed her shoulders, the wan
physically confronted the viewer, although her gaze was directed off
towards her right.
üle many critics admired Beardsley 's clever use of outline and
the poster's overall decorative effect, they found the wanan
disconcerting. The nost outraged responses cane fran the penny press
ranging fran the Globe which considered her 'unnecessarily repilsive in
facial type' to the horrified outhurst of the Pelican which described
her as 'bilious lack-a-daisical, back-boneless, aenanic, 'utter' and
generally disagreeable-looking.... These assertions of sickness
and physical decay recall the previous description of the 'rientally and
physically afflicted' audience of Rosrnersholm. Although, as discussed
in the first section, it was carrion for establishment writers to
indiscriminately ascribe the attributes of degeneration to a wide range of
alternative social groups (e.g. New Woman, socialists) in this case the
vocabulary of disease ses to have carried the rather irore specific
connotations of prostitution which were the focus of a Punch caricature.
titled 'Let ' S Ave A Nue Poster' (fig. 89), Beards ley ' S

rrsn was

repreduced alnost identically in Punch, except for the exaggerated
addition of a gruesare thick-lipped griiace. An accanpanying poan

on

the

sane page by Owen Seaman dwelled on the inan's evil sensuality, canparing
it to the virb.e of 'A simple maid au naturel -. Throughout inferences
were made to the wanan 's outcast status: her sidelong eyes which evade the
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viewer, her giddy guise, scirething about her throat (her low cut dress)
that shcild not be seen, and something about her lips (their sensuous
fullness) which should not be rienticned. Finally Seaman suggested the
artist find a 'Live, shapely, possible and clean - model, in contrast to
this ren of a Ccfredy of Leers. Withcut her occupation being explicitly
naned, Beardsley 's wanan was clearly characterized as a whore. tiether or
not, this interpretation was intended by the artist rnains uncertain,
although it sens feasible considering the poster" s striking resenblance
to his drawings of prostitutes published later the sane year in To-Day
and the Yellow Book78
The poster s dual connotations of the unsexed New Watan and
lascivious prosititue is not quite as surprisings it initially appears.
Despite their superficial opposition, these two stereotyped categories of
women had much in cannon. Both forfeited their claim to womanhood by
behaving in a sexua lly deviant fashion: the former rejecting conventional
heterosexual relationships and the latter charging for tiem. In terms of
the New Theatre, both were portrayed as the victims of male cppression.
Furthermore, attenpting to satisfy their own desires by taking the
initiative in sexual relationships, New Waren were frequently ccmipared to
soliciting street-walkers. The flip-side of the New Wanan

'S

unconventionality was the prostitute 's praniscuity. The point was
ephasized in one of the period's most notorious
Second Mrs. Tanqueray, in

Pjnro' S
which the behaviour of the heroine, Paula

Tanray (a ref orired prostitute) was so startlingunorthodox that it
hastened her irrpending destruction.79
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This conflation of old and new in the Avenue poster seen to
disrupt prevailing sexual stereotypes of the late nineteenth century. The
use of seductive ren on London theatre posters was a well established
practice as Jan van Beers poster for I Cigale at the Lyric Theatre of
1890 dnstrates (fig. 90).80 This wcrnan's shapely figure, long
flcMing hair, inviting gaze and exposed arms present her to the viewer as
an object of male sexual pleasure. Beardsley takes this traditional
vocabulary and turns it to new account by expressing it in the unfamiliar
language of a hard-edged style. 1 4-iile the three dinensional nodelling and
naturalistic colcuring of Van Beer's lithograph makes the xrian seen soft,
alluring and available, Beardsley 's flatly outlined figure in blue and
green conveys a nore catplex sexuality that is resistant and even
threatening. (tie critic described the Avenue wanan as 'forbidding',
- 81 The superiority and possession conferred
on Victorian male viewers by the Lyric poster evidently gave way to
confusion and dislocation in the Avenue design. These were uncanfortable
sensations that ould have been reinforced by the type of play the poster
advertised.

It should be rted that both of these theatre posters bordered
dangerously on the National Vigilance Association 's definition of the
obscene. In 1890 a crusade was launched to pressure the Royal uarium
nusic-hall to withdraw its poster advertising Zaeo, a female acrobat (fig.
91). ShcMn in a gymnastic outfit with bare arms and legs, Zaeo was posed
with both hands clapsed behind her head apparently ready to junp frcITL a
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trapeze, according to a description of the poster by William Coote, the
Secretary of the N.V.A. 82

The probln sens to have revolved around

her bare lower limbs and the ir1ecency of the pose which was rniniscent
of certain pornographic conventions. Ruling that the Irecent
Avertisnents Act did not apply, the ruling magistrate nevertheless
agreed the poster was indecent and sent a policenan to the Royal
Aquarium 's managnent to pressure then to remove or alter the design.
Agreeing to alterations (i.e. clothing Zaeo 's legs) only if the N.V.A.
wuld pay the costs of the new printing and posting (at higher levels to
avoid 'disgusting' defacenents), the nanagnent was meanwhile profiting
enormously for the publicity. During the period sare quarter of a mnil lion
copies of the Zaeo poster were sold, as Edward Brista has observed,
4t Ofle.
83 Finally the
Irakin of the most famous posters of the century.
poster was withirawn after pressure was exerted on the London County
Council to threaten the Royal Aquarium with loosing its licence unless the
Iranagenent caiplied. As a direct outcome of the trial a London Bill
Poster 's Protection Association was forma' fran representatives of the
advertisers who agreed to police thenEelves and withdraw posters if the
N.V.A. requested. Wtuile Beardsley's design avoided the extrenies of

exposed lower hubs and controversial 'pin-up' posing, the Avenue wanan
dangerously plunging neckline and barred arms possibly reninded
viewers of the notorious Zaeo photograph. Certainly Punch's references
to Hardy's posters for To-Day and St. Paul 's raised the N.V.A. 'S
perennial cciiplaints about the indecency of modern hoardings.

Before leaving this section and turning to the Yella Book, it is
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worth noting hc quickly Beardsley s style bcaire associated with advanced
actresses and playwrights. His Avenue design was recycled for Farr 's next
production of George Bernard Shaw 's AnTs and the Man84 in a review
of iaw 's piece published in April 1894, Florence Farr who played Louka
was hideously caricatured as a New Wcznan (fig. 92). The waving tentacles
of her hair and grotesque bits of anatany decxrating her oosturre were
clearly parodies of Beards ley 's style. Interestingly, none of the actors
were subjected to a similar treatzrent. In many respects, the aocusations
levelled at Shaw's play in the text of this review parallel those directed
towards Beardsley's images. Shaw was charged with upsetting the
relationship of good and evil by presenting humans with a superficial
virtuous veneer:
If the fantastic title of "A Comedy of Masks" had not
already been made the prey of another iran, it would have
been as apt for Mr. Shaw's work as the title it now
wears. Assurre the virtues, or what we call the virtues,
to be masks indifferently well painted, and that behind
the human animal is very muich the sane - le, cunning,
heartless, and cruel acconding to the best of its
ability... (85)
As in the case of Shaw 's New Theatre, this representation of evil was to
an thsessive concern in the reviewers treatment of Beardlsey 'S
subsopent theatrical illustrations for the Yellow Book.

V Mrs. Patrick Caiçbell

In the middle of April, while Beards ley 's Avenue poster was still
on pthlic display, the Yellow Books first volurre made its debut. It
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contained t pictures of stage-performers - Beardsley 's portrait of Mrs.
Patrick Cair!pbell (fig. 93) and Walter Sickert's 'Old Oxford Music Hall'.
Both initiated a series of similar subjects spread over the first four
volumes: Beardsiey illustrating an actress in each issue, and Sickert
oDntrbutng a total of six music hail scenes. The second voluire
contained additional theatrical material in the form of an article a the
French actress, 1 jane, and Francis Forster 's portrait of Olga thersole
in her leading role as Sylvia in The Transgressor. These two categories
of perforirers - the high-brc actresses of West flid, society dramas by
Beardsley and Forster, and the working class, riusic-hall entertainers by
Sickert, were condanned by most of the press who saw than as two sides of
a decadent coin.

At this stage, for the sake of thematic unity, these two groups
will be discussed individually to provide a canprthensive analysis of
their signification in the mid 1890s. 'lb sate extent culling similar
subjects fran the four volumes runs the risk of ranoving the irrages fran
their location in separate issues that were released at quarterly
intervals. Although critics canpared ni volunes with their predecessors,
their opinions were also shaped by surrounding events. The shifting
climate of public cçinicn is inportant to chart during a year of recurring
moral panics (e.g. the Erpire Prcirenade Scandal, the trial of Wilde). In
order to avoid frzing history in a static cross-sectiaal mould,
particular events will be discussed at length in cases where they appear
to have affected the response to the Yellcs 7 Book. Likewise, attenticn
will be paid to those instances where pictures were played .off against
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other itns in the sarre volume. Bearing these casiderations firmly in
mind, one can turn to examine the individual illustrations.

Probably most ccndeirried of all Beardsley 's sukin.issicris to the
Yellc Book was the picture of Mrs. Patrick CarnL±e11 (fig. 86
The actress is shcn in side profile waaring an up-to-date afterron
dress, hat and gloves. The sinply outlined forms of her face, hands, and
clothing contrast with the dense black mass of her hair and hat. Her
tall, slender proportions extend almost the full height and half the width
of the framed blank space of the background.

Although only her name was given, critics irrirrediately reccxnized
that Camftel 1 was portrayed as Paula in the Second Mrs. Tarjueray. This
was the theatrical coup of 1893 that made her reputation as wall as that
of the playwright , Arthur W. Pirero. Produced by George Alexander who
also played the leading irale part of Aubrey Thnqueray, the play opened at
the St. James Theatre on May 27, 1893, and ran for 223 performances until
March 24, 1894.87 Subsjuent1y taken on provincial tour, the St.
James' production was certainly the most widely publicized theatrical
event of the season. The full text of the play was later pthlished by
1innann in 1894.88

The extent of the play's camercial success initially took the
playwright, producer, and cast by surprise. Pinero had felt that the
the was too advanced to become anything more than an artistic
achievrent which vu1d close after a few matinees. 89 The play had
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been rejected by John Hare, manager of the Garrick Theatre, before
Alexander agreed to procuce it •90 Pinero rried about the plot
which recounted the story of a widower 's (Aubrey ¶Irxjtray) second
irarriage to an ex-prostitute (Paula Ray). Through a series of
revelations, notably the engagnt of Aubrey 's daughter to one of Paula's
former clients, Paula realized that she could not escape her past and
cannitted suicide. Several leading menters of the cast also experienced
doubts, including Cyril Maude, who played the role of Cayley Drurrirele, an
old friend of ubrey Tanqueray. Maude later recalled his uneasiness:
I rnember we marvelled than at Alexander even having
been able to get it [the play] past the Censor. . . .1 don't
rareirber if I was irore elated than I was terrified at
having to play the part of Cayley - a delightful part,
though with an extraordinarily trying scene in the first
act. I had to tell the whole story of Paula's life and
describe things which up till that time had rarely, if
ever, been mentioned on the English stage. (91)
Furtherirore, there had been iruch debate over the selection of an actress
who could handle the difficult task of representing a courtesan on stage.
Various advanced actresses such as Olga Nethersole, Janet Achurch and
Elizabeth Robins were initially considered. Already crinnitted to other
ventures, Pinero and Alexander eventually settled on Campbell whose
previous experience was mainly in crxredies at the less prestigious ?e1phi
Theatre in 92 Yet despite these anxieties, the foundation of
the play's stxcess actually sens to have rested on its corrbination of a
risque subject and conventional rroral conclusion which effectively
appealed to both the Bedford Park circle and suburban bourgeois.

Wnile the conservative majority of reviers were shocked by
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Pirro 's subject matter, they found the play's didactic eri3ing deeply
satisfying. Paula's death which denied her access to respectable society,
also perpetuated the prevailing Victorian mythology of the fallen wanen
inexorable downard path from seduction to suicide. 93 As the Tirres
critic observed:
The new St. Jarres 's play nay be unpleasant in its thne this indeed, it is -. . .but it is written with undeniable
power, and is worked out to its tragic issue with a stern
inflexible logic which fully atones for what nay at first
appear the saiewhat gratuitous offer of the author to
take his audience for a stroll in Rent-street by
night. (94)
Such writers praised Pinero for selecting a case study that explained
prostitution as the individual moral failing of weak woman. The
Athenauesi 's coirnents were typical:
The theory that there is ro salvation for the rian that
has fallen is familiar and jejune. It is accentuated in
the present case by the iranxr in which the woman
recognizes that the obstacles spring from within, and
takes upon herself the responsibility for her own
defeat....
Part-one consists of the revelation of a shallow,
inpressionable, self-willed, and hysterical nature; part
two of the punishment, self-earned and inevitable, that
is mated out to it. (95)
Since fnale moral lapses led prostitution, the example of Paula's suicide
as considered an appropriate lesson to those in danger of taiiptation. By
confining their analysis to an individual level, these writers
conspicuously avoided any of the broader social issues detected by their
more progressive counterparts.
On the other hand, advanced critics such as Archer and Shaw were
excited by this serious exploration of a previously taboced subject, but
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dismayed by the unnecessarily nDralizing and highly contrived exiling.
Archer argued that:
It would perhaps have been bolder and better simply to
have left the thing at a loose end, dropping the curtain
upon Mr. and Mrs. Thnqueray s determination to go abroad
and try to nake a fresh start,... (96)
Neither of then accepted prostitution as an irreversable fate.
F\irthernire, they felt the play raised larger social questions concerning
the nature of wciin's sexuality, the necessity of pirity before narriage
and the double standard of respectable society which recognized the nen
who patronized outcast prostitutes.
The burst of excitrent surrounding the opening night and
Campbell 's rapid rise to stardan, tporarily thscured these fundanental
differences. London s middle-class playgoers were thrilled by the
apparent revitalization of E-iglish drama. Photographs and interviews of
Campbell and Alexander appeared in the theatre coluims of daily and
sixpenny weekly papers throughout the run of the play. 97 Beardsley
evidently participated in the enthusiasm as a letter fran Oscar Wilde
piblished in Cainçbell 's rremoirs indicates:
Dear Mrs. Campbell,
Mr. Aubrey Beards ley, a very brilliant and
wonderful young artist and a great acnirer of the wonder
and charm of your art, says he Irust have the honour of
being presented to you, if you will allcw it. So, with
your gracious sanction, I will ne round after Act III
with him, and you would gratify and bonour him much if
you would let him bcw his caupliments to you. He has
just illustrated my play Salai for ne, and has a copy
of the edition de luxe which he wants to lay at your
feet.
His drawings are quite wonderful.
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Very sincerely yours,
Oscar Wilde 98
Canpbell did not record her impression of Beardsley, but one assumes they
nust have been favourable because later in February 1894, Beardsley wrote
to her confiming an engagenent for a sitting at the St. James Theatre.99
The artist was evidently pleased with the resulting illustration for the
Ye11 Book judging fran his subsequent cainent to Lane that in the
process of being transferred on to line blocks for printing, 'The Secorx
Mrs. T. has cone off splendidly. -100

HcMever, the picture which was released at the height of Cain,eU 's
success, angered virtually all press reviewers who singled it out for
attack. Their language on this occasion was even nore outraged than was
usually the case with Beardsley 's works. The Athenauen suggested the
portrait was

'libel bus - while

the Westminster Gazette went further

prcpcsing:
that other thing to which the name of Mrs. Patrick
Cambel 1 has sonehc become attached, we do rxt knc that
anything would neet the case except a short ct of
Parliament to make this kind of thing illegal. (101)
Repeatedly reviewers charged Beardsley with impertinently and grotesquely
misrepresenting Canpbel 1. The Daily Chronicle turned the incident into
a public joke I,j claiming to have received a reviewer's copy accidently
missing this plate. When Beardsley naively sent a letter of apology with
the picture, the editor replied:
(Xir copy it is true, contained a fnale figure in the
space thus described, but we rated Mrs. Patrick
Came1l 's appearance and Mr. Beardsley's talent far too
high to suppose that they were united on this
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occasjon. (102)
The picture was considered inappropriate for several reasons. Many
critics felt cheated by what they regarded as a rrere caricature instead of
the sork of art an expensive rragazine like the Yel lc Book should have
delivered. The St. James Gazette indignantly discussed the rk as 'not
even a thumb-nail sketch' of a 'half -dozen lines of arrangement -, while
the Spectator felt it 'scarcely rises to the dignity of a caricature'
let alone the pertrait status claimed by its title) 03 As
connoisseurs, the ire jority of reviewers asserted that Beardsley had
clearly not put in enough tiiie and effort to justify the magazines
artistic pretensions and prices.

On one level this was an understandable canplaint since such simple
sketches of stage çerscnalities usually accanpanied regular play reviews
serving an illustrative, not artistic function. A typical example of the
widespread use of these drawings appeared in the theatrical column of the
Pall Mall Gazette (fig. 94). In a review of The Masqueraders which
succeeded The Second Mrs. Tamueray at the St. James Theatre, a brief
sketch of Carnrbell enlivened the text. Characteristic of its type, the
drawing had much in cariri with Beardsleys illustration, including the
side profile, costun details, and blank background. Although it was
snaller and not presented as a rk of art in its cn right (i.e. framed
and separated fran the text), few critics could have avoided making this
type of caipariscn.

Another simple outline sketch which reviewers may have caTipared
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with Beardsley 's illustration was the fashion-plate, an item widely used
in both nan 's iragazines and regular fashion columns during the 18 90s.
A caTparable exarrple of the saiie date is provided by a dress suggestion
p.thlished in Wanan (fig. 95). Although fashion illustrators usually
attipted to give the irodel a greater three-dinensionality through the use
of shading, again the profile, costume details, and flatteringly elongated
and slender prcçorticns recall Beardsley s picture. The striking
resemblance to such quickly prcduced and cctriionly available pictures only
could have detracted fran the artistic status of Mrs. Carrpbell.

Yet the scanty linear quality of Beardsley's design, albeit
irritating, was not really the basis of critical dissatisfaction. In
fact, in the sane volume, unfinished works of a suitable type re singled
out for extensive praise. A case in point was Leighton's chalk study
(fig. 96) which secured alnost universal approval. In canpariscn,
Beardsley's contributions suffered, as the Times observed:
Sir Frederick Leighton, who contributes two graceful
studies, finds r*self cheek by jcl with such advanced
and riotous representatives of the N Art as Mr. Aubrey
Beardsley and Mr. Walter Sickert. (104)
Arrong others

sharing these sentirrents, the Daily Chronicle observed, 'Sir

Frederick Leighton's nthle draped figures are doubly 1care in an
atnDsphere of artistic decadence', and the Westminster Gazette comTented
with feeling, 'After these [Beardsley 's pictures] it is balm to sore eyes
to turn to Sir Frederick Leighton's studies... J05 Academic studies
of classical subjects by the eniirEnt President of the Royal Academy re a
different hatter.
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Of crse a large part of this prejudice sirrply strmed fran
Leightcn 's lofty standing, and the traditional superiority of oil-painting
(and related studies) to the humbler medium of pen and ink drawing. After
all, studies for oil-paintings were supposed to look unfinished. The
infarrous illustrator of / ide s Sala could scarcely hope to canmaLrxi
the respect enjoyed by the President of the Royal Academy, at least fran
the established press. For our Ixirposes, haever, more interesting than
these rather obvious factors, were the revier 's underlying anxieties
about the actual physical characteristics of Beardsley 's actress which
connoted a rather different type of wanan f ran the Leighton variety
endlessly pictured by academicians.

The Leighton variety refers to a popular sort of academic painting
that depicted noticeably curved fenie bodies of a nediuin build,
reveal ingly draped or naked, in a vaguely classical or exotic setting.
Theoretically, the distancing of the waian in terirs of tine and place,
along with references to her innocence and purity transformed her
nakedness into artistically acceptable nudity. As Fraser Harrison has
noted, the pictures generally presented waren either as passive cbjects of
irale sexual pleasure in a condition of 'defenceless and self-observing
nakedness - or in states of 'helpless dependence on nale
enterprise') 06 Leighton's frontispiece for the YellcM Book (fig.
96)

s in fact a study for just such a picture - Surrmer Slurrber (fig.

97)which wes exhibited at the Royal Academy exhibition of 1894. Here the
sleeping waren whose innocence is guarded by the statuesque classical
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figure is stretched out suggestively before the viewer. If the critics
reviewing the Yellow Book had not yet seen Leighton's picture at the
Acadeny, they cErtainly would have been familiar with his conventional
representations of

Having admired Leighton 's contributions, the majority of critics
cbjected to Mrs. Campbell 's prcporticns which were rarded as excessively
tall and thin. Even the otherwise laudatory review by Philip Hainerton
pthlished in the second Yellow Book, described the actress as a
giraffe. 107 The World critic wrote disparagingly of her 'hunchy
shoulders; a happily inpossible waist, and a yard and a half of indefinite
skirt')-08 E. T. Reed's cartoon in Punch (fig. 98) also ridiculed
Campbell 's prorortions dicting her as an emaciated skeleton with eipty
eye sockets and protruding facial, shoulder and finger bones that seeired
about to break through the skin. The rrrbid and satanic qualities of the
Punch cartoon were reinforced by the transformation of the flower in her
hair into an ugly grotesque. The caption 'Played Out; or the 252nd Mrs.
Tanqueray' inplied the actress had been worked to the bone during the
play's long run. In this case, the typically conservative and highly
chauvinist hunour of Punch satirized the success of the play, by
exaggerating the disturbing aspects of Beards ley 's

•109

The Granta's mDcking po (fig. 99) also concentrated on
these problans of scale, denouncing Beardsley for making the actress nine
feet high. The poen specifically criticized the artist for 'picturing'
not 'drawing'. Here drawing was equated with natural cannons and 'normal -
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woman while picturing seeiied to lirply unnatural corative prorortions
that were less suitable for rendering the human form:
Inform us, Aubrey is it art
To twist and warp the human figure;
Diminish thus the upper part,
And make the lower four timas bigger,...? 110
Accxrding to the Granta writer Beards ley 's drawing was not only unnatural
but also unchristian. The fourth verse referred to Christ's admonition
to his disciples to place spiritual matters above material concerns in
Mathew 6:27 'And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit unto
his stature'. Here the Granta critic accuses Beardsley of altering
nature in a way that good Christians would be unable or unwilling to do.
Curicxisly the Granta writer substitutes 'stater' for stature pessibly to
fit the rh schema, but perhaps also to criticize Beardsley's
materialistic notives since stater is a term for ancient Greek coinage.

The extrare thinness of Beardsley s illustration was disconcerting
because it evidently forced an unpleasantly advanced interpretation of
Paula on to reviewers who preferred to see her sirrply as a &aned
prostitute. In other words, the illustration highlighted Paula's role as
a struggling but socially victimized New Wanan. Aitbough slender
proprotions were an integral part of marketing the coventionally
fashionable wcxnen, in excess, they were a hallmark of unnatural,
artificial New Wanen. The New Wanan's dands for education, social
eguality, maaningful arployment, and freedom frcir the tyranny of continuous
childbirth were constantly dismissal as unnatural by her
cpponents.

Defying the laws of nature, the New xnan threatened
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the family and procreation. Her lack of femininine maternal qualities was
believed to stem fran genetic deficiencies, as Lynn Linton, a notorious
antifeininist, outlined in 1891:
Like certain "sports" which develop hybrid
characteristics, these insurgent wild wanen are in a
sense unnatural. They have not "bred true" - not
according to the general lines on which the normal wanan
is constructed. There is in them a curious inversion of
sex, which does not necessarily aear in the body, but
is evident enough in the mind. Quite as disagreeable as
the bearded chin, the bass voice, flat chest, and lean
hips of a wanan who has failed in her rightful
develcpnent, the unfeminine ways and works of the wild
wanan of politics are even worse for the world in which
they live. (112)
Similarly in New Waren ' S literature, sympathetic writers developed
a physical stereotype of the advanced heroine as a thin creature often
plagued by neuroses and nervous disorders which steiued f ran the pressures
of living in a hostile society) 13 This type of arancipated wanan
was typified by Sue Bridehead

in

Thomas Hardy s Jude the Obscure written

in 1893-1894 and published in 1895. Hardy described his heroine as
• . .the wanan of the feminist noveinent - the slight pale
batchelor - girl - the intellectualized bundle of nerves
that nDdern conditions re producing, mainly in the
cities as yet; who does not recognize the necessity for
host of her sex to follow marriage as a profession, and
boast themselves to be superior people because they are
licensed to be loved on the premises. (114)
Other writers who presented this type of heroine included George Eerton,
Emiia Frances Brooke, Mona Cird, and

nie Muriel Dowie.115

Invariably their heroines re described as thin, highly strung, and
sensitive.
However, nervous disorders and anxiety re not the only causes of
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what was considered an inordinate thinness. Another main ccritributor was
'tight-lacing'. In a recent book on the subject, tvid Xunzle has
suggested that although the corset was develcped and primarily used to
iTrdify the fnale body for male pleasure, from the late l840s onwards,
forms of tight lacing carried pthlic connotations of female
defiance. 116 Kunzle explains these paradoxical nrplications of the
extr

corset:
The slender waist suggests the ranantic and ethereal, the
pure and the virginal, all qualities which appeal to
man's erotic imagination. The anti-maternalisrn (or
paternalism) it also nbodies, insofar as it denies,
defies or even reverses the idea of pregnancy, is
another matter, with far-reaching (and scandalous) social
implications. (117)
The issue became a ituich publicized bone of contention with numerous
articles defending and attacking the practice appearing in such rwspapers
and journals as the Times, Punch and Eqlishwaien's Dcxrestic
Magazine. As Kunzle significantly observes, feminists were not
particularly interested in the issue, bat manbers of the conservative male
establishment were. Vebement cpposition to the practice was expressed
during the l880s and l890s by a number of physicians who attacked
tight-lacers on two basic grounds: first for ruining their bealth and
ability to bear children, and second for flaunting their sexuality.
Although undeniably true that in extremne cases tight-lacing was used as a
last resort to caicea1, and even abort unwanted pregnancies, the
hysterical nature of the outburst suggests the writers were primarily
using the issue to counter growing demands for sexual quality by
reasserting the 'natural' dcnestic, child-bearing, role of xin.
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According to Kunzle, tight-lacing seens to have been prinarily
practised by iien of the lcr-middle class - that aspirant social group
for whan it was crucial to display outward signs of a leisured status
which in reality they lacked. In their eyes, the cxrset and fashionable
clothing signified a lady 's distance fran manual labour.
By the nineteenth century cheap mass produced corsets
were specifically advertised as suitable for
tight-lacing. The incidence of the practice anong
workers, servants, shop assistants, courtesans, and
lcer-middle-class wanen generally was sufficiently
marked, especially tcMards the end of the century, for
reforners to be able to stigmatize it as "the very badge
of vulgarity". (118)
Ironically, it was not ladies but rather rking waten selling their
appearance on a cash basis who most often resorted to the practice. In an
article in the Westminster Budget in 1895, a Regent Street corset-maker
explained:
It is 'fast' people, and uneducated ones, almost
elusively, who n disfigure theneelves by wearing
stays too tight for then, but it is not the fashion among
ladies to do so. (119)
It seens wrth noting that the accanpanying illustration by
Rackham (fig. 100) connected corset wearing to the application of make-up
and the flaunting of sexuality. Rackham specifically shs a group of
young waren heavily irade-up and tightly corseted with one figure

in the

right foreground possibly applying sane lipstick. Such cosnetic
artificiality frequently carried vice-ridden connotations as will be
discussed in a nanent in connection with Beardsley 's image of 'La Dame Aux
Canelias'. Here Rackham adds the misogynist elenent of Irodcing the
patently unattractive older winan who harbours the illusion of being
beautiful and admires herself in a mirror. He does so in a typically
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male chauvinist way by making the young nen behave cattily towards the
elder one - in-plying that waien are inherently cruel to each other,
carpetitive, and obeessed with appearances. Another group of 'fast' nen
infamous for their tight stays during the 189 Os ware actresses. This
point was made sarewhat brutally

in

another Rackham caricature entitled

'King Death on the Stage' (fig. 101) also fran the Westminster Budget
which recounted the tale of a pantanime actress killing herself Iry
lacing too tightly. Journalists' morbid fascination with such cases seen
to have been a form of prurient voyeurism that simultaneously reinforced
the notion that deviant sexually assertive wanen cane to a bad end.

In her role as a courtesan, Beardsley's image of Mrs. Campbell
which rphasized her thinness must have proven doubly disconcerting,
making both the subject of Pinero 's play and her own status as an actress
appear unrorrantical ly vulgar to the predominantly high Society and
upper-middle class audience of the St. James Theatre) 20 it is
important to realize that despite its daring subject, The Second Mrs.
Tanqueray fell into the established genre of Society dramas or problem
plays. The wall known fact that this genre was predaninantly the prcçerty
of the upper-middle class was made by Du Maurier

in one

of his typical

high Society cartoons, 'The Problem Play' which located the consumers of
such plays at a fashionable ladies tea-party (fig. 102). Although, as the
cartoon shows, only a sector of this class championed the problem play
(versus light entertainment), for the most part its adherents preferred
such srks enacted in the pretty settings of Society drawing-roans.
Despite the fact that the press felt Pinero had handled Paula 's activities
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as a prostitute with ccnsiderable decorum in the play by discussing her
past from the comfortable distance of polite society, they found
Beardsley's illustration too imndiate. The third verse of the Granta's
satirical pon accused the artist of stirring up Japan with Leicester
Square - the forrrer referring to his flat linear style, and the latter to
the notorious centre of prostitution surrounding the Alhantra and flhlpire
rrusic-1-alls) 21 nding to the existing ight of aCtresses'
generally dubious character and the dangerous thane of the play, Mrs.
Campbell 's inordinate slimness set off against a blank background upset
the precarious moral balance.

The complete absence of background in Beardsley 's picture sharply
differentiated it fran the nuirerous photographic representations of the
play which appeared throughout the press. A photograph piblished in the
Sketch (fig. 103) reveals everything from an oil-lamp on the table to
the exact pattern of a dining-room chair. In this photograph,
Paula/Campbell is firmly situated in a drawing-roan context that
diminishes her outcast status. This reprcx:luction of minutiae of society
lifestyles was enthusiastically received by %st End audiences who felt it
made the play 'realistic'. In other words, it basically corresponded to
their lived experience, reinforcing rather than challenging their class
position and its ideological limitations. From the middle of the 1880s
onwards, this passion for detail became an obsession, as one playgoer of
the period explained:
.we wish also to witness what we call a mise-en-scene
so perfect that we may enjoy some faint illusion into the
bargain. As the coats and dresses of the ladies and
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gentlemen on the stage are nade by the sane tailors and
mu liners shcw nake the coats and dresses of the ladies
and gentlerren in scxiety, so do we expect that the
furniture shall be an exact likeness of that seen in the
drawing-rms of the st End. If Old English
decorations and Queen ?nne architecture are the vogue in
real life, we must have them a the stage. Nothing nust
be left to the imagination, and unless the eye and ear
can intnediately perceive it all, it is not supposed to be
there. The nore familiar the scene the better. (122)
Of course the precise details of life-styles belcM the middle-class
watershed were not so zealously recorded. They were sordid, not
'realistic'. In the case of Pinero 's play, the careful focus on bourgeois
social ritual seems to have defused the threat of prostitution,
transforming sexual and econanic exploitation into a crisis of
middle-class Conscience and manners.

In contrast, the starkness of Beardsley 's figure of Campbell
reiroved fran any context, seems to have resisted such comforting
illusions. The clarity of form can perhaps be carpared to the frequent
criticisms of over-explicitness levelled at New Waten's literature. These
writers were repeatedly condeirmed for focusing on the 'sex problem' to the
virtual exclusion of everything else. Janet Hcgarth

in

an article

attacking decadence pinpointed the problem:
A want of balance, a deficient sense of prcortion with a
resulting lack of hunour, and a total absence of any sort
of reticence in the expression of enoticn, are its
[fin-de-siecle literature's I irost characteristic notes.
Nothing could be farther f ran the well-balanced serenity
of the classical spirit, with its instinct for proportion
and its love of restraint. (123)
1gain, as

in

the case of Leighton, the classical ideal is the

ireasuring-rod used to assess degrees of unhealthy devianceJ24
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Finally it shc*ild be enphasized that the presence arxl absence of
background detail cannot simply be ascribed to the different rrediums of
photography and drawing. This point is demonstrated by the portrait of
Mrs. Patrick Camphell as Paula Tangueray by Solcxncxi J. Solaron exhibited
at the Royal Academy exhibition of 1894 (fig. 104). Widely reproduced in
connection with Academy reviews, it appeared on the cover of the Pall
Mall Budget on May 10, 1894. Later recalling her popilarity at the tirre
of the exhibition, Camçbell recorded:

At the Academy, too, I was irobbed. I was with Mr.
Philip Burne-Jones; he managed my escape through a side
door. My portrait as "Mrs. Tanqueray", by Solanon J.
Solcinon, was one of the pcpular pictures of the
year. (125)
Shown in the footlights of a drawing-roan stage-set, Campbell was
wearing an elaborate lace evening-dress. The surrounding details (i.e.
the fur rug, ornately carved table, chair and screen) were picked out
alirost as carefully as in the previously discussed photograph. Although
very traditional reviewers (i.e. the Tirres) felt the picture was
only mderately successful, it was hailed enthusiastically by less
prestigious but rrore popular middle-class papers such as the Man of the
WDrld which clained it as picture of the Year') 26- In part, tIüs
pattern of response suggests that the growing adulation of fanous
actresses was only just beginning to penetrate the conservative stronghold
of the Royal Academy. Old-fashioned papers still preferred portraits of
aristocratic ladies to this newly rerging type of middle-class heroine.
The continuing doubts expressed about actresses' respectability made the
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p.thlic rarticularly sensitive to the way that they were portrayed.
1ristocratic or glanrous renditions were least conenous127
Although the tide of public cçinion was gradually turning in favour of
recognizing the upper echelons of the acting profession, such pictures as
Beards ley s with its clearly less than respectable associations did not
assist this develcprent, however much it was a product of growing
theatrical interest. 128 Instead it simultaneously carried older
connotations of sexual iinrrorality, and much newer ones of unnatural
deviance. Contrasted with the irore acceptable portrait Ixy Solanon of the
sama date, Beardsley 's version of Mrs. Campbell was particularly offensive
to virtually all middle-class critics.

VI

Rjane

The second Beards ley actress image which appeared in the July issue
fared rather differently with the critics. In fact, with only a couple of
exceptions, the press found itself pleasantly surprised by the
illustration of r'ladarre Rjane (fig. 105). Speaking for many, the Weekly
Sun which was highly critical of Beards ley 's woman in general, noted:
An exception must be made in favour of his portrait of
t4rre. Béjane, which is as fine a piece of work in plain
line drawing as we have seen for many a long day. The
way in which, with wonderful econorrrj of neans, the artist
has caught a characteristic attitude of the great French
actress is a veritable triurrh. . .this portrait of r.tlrre.
Rjane fills us with adiriiraticn,... (129)
Mrst critics agreed that the 'lifelike' and 'characteristic - picture of
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REjane revealed Beards ley 'at his best'. In this case they praised his
'effective econany of means' which only three months earlier had proven so
disturbing in the picture of Mrs. Campbell 130 This cx:zriplete
critical about-face seens nothing short of arrazing considering the similar
style of the two drawings in which the outlined figures were enclosed in
an identically franed blank white background. Although hy July, critics
would have been more familiar with Beardsley 's unusual style, this alone
could not have accounted for this startling reversal of opinion. Clearly
other factors were at work.

rst notable was the difference between the two theatrical
characters depicted. As a contenporary photograph reveals, Re jane was
drawn in the costume of Catherine, heroine of Emile Moreau and Victor
Sardou 's light French canedy, Madarre Saris-Gne, which played at the
Gaity Theatre during June and July 1894 (fig. 106) p131 The play's
popularity in the previous Paris season had encouraged the French canpany
to take their prciluction on tour. The story traced the life of Catherine,
a poor laundress, who rrarried a soldier. During the Napoleonic pericxl, the
lives of the couple undeiwent a dramatic change when he was made a general
and she a duchess. A hopelessly clumsy country bumpkin at court (around
which irnich of the canedy centred), she faced loosing her husband and
position. Taking her case to Napoleon, all ended happily when he realized
that she was the laundress who had once sheltered him fran his ennies.
Although sate reviewers felt the plot was just a shade too banal, everyone
1rnired Fejane's acting and the spectacular scenes of the French flnpire
court:
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No praise can be too warm, indeed, for the manner in
which the piece is dressed and munted. It is a miracle
of lavish expenditure, archalcxjical accuracy, and
artistic judgmant. (132)
This was mains team West End theatre at its best.

Once again, Beardsley capitalized on a fad, releasing his
illustration while the play was still being perforired and interest in the
French actress was at its height. Henry Harland also recognized the
advantage of including material on Rjane in the second issue, writing to
John Lane in June that 'Iejane is caning to London where she will be the
theatrical sensation of the hour. 1.B The strategy that had failed
Beards ley previously was strikingly successful the second tiire around
largely because Rjane was a French actress starring in a conventional
play. The fact that she was French was crucial since French culture was
rreasured by an entirely different set of nDral criteria. Traditionally
considered the source of avant-garde and bohemian noverrents (including
realism and decadence), French culture (particularly Parisian) was widely
regarded as being less iroral than its English counterpart. If English
spectators saw foreign productions, they had to realize that such things
were not permissible at hone. Canparing the theatrical scenes of London
and Paris, an English writer was quite explicit about what it all boiled
down to:
There are other reasons [besides the family carosition
of English audiences and different acting styles] which
cause dramas that are perfectly possible and not
glaringly inproper in France to be wholly unadaptable to
English audiences. If the sanctity of the marriage tie
is rt always respected in England, the general ternE ofl
which the sexes are associated with each other before and
after marriage are entirely different on the t sides of
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the Channel... . Faithlessness in husbands and wives is not
in England, as in France, a thing to be satirized by
turning the laugh against the betrayer;.. . ( 134)
Sexual mores and social stability cere at stake. The akening of one
wu1d lead to the collapse of the other. The same double-standard was
applied to French and English art as Beardsley bitterly observed in a
later interview of

1895:

The British public, or rather, those who make their laws
in the Press or on the platform, will forgive anything to
a French artist, nothing to his English canrade. Thus,
they go into raptures over a most brutally realistic
though admirable rk by Lautrec, and hide their faces
before more innocent art contributions to the Yellow
Book. They alone have discovered the
Unmentionable. (135)
Evidently what the critics perceived as his decadent style was dered
more açpropriate in the case of a French actress. Rjane 's quintessential
Frenchness could not have escaped consumers of the magazine 's second
volume which also contained an article on the actress by Dauphin Meunier
that repeatedly stressed the point:
.beauty without beauty, imrrorality without evil: a
nothing capable of everything: such is Wanan at Paris:
such is the Parisienne: and Madame Rjane is the
Parisienne, is all Parisiennes, incarnated. . . [next page]
Madame Rjane - the Parisierine: they are interchangeable
terms.. . [next page] Rjane is Paris. She carries the
soul of Paris with her,.. . ( 136)
The Yellow Book's contination of 'English ro1yisin and French lubricity'
made it a logical place for pictures of French actresses. 137
Prthenrore, as the quotation suggested, unlike Mrs. Campbell, Rjane was
famous for her skills of ixrersonation, not her arance which was
considered rather unusual. In this instance, therefore, the widely held
conviction that Beards ley 's style was unflattering to waien uld not
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necessarily have been a liability.

The unsuitability of Beardsley s style for English subjects was the
basis of a Punch cartoon of 1895 entitled Britannia la Beardsley
(fig. 107). Here Britannia was shown in the guise of a Beardsley 'nan
with dark curling hair, heavily sensual lips, and half-closed eyes.
Wearing a dress that exposed her shoulders and was ornairented by a
grotesque, she was the antithesis of the standard, scantily clad, but
virginal, national figure. The joke played on the incongruity between the
syrrbols of Britain (e.g. Britannia, the royal lion, the maritine trident)
and the inappropriate Beardsley-like foreign touches (e.g. the Ernech
furniture and pierrot costurres of Punch and the dog). The implications
were that Beardsley 's style countered and possibly even undermined British
naticnal ism.

In fact, it may have relieved critics to have seen Beards ley
associated with French not English subject itatter: his success with P jane
suggesting that he was a foreign aberration rather than a native English
product. This desire to shift the burden of decadence onto France was one
way of avoiding the uncanfortable issues it raised. Writing two years
later, a hostile critic of Beardsley found this by far the simplest
solution:
l'thy not hoist the Decadents altogether off our shoulders
and saddle them on to France? She has a nice broad back
for such things, and Mr. Beardsley won't be the last
straw by many. Let us hug ourselves on our iron
constitution, and clean bill of health we should have,
but for the tainted whiff s across the thannel that lodge
Gallic germs in our lungs.
Our Beardsley's have
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identical syrrptcrns with Verlaine, Degas, La Grand,
Forain, and might quite well be sick fran infecticri.(l38)
A further factor contributing to the favourable response to the
image of Rjane may have been its lcxical ccxnparison to Francis Forster's
'A Rniniscence of the Transgressor' (fig. 108) which also açeared in the
sane issue. While Forster's work did rxt attract as much attention as
Beards ley 's, the few cczrrrents passed on the piece indicate that it was not
wall liked) 39 Forster depicted Olga Nethersole 's rendition of
Sylvia, in the third act of The Transgressor which was viewed as a irore
advanced play than The Second Mrs. Tanqueray (fig. 109). Written by
A.W. Gattie and prcxuced at the Royal Court Theatre, the play ran for 66
performances fran January until April 1894.140 The story involved a
man (Eric Langley) with an insane wife who had been instituticnalized for
years, falling in love with another nan (Sylvia) wbo he told his wife
was dead. When she discovered the truth, she passionately declared her
readiness to defy social convention and live with him, but he
magnaninusly refused her offer publicly exposing his duplicity. The
plays ends with both denied otiona1 fulfilment.

The playwright was quite frank about his p.irpose of d&nonstrating
the reed for a reform of the divorce laws •141 nile olga
Nethersole 's acting was recognized for its sensitivity, the reception of
the play was quite mixed: progressive middle-class critics (i . e. Archer)
defending it, and conservatives basically finding it a dull and offensive
attack on marriage) 42 The fact that Olga Nethersole was an actress
with long-standing p.iblic association with advanced roles, prthably
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contributed to the picture's negative reception •143 certainly Ithe
visual reference to this more controversial play and actress must have
made Beardsleys Rejane seei relatively tame by coirparison.

VII Ia Iue Aux Cam1ias

In contrast to the image of Rjane, 'La Dame Aux Canlias - (fig.
110) of the October YellcM Book was received less cordially. Beardsley
did not specify whether his illustration was drawn fran the play or the
novel by Alexandre Dumas the Younger, but the fact that the play had been
a regular and much discussed part of London theatre seasons since at
least 1890, suggests that the picture uld have carried certain stage
connotations whatever the artist's source During the sunrrer of
1894, interest in the play was unprecedented when the t'o most fanous
actresses of the day, Sarah Bernardt and Eleonora Duse, both performed in
different productions of the piece in London. Nunerous articles appeard
interviewing the actresses and canparing their distinctive styles.145
In connection with this latest theatrical vogue ,it seeme worth noting that
Beardsley had piblished this sane drawing six months earlier in an April
issue of St. Paul s with the vaguer title of 'Girl at Her
To' 146 By retitling the image and placing it

in

the October

volume of the YellcM Book, he may have been trying to make it more
relevant to readers who had been follcMing the Duse-Bernhardt debate
during the sututer.
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La Dame Aux Cartlias was a work that many critic s regarded as
the direct forerunner of Pinero 'S

The Second Mrs. Tanqueray. The two

pieces were fr&p.ently caiipared in terrr of their subject of a courtesan 's
life, tragic ending, and deep psychological and social observation. As
the French critic, Augustin Filon noted, Pinero s play was a • piece 'which
Duxnas might sign without a blush' 147 La Dame Aux Carrlias
recounted the events of Marguerite Gautier 's life as a Society prostitute
in Paris. Falling in love with Armand Duval, an honest young man she was
terrporarily rehabilitated, only to separate fran him after the
intervention of his father who felt she was ruining his son's life.
Pretending to have callously abandoned her lover, Marguerite returned to
one of her forirer clients and Armnand left the country. In the novel
during Armand s absence, Marguerite died

in poverty

of consumption (and

heart-break), having kept a journal recording her self-sacrifice for his
sake. The play was rrore dranatic, having Arirand return just as Marguerite
was dying. In her final agony she explained to him that death was her
only release since she could not go on living with her past guilt. Here
again is the prevailing image of the prostitute whose deeds earn early
death not respectability.

Beards ley 's picture apparently represents the wel 1-known scene
where the prostitute's fate was spelled out to Arirand and the audience.
At a party in her hare, Marguerite had a severe attack of coughing and
fled to an adjoining roan to recover. Arnand followed her, proclaiming
his love and protesting that her reckless life-style was killing her.
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Getting up and lcoking in a candlelit mirror, Marguerite rlied:
You are very good! What would you have of me? I cannot
sleep. I must amuse myself a little. And then, girls
like me, what does it matter one nore or less? The
doctor's tell ire that the blood I spit up cares fran my
throat; I pretend to believe them; it is all I can do for
them. (148)
Although the subject of prostitution still carried risqu connotations in
the l890s as we have seen, Duiras's play was largely accepted as suitable
dramatic fare for adult London audiences on account of its Frenchness,
noral ending, focus on romantic love, and the author's preface explaining
that as a conscience-stricken courtesan, Marguerite was exceptional.
However, as in the case of The Second I'lrs. Tanqueray, BearJSJej 's image
of La Dane aux Camlias seems to have highlighted its nost objectionable
aspects. Even the artist 's 'delicious penmanship' could not redeem the
piece:
"La Dame aux Carrlias" is the best [of his
ccntributions to 'volume three] and has that fine
decorative quality, which is, indeed, this artist's only
quality. The lenient critic may find therein an excuse we do not say a justifi,cation - for a putrescent
irraginaticn,... (149)
Part of the problem seen to have been the generally pessimistic
tone of the entire volume. As the Queen critic noted, with two
exceptions by Albert ore and Kenneth Grahane, the magazine was filled
with depressing visions of life (e.g. the contributions of Oackantlxrpe,
Harland, MacDonald, Dowson and Davidson). Sharing the Yellow Book
writers' reaction against 'happily-ever-after' fiction, the Queen critic
neverheless felt the magazine want too far in the opposite direction.
Beardsley's drawings were singled out as the dreariest, touthing the
'lowest depth of norbid horror .]5O

Instead of teaching a noral
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lesson, this version of La DanE aux Camlias seerrs to have been seen as
part of the decadent 's unhealthy docurrentation of the destructive
pressures society placed on individuals.

'D.irning to the illustration itself, it seems significant that
Beardsle's drawing more closely reseirbled Bernhardt 's rerlition of the
piece rather than Duse 's in terms of the rian 's physical appearance, her
costume, and the background (fig. 111) l5l Certainly he was a
great admirer of her acting. Bernhardt 's performances ware generally
considered more forceful and sexually seductive, while Duse was praised
for the subtlety and naturalness of her gestures. Essentially critics
ware divided over what they perceived as Duse 's re-interpretation of
Durnas's play:
Hc does Duse handle it? 1"tnat is the novel
reading? She deliberately eliminates all the demi-nonde
flavour, and with great skill manages to create a feeling
of perity, of respectability, even fran the first. 'It
talk of scandal of such a creature as Duse paints uld
seem inpcesible; to believe that she could return to a
vicious life when death is pessible appears ridiculous.
New reading? - it uld be a new reading to give Macbeth
a flavour of the Mathody minister, but none the better
for being new.
The solution which I sixjgest is that Duse lacks
wananliness, in a lc sense of the term, and is no more
capable of bringing out the suggestion of sex than was
Mary Anderson. Indeed, in the Italian actress [Duse]
there is nothing of the feline charm that renders a
Berhardt or Rehan fascinating. (152)
It is interesting to note that Beards ley 's image resembled her
production) 53 Evidently it also captured the demi-monde side of
Margrite with her love of life, luxury and sensual experience, but
sanehow the picture went too far, judging f ran the St. Jamas Gazette's
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accusation of a 'putrescent imagination

Above all the wanan's heavy lips and eyelids, exotic dress and
pr&ccupation with an elaborate toilet uld have signified a dangerous
sensuality to consumers of the Yellc Book. The toilet-table, one of
Beardsley's favourite rrDtifs, Iaist have recalled his earlier scene of
Salctr 's toilet with its connections to Oscar Wilde and perverse
sexuality. Furthernre, it was also the subject of the magazine s cover
(fig. 112) where a wanan in similarly styled expensive garirents peers at
her face in a mirror that does not reflect her image. Symbols of artifice
abound fran the instruirents and potions on the table and the floral
garlands entwining the mirror to the bc suspended over the 'waran s head.
Reade has suggested that the unusual street lamps illuminating the mirror
insinuate that the 'wuian is so narcissistic and 'charged with desire to
see the love of herself reflected in the eyes of others that she is
vulnerable to any bold encounter in the streets of Iindon ' S night
life'. 55 Wriile Reade unconvincingly argues that she is too richly
dressed to be a prostitute, his suggestion of the indoor/outdoor
significance of the street lamp sens irrre plausible especially when one
examines another of Beardsley 's toilet-tables designed for an 1894 issue
of the Idler (fig. 113))56 In this image the connection between
the interior arplication of cosrretics for the exterior trade of
prostitution is clearly conveyed by the use of the sarre street lairp. The
tightly corseted, artifical rnan

becxxtes

the fat, lascivious whore.

Both are misogynously portrayed as fnres fatales who prey upon deceived
man.
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This was one of the main prcpcsiticzls advanced in Max Beerbohit

'S

parody of decadence, 'A Defence of CosnEtics -, which had appeared earlier
in the first voluire of the YellcM Book. Beardsley 's toilet-table images
probably reminded critics of Beerbohrn 's intricate verbal descriptions of
the saire sub ject ) 57Although sane of the press recognized Beerbohin's
huirour, so many took the piece seriously that Beerbohm felt cbliged to
explain it was a joke in a letter to the editor in the next volune. By
praising the return of make-up in deliberately stilted and inflated
language, Beerbohm nounted an attack on what he described as the idolized
Dickensian girl (i . e. young, innocent, natural, and charming) of the early
Victarian period, forecasting her 'final extinction beneath the rising
tide of oosrretics - 158 Here the use of cosmetics was equated with a
return to eighteenth century aristocratic irrinorality, rather than
nineteenth century feminism. In fact, he predicted that the return of
artifice would harm feminism (whose supperters he castigated as 'horrific
pioneers of wDmanhood') since ren would be too busy looking after their
appearances to have tine for much else. Predictably it was the demise of
the natural girl, rot the feminist that upset Beerbohm 's critics. Wnile
host of then contented theneelves with condemning the authors alirost
incarprehensibly embellished style as silly, other such as the
Westminster Gazette clearly found the piece threatening, rebuking the
editors for p.iblishing such 'pernicious ronsense

The problem with advocating indiscriminate artifice was rot that it
directly symbolized the New Wcman (who as a nnber of the middle class
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seldcxn re much make-up), but like her it thai lenged prevailing sexual
norms ty disrupting the existing cx)des of dress which provided men with
fairly reliable indications of a waian 's character. As Beerbthm expressed
it:
The very jargon of the hunting-field connects cunning
with a irask. And so perhaps cane nan's anger at the
nbellishrrent of ren - that lovely mask of enamel with
its shadows of pink and tiny pencilled veins, what mist
lurk behind it? Of what treacherous mysteries may it not
be the screen? Does not the heathen laojuer her dark
face, and the harlot paint her cheeks, because the sorrow
has made then pale? (160)
If all fnales presented the same decadent facade how could men
distinguish betven nen of virtue and nen of vice? In the ensuing
confusion pure waxen weakened 1y their excessive personal vanity could
easily be led astray. Underlying these objections was the terrifying
prospect of unrestrained fnale sexual activity with its threat to such
patriarchal Victorian mainstays as male inheritance and the sexual
division of labour. Ekual1y rrying was Beerbohm's suggestion that
artifice could make menbers of different socio-econanic groups visually
indistinguishable: 'For it [artifice] will place Beauty within the easy
reach of many who could not otherwise Ixpe to attain it. l6l

Although hearing also of irake-up could be fashionably decadent, for
the nost part it was considered unfashionably vulgar, as a Punch cartoon
entitled 'A Painted lady' (fig. 114) denonstrates. The child who azTrrents
on her upper-middle-class rrothers elaborate toilet is sent to the nursery
in disgrace. The title puns on the use of coetics, having one
rortrait painted, and the euphnisitic term for a prostitute. The fact
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that middle-class ladies should avoid excessive nake-up was also
underlined by Cynthia Brooke, an actress of the period. Recalling her
early roles at the less than exclusive Pdelphi Theatre, she criticized
herself for spending two pounds on grease paints when two shillings would
have been sufficient. Graduating to

irore

respectable theatres and parts,

she realized, 'the less make-up the better' 162 Such unrefined
connotations would have seened inapproriate for illustrating a Society
play that was perforrred by actresses of Bernhardt ' S and Duse 's stature.

Finally it should be noted that the third Yellow Book was
released on October 16th at the height of the Erpire Theatre scandal when
anxieties over the issue of prostitution and its theatrical associations
exploded. A cartoon by Eckhardt published in Pick-Me-Up during N3vember
1894 (fig. 115) derronstrates the widely held convicticn that these two
female professions were intricately linked. Located near the bar of the
Enpire s circular prorrenade two 'actresses' are shown conversing. The
second wcznan larrents to her caripanion that being an understudy is 'all
work and no play'. The pun on play in its theatrical and amuserrent senses
is decidedly risque given their surroundings. The obvious implications
are that the waran prefers 'iroonlighting - at the Enpire to theatrical
anploynEnt - an inference that would have doubtlessly appealed to
Pick-Me-Up 's pre&rninantly male readers.

Same of those who supported Mrs. Chant 's crusade to close the
Eire pratenade saw it as the beginning of a larger campaign to clean up
a nunber of

Lcridon

theatres both in terms of their clientele and
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prcra1TIres. A 'Christian - writing in praise of Mrs. Chant to the editor of
the Daily Telegraph made it clear that this wuld encciipass iiuch if not
all New Theatre:
If we can believe the evidence of your
correspondents, the flipire is a place where ballets are
performed of which the one object ses to be the display
of as much indecency as is possible without coming under
any of the Acts of Parliament against public decency.
lu-id rse still, it is a place in which nen of the
rst class congregate and assenble urirrolested who in all ages and stages of society are termed
abandoned.
It has long been noticeable that this present age
is an age of impurity. Nine out of ten of the theatres
nowadays are, in my opinion, unfit to take ladies to at
all. Plays written by authors of undoubted talent,
presented by able managers under the guise of having a
'trotive - indicate and point out, for amusement or
paliation, the grossest features of the society
to-day. (163)
One imagines that La Dane aux Cainlias and The Second Mrs. Tanqueray
wuld have fit this writer's description.

Wtiile Beardsley 's image could have scarcely been admired by the
purity lobby, it was quite likely that the majority of their operients
also considered it too conspicuous, albeit for different reasons. Many of
the npire 's defenders asserted that although ssren of doubtful reputation
fregnted the prctreriade, they performed an essential service without
being conspicuous nuisances. One of these writers told the editor a lady
he had taken to the prcvenade was greatly surprised when he informed her
'many of then [the waiieri on the pranenade

I

were not ladies in her sense of

the word') 64 This point was picked up by several cartoonists who
attacked the purity lobby, including Phil May whose 'At the Alhambra (fig. 116) pointed out that the pranenades of other music-halls were also
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visited by 'fast - nen. In this case the WCiTn looked so much like the
other ladies that they even confused the staff. 165 Wnile cartoonists
could joke about the situation, it seers that in the wake of the p.irity
canpaign, even the defenders of prostitution as a necessay evil were
pexticularly sensitive about cpen displays of it in respectable piblic
circles. Evidently this included such literary and artistic forums as the
the Yellow Book.

VIII Winnifred Diery

Turning to examine Beardsley 's last actress, Winnif red flrery (fig.
117) in the fcxirth volurre, one finds the picture was generally well
received despite the fact that the response to it also seems to have been
integrally connected to contemporary debates on the roles of 'waien. While
there was much disagreeirent over whether the image was a good likeness,
alnost all of the critics nevertheless felt it was 'delicate' and
'charming - - both adjectives that carried traditional feminine
connotations •166 A number of writers caipared it favourably to his
other contributions:
Diseased and unashamed are the only epithets which do
justice to sa of Mr. Beardsley's productions, though
the design on the cover and a portrait of Miss Winnifred
Eiery which is in its way graceful and passably like,
suggest that he could do very different of he chose. (167)
Although several critics recognized that the piece was stylistically 'a
carpanion picture to the fanous Mrs. Tarqueray', they considered it
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'different, inaslTu.ich as it is easily recognisable if once the knowledge of
the subject be but firmly fixed in the mind. p168

Indeed, an awareness of the subject seema to provide the key to
this rare instance of the establishrrent 's approval of Beardsley 's work.
Significantly the release of the January issue of the magazine coincided
with Ery 's fama in a role that was the canplete antithesis of feminist
aspirations. This was her performance of Margery, the heroine of Sydney
Grundy's play, The New Wcirn, an ostensibly canical (and blatently
inisogynous) attack on emanci pated nen that ran at the Canedy Theatre
fran Spetember 1, 1894 until February 5, 1895.

Basically Grundys plot revolved around the experiences of Gerald
Cazenove (Fred Terry), a yound Oxford graduate, who initially was an
enthusiastic champion of the New Woman 's cause. Collaborating with Agnes
Sylvester (Alma Murrray who played Grundy 's version of an ardent
feminist) on a book about the New MDrality, Cazenove takes a country
holiday during which he falls in love with Margery (Wirinif red flery), a
simple, old-fashioned, farmar 's daughter. Marrying Margery and continuing
his book, Cazenove beccxnes disillusioned with his new wife's social
inferiority and childish behaviour. Meanwhile, Agnes, the ambitious
cpportunist, declares her love for Cazenove, urging that they should have
the courage to live out their advanced convictions. Margery, overhearing
this scene sadly returns to her father's farm, only to be shortly fol1od
by Cazencive who wisely realizes his support for the feminist cause was a
terrrible mistake. All ends happily (?) with Margery declaring that
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although she could never pretend to be a lady, she uld always be a
sinple woman, and Cazenove contentedly replying, 'I want you to be nothing
less or more - only a wczrian69

Throughout the piece endless jokes were made at the expense of
Agnes and her emancipated friends (i.e. on their micl3.le-aged spinster
status, their intellectual pretensions, and social gaucheries like
lighting cigarettes at the wrong end). Clearly their cruel and brash
behaviour was designed to repel 1 the audience. For the most part
effective, in a few cases, Grundys excesses actually overshot their mark
alienating several reviewers of specialized theatrical journals. Archer's
cctnpaints that Grundy was abeurdly unjust to the New Woman were echoed in
the colurmis of the Theatre and Stage, the latter observing:

Of the subtle irovemant that uld appear to be going
amongst waren he [Grundy] perceives nothing, or at all
events presents nothing. Waren are striving after
greater and - why should we not believe? - purer freedom
in a r1d made not only for one sex. Mr. Grundy, in the
limitation of his hearty convictions, we suppose, cannot
appreciate this state of things. (170)
Yet what upset this nal1 minority of reviewers clearly appealed to large
sectors of the general public who eagerly flocked to performances. The
opening was particularly inpressive with the Duke and Duchess of York and
many theatrical celebrities in attendance) 71 On the whole, the
Foxilar press particularly enjoyed the piece, devoting lengthy reviews to
Winnifed Erery's portrayal of Grundys moral massage:
Miss Winnif red ery, who has the part of an acrable
wanan of the sort that is content to be as God has made
her - nothing 'new' in that - will be the central figure
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of the new world, and will pass scatheless through
temptation to which the other sex - I nean the other
female sex, that is neither man nor waian - seems to think
it weakness, zxt to yield to, but to resist. Such is the
new morality. (172)
Whether the artist's uncharacteristic selection of such a traditional
subject was a deliberate ploy to secure press approval remains uncertain
since no referices to either the picture or Winnif red flrery appear airig
his recorded letters and statements. Significantly Beardsley chose to
represent Winnif red

E1:y in

the role of Margery, the traditional %somaIl,

instead of Alma M.irray who played Pgnes Sylvester, the New Wanan. Other
designs for the piece such as A. Morrow's poster (fig. 118) focused on
the New Waiian of the title. 173 Certainly juc3ging fran reviews, the
play was considered more of a trii.urh for Bery than Murray, although
Grundy had clearly made her role more appealing. While Beardsley was
obviously illustrating a success of the norrent, he scarcely could have
overlooked its affirmation of traditional femininity. In this respect,
Beardsley seems to have presented flrery in a slightly less imposing
position than the one he used in the case of Mrs. Patrick Campbell. While
Campbell is in the process of advancing as her trailing skirt and forward
stance indicate, flrexy has just retired to her position. fltery 's more
restricted movement and greater distance fran the viewer may have formally
reinforced the reassuring connotations of her as a 'natural' inan.

It is also difficult to determine whether the portrait was drawn
fran a sitting, the theatre, and/or a contemporary photograph of the
actress. The latter is suggested by her hair-style and clothing which
were not features of her New Wcrnan costumes, but recalled those of a
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portrait pbotograph which appeared in the December 1894 issue of
Theatre, with an article praising Eery's acting in Grundy's play (fig.
119). It is worth noting that Beardsley 's image reseirtled an artisitic
photograph from a high quality magazir, rather than quick sketches or
caricatures. Such similarities would have provided a familiar context for
Beardsley 's image without 1cering its tone. In any case, whether such
ccxtpariscns were drawn, clearly the prevailing factor in the success of
this picture was its tiirly reference to Erery 's popilarity as a symbol of
eternal womanhood which over shadcMed the usual problems associated with
actresses' dodgy social status and Beards ley 's advanced style.

IX Walter Sickert s Music-Ball Illustraticris

Although all four of Beardsley s actresses were discussed

in terms

of the ongoing debate over the social position of women, only his images
of Mrs. Camphel 1 and 'La Dame aux Came has' seen to have been seen as
menacingly advanced. In order to understand the scope of the threat these
images posed, it is helpful to conclude this chapter with a brief
examination of Walter Sickert 's music-hall contributions. Appearing in
the first three Yell Books, Sickert 's six working-class performers
were repeatedly canpared to their West End counterparts. Like Beards ley,
Sickert was attacked for violating artistic traditions. As ixted earlier,
the Times had juxtosed the 'graceful studies - of Leighton in the first
volume to the 'advanced and riotous' work of Sickert and Beardsley, while
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the Speaker had mockingly accused the two men of disguising thnse1ves
as artists. The Spectator went even further in a review of the third
issue, equating their unorthodox work with a subversive politics:
Mr. Aubrey Beardsley displays four of his caricatures;
Mr. Walter Sickert and Mr. P. Wilson Steer are best-kncn
of the other contributors. There is curious air of
unreality, an artificial, theatrical, Irusic-hall
atmosphere about their productions, the work apparently
of the left-wing of the English impressionist
school. (174)
On one level the link between the artists was justified. All three
exhibited at New English Art Club exhibitions, and during the 1890s,
Sickert, in particular, was friendly with a number of the Yel1c .i Book's
younger contributors, including its two editors. He was one of those
initiates specially invited to a dinner celebrating the release of the
magazine organized by John Lane

).75 Evidently he felt the

periodicial was worthwhile since in addition to contributing many
illustrations, he sent sure of his friend's manuscripts to Harland)76
Another more public demonstration of his friendship was Sickert 's portrait
of Beardsley featured along with sure of his music-hall scenes in the
magazine 's second issue (fig. 120). The fact h
t at the two men were
interested

in

similar subjects is revealed by Beardsley s sketch of the

nusic-hall perforner, P3.a Iiimlberg, of 1893 (fig. 121) whose side profile
echoes Sickert 's earlier picture of her executed about 1887 and
subsequently published in the Yellow Book (fig. 122) 177 Wriile
Beards ley obviously supported Sickert 's rrusic-hal 1 ventures, his own
published pictures looked quite different both in terns of their subject
natter and style. This is important because the majority of critics mist
have based their observations on the magazine (having neither access nor
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tine to research additional information), ireaning that the connections
they made between the two artists rested on factors other than pictorial
reserrblance, personal friendship, and shared interests. Paradoxically, it
was precisely the differences between Beardsley and Sickert that led
critics to conclude the work of these artists represented two sides of a
decadent coin.

above

, Sickert 's music-hall contributions were images of

working-class entertainrrent. In ntrast to Beardsiey's preference for
the classier West End hal is (e.g. the Alhainbra and Epire), for the nest
part, Sickert frequented older, more run-dcMn, suburban halls (e.g. the
Marylebone, and Collin 's in Islington) 178 The fact that both the
performers and audiences at such venues were almost exclusively
working-class was phasized in a vocabulary which spoke of performers
'working a hall' as distinct fran West End actors and actresses playing a
role - l79 Similarly the audiences paid lower admission prices and
wore everyday clothes instead of evening attire. The sale of alcohol was
permitted and even pranoted during the evening's mixed prograrrire of song,
dance, cariedy, and skill-testing acts.

All of these details were carefully recorded in Sickert's
illustrations which presented canbinations of famous performers executing
their turns, the audience 's reaction, and the architecture and furnishings
of various halls. hiring the late l880s and early 1890s, Sickert was one
of very few English artists interested in music-hall interiors.180
In fact he had established a reputation for specializing in the subject
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which featured prominently amongst his contributions to the London
Impressionist and New thglish Art Club exhibitions. Although the
ira jority of his Yellow Book illustrations were based on earlier
exhibited oil paintings, repeated exposure to the public had at best n
him limited acceptance from a few liberal-minded critics •181 Despite
their familiarity with his work, on the whole, establishrnert art critics
continued to greet his compositions with hostility.

A large part of the problen undoubtedly centred on the subject
matter. Reviewing saie of Sickert 's pictures

in March

1895, D. S. MacCoil

noted:
He [Sickert] has probably, indeed, a private sentiment
for the stage and footlights, such as other men feel for
the fields and sunlight; but this does not further him
much with a public thatresents the stage in pictures
airrost as much as a play in church. It is souhat
touching, this British feeling that the canvas is
consecrated ground, but it is not very rational. (182)
It 'was primarily the hail 's class of patrons rather than its entertainment
that conferred this disreputable status. Music-hall acts covered the
whole socio-political spectrum ranging fran extrerrely conservative
outhursts of jingoisM to subversive attacks on the establishment. By the
end of the century, howaver, the former became rrore prevalent, especially
in

West &id halls where both the proprietors and patrons of the halls

became increasingly tied to the Conservative party. This ITusic-hall
'Ibryism, as Stedman Jones describes it, was closely related to the
Conservative party s defence of the drink trade in contrast to the
association of Evangelical teetotaliers and the Liberals. 183 Yet
in spite of the conservative tendencies of much music-hall entertainment,
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the establishment 's fundairental anxieties about rrassive gatherings of
rkers was never entirely dispelled. Adding to its risqu image, the
rrusic-hall was uçieid as a symbol of bohnian protest against oDnventicnal
middle-class rrcrality by various younger writers of the period including
Richard LeGal lierine, Arthur Symons, Max Beerbthm arid George MDore.
1ore 's well-known carinents

a-i

the tcpic in his Ca-ifessions of a Young

Man (1888) were typical:
The music hail is a protest against Mrs. Kendal 's marital
tenderness and the platitudes of Massrs. Pettit and Sims;
the music hall is a protest against Sardou and the
imnense drawing-roan sets, righ hangings, velvet sofas,
etc., so different fran the nDvanent of English cxznedy
with its constant change of scene. The music ball is a
protest against the villa, the circulating library, the
club, and for this the "all' is inexpressibly dear to
ne.(184)
However, it should be stressed that during the early 1890s
nusic-hali acts could be presented with enough taste for middle-class and
Society consumption. One image of the Cockney (suitably cleaned up and
deferential) was marketed with great success by Albert (i-ievalier who
fr&juently sang coster songs in st End drawing-roans. While Chevalier's
expurgated performance was widely praised, there were a few denunciations
of its over-refinarent) 85 Evidently such objectors who wanted the
'real thing' were a potential market for Sickert 's &jually caistructed but
less prettified images. The artist 's preference for the hall 's least
respectable elnents was derronstrated by his pictures of perforrrers like
the 'Lion Comique' (Yellow Book III - fig. 123), canedians widely
disparaged in the respectable press for their debased morals and drunken
hunour, and also his portrayal of the leering male audience in Ada
Lundberg' (fig.

54)•186 Adding insult to injury was the stylistic
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unorthodoxy of his dark tcrialities, fragmented cxupositions arid
impressionistic brushwork.

The charge of 'irrpressionism' frequently levelled at Sickert's
Yel low Book pictures branded him a decadent -. Arthur Symons had
earlier explained this connection in a much pthlicized literary article:
Taking the word Decadence, then, as most precisely
expressing the general sense of the newest movement in
literature, we find that the terms Impressionism and
Sbolism define correctly enough the two main branches
of that mavnent. Now Impressionist and Sytrbolist have
more in cciruon that either suposes; . . .at both seek is
rxt general truth merely, bot la vertie vraie, the very
essence of truth - the truth of appearances to the
senses,. . .and the truth of spiritual things to the
spiritual vision. (187)
Here it should be stressed that terms such as syrrbolism, decadence,
realism and impressionism are socially constructed categories whose
meanings are subject to considerable variation, depending on the position
of the viewer and object/person under scrutiny. A twentieth century
art-historical reluctance to discard the old essentialist view of these
categories has led to sate amazing conceptual acrcbatics in the case of
Beardsley where nineteenth century critics simultaneously used all four
labels to describe his work. A typical example is provided by Sirwn
Wilson, a recent Beardsley scholar, who tries to argue that Decadence is
an extreme form of Rananticism (in its reaction against the industrial and
ccziuercial bourgeoisie); but also a form of Realism (in that the artists
portrayed facts the bourgeoisie preferred to ignore); and yet again
different from Realism (in that Decadent works were

exquisitely refined

rather than rough arid raw) •l88 In the end the categories are
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stretched beyond all recogniticri hindering rather than assisting
historical analysis. With respect to Beardsley, if the labels are viewed
critically as relative rather than absolute terms, it becomes apparent
that the English establishment 's cultural reviewers were less interested
in the French avant-garde nuances of these terms (which all too often are
accepted as art historical standards of 'truth') than the simple fact they
signal led a dangerous foreign influence.
In Sickert 's case, his impressionistic documentation of the sordid
details of working-class life was a disturbing reiuinder of the masses that
lived beyond the pale of middle-class mores. The fact that the majority
of the Yellow Book's middle-class associated illustrations of East End
performers with aiiancipated West End actresses is hardly surprising since
it was this type of alliance of the dispossessed that worried so meny
contporary cultural observers. Typically one such writer found it
necessary to warn his readers that revolutionary morality and politics
were inseparable:
The connection between revolutionary principles in ethics
and politics is obvious. The aesthetic sensualist and
the cannunist are, in a sense, nearly related. Both have
a cannon hatred for whatever is established or held
sacred by the majority. . .In these days the unbridled
licentiousness of your literary decadent has its
counterpart in the violence of the political anarchist.
Each is the alter-ego-maniac of the other. The one
rkds with the quill, the other with the banb; and the
quill is the more dangerous weapon of the t. (189)
Hence the equation that linked Sickert 's images of the rking class with
decadence, and Beardsley 's images of the decadent New Wanan with the
rking class. The latter concept was probably most forcefully
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art iculated a year later by Margaret Anrour whose article on Beardsley
appeared in the climate of hostility following the trial of Oscar Wilde:
Mr. Beardsley has a trick of superirrposing one style on
another - Japanese on rredieval, nedieval on Celtic. That
does rot matter so long as he has the genius to unify;
but what does matter is that the groundwork of them all
should be Ccxkney, and the coster so praninent in the
nttifs. . . In fact the Yellow Book was just a glorified
Pick-Ma-Up, and both are utter ances of the Cockney
soul.
There is nothing easier to prove than a kinship
between the t. The Yellow Book may be considered as
a younger brother who, through superior educational
advantages, has forced himself into good society where
the family taint, known as vulgarity at a penny, bex)rres
decadence at five shillings. (190)
Both the New Warian and Cockney were malcontents whose very existence
undennined middle-class male heganony.
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Secticzi Fr: Spectacles and Spectators:
Beardsleys Inages

of sqerades

Closely associated with the theatre and pictures of actresses were
Beard.sley ' S images of masqueraders which also featured praninently airong
his cx)ntributicns to the Yellow Book. As in the case of the theatre,
the masquerade was both a spectacle that was performed and a pleasureable
object for leisured consumption. Like the Yellow Book, West End plays,
concerts, and even prostitution, masquerades were part of growing number
of marketable conmnodities designed to fill ever-expanding hours of
middle-class leisure. whether one was involved in producing the spectacle
or being entertained by it depended on the type of fancy dress ball
attended and one 's precise socio-eccnanic status.
The fact that masquerades were principally associated with
iren during the late Victorian period is scarcely surprising since they
revolved around costume, role-playing, and social etiquette which were
all considered particular spheres of fnale expertise. ile large
numbers of iren attended such, most did so in the capacity of
onlodcers being entertained, rather than performer-participants.
Certainly it was zren 's involvement that attracted most attention.
Synptanatic of the situation were the ccrnplaints of contTçorary
ocirmentators during the 189 Os that men increasingly wore standard evening
attire instead of fancy dress. Such observations were supported by the
fact that the intricacies of costume design constituted an absorbing
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preoccupation in such fnale foruns as Queen and WaTlan but were
conspicucs1y absent fran male sporting and financial papers. 1en the
subject of masquerades did appear in the male press, it was harxlled quite
differently. Illustrated weeklies of the Pick-Me-Up variety presented
nunerous illustrations of fenal e masqueraders as glaixurous, exotic, and
sexually alluring objects of male desire. As Ardern Holt, a leading
Victorian authority cri the subject observed, 'There are few occasions when
a man had a better opportunity of shcwing her charms to advantage than
at a Fancy Bull .1 The extent of her charm being neasured by her
ability to attract male attention.

But what do such conventional representations of fnale sexuality
have to do with energing discourses on the New nn? Clearly such
feminine stereotyping was directly opposed to the New Wanan 's objectives
of self-determination and fulfilluent. Hcever, once again, the
unorthodoxy of Beardsley 's masquerade imagery in the Yellc 'i Book
provides a curious point of intersection. By repeatedly overstepping the
carefully set limits of public decency, these pictures appear to have
raised the sane disturbing questions about the nature of sexual
differences and the social norms regulating sexual activity which were
endlessly debated in conjunction with the New Wonan. Instead of
presenting the masquerade as an occasion of light-hearted heterosexual
flirtaticn, Beardsley's illustrations highlighted its irore sinister
undertones of seduction, praTiiscuity, and perversity, as well as raising
fears of social insecurity and dislocation. Predictably what chanred his
cn circle of Bodley Head writers, authors and avant-garde cultural
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critics, infuriated the vast majority of press reviewers. It seems worth
noting that both supportive insiders and hostile outsiders ultimately
attributed similar rreanings to Beardsley s masquerade images, despite the
fact that they seem to have interpreted them according to different sets
of cultural criteria. The images' ability to work on more than one level
considerably extended the perirreters of the debate surrounding the YellcM
Book.

At this point, two difficulties in examining this material should
be acknowledged. First of all, as in the case of Beardsley 's 'Corredy
Ballet - series, many reviewers of the Yel1 Book seem to have been
reluctant to tackle the issues of sexual deviancy directly, preferring to
hint at the problem obliquely. Inevitably this leaves the modern
researcher a ccnsiderable latitude of interpretation. By strictly
confining my ccrnrarative visual and verbal material to the mid-1890s, I
have tried to avoid iinçosing a twentieth century pscho-sexual analysis
onto nineteenth century canrentators. A further difficulty is presented
by the paucity of information about carrrercially-run masquerades of this
period. Most of the surviving records and modern researchers deal with
the grarxl-scale Society masquerade balls mounted in court circles. As
will be examined belc, these were very different types of affairs which
bore little relation to their less extravagent counterparts.
Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, it seems irrFortant to tackle
this large body of related images which evidently fascinated and perturbed
the majority of the Ye11cM Book's reviers.
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This chapter will begin Iry examining evidence of how these pictures
cperated for the elite circle of Beardsley's friends and Bailey Head
associates. Their ardently francchile interpretations will be ighed
against irore popular conceptions of French poster illustration, the
Parisian carnival, and Eiglish masquerades as represented in mainstream,
middle-class periodicals of the period. Then the individual •case studies
of Beards ley 's design for the cover of the first Yellow Book and his
frontispiece for John Davidson's plays will be investigated with
particular reference to the masked balls at Covent Garden. The
illustraticns' specifically fliglish content and connotations are of
special interest since they rendered Beardsley 's social and sexual taboo
breaking all the Irore intolerably close to the majority of reviewers. In
the last section of the chapter, additional examples of Beardsley's
masqueraders from the Yellow Book and other magazines will be considered
in relation to a number of associated cartoons which highlight the issues

the general pthlic seems to have found so disturbing. In conclusion, an
overall assessirnt of the effectiveness of such visual representations of
deviance will be offered.

I Frencth Masquerade Inagery

Like the theatre, costumas fascinated Beardsley. Extracts fran both
his letters and the recollections of old friends reveal how nuch he
enjoyed dressing up to create a startling or comic inpressicn. Henry
Harland recalled how:
He EBeardsley] loved a romp, a masquerade, a harmless
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practical jce. One evening I was seated in nrj study,
when the servant brought a visiting-card, on which was
written "Miss Tibbett arid Master Tiboett". I went into
the drawing roan, and there was Miss Beardsley with a
tall boy in an Eton jacket. The tall boy in the Eton
jacket - Master Tibbett, if you please - was Aubrey,
jubilant, laughing for delight in his own prank. (2)
Another uore notorious example was furnished by Beardsley, himself, in a
riuch quoted and debated carirent in a letter of Septther 1893 to John
Lane: 'I am going to Jirrrnie s on Thursday night dressed up as a tart and
nan to have a regular spree. In this case, Jiirrnie 's was a
reference to the St. Janes Restaurant in Picadilly, a well kncin venue of
prostitution and other illicit activities. Used by a number of nDdern
writers to marginalize Beardsley as a transvestite and latent hanosexual,
it nevertheless locates one area of sexual anxiety surrounding the notion
of fancy-dress. 4 As we shall see, it was an anxiety acutely
experienced by many reviewers of Beardsley 's Yellow Book illustrations
in the 1890s.

Certainly many of Beardsley 's friends at the Bodley Head were
siinilary intrigued by various notions of masquerading. In all likelihood,
nLlch of

the interest in avant-garde circles was stirrulated by contact with

French ballet, cabaret, pantomirre and masquerade. It seems significant
that alnDst irrirediately following Beards ley 's return from Paris in May
1893, masquerade irotifs assuned an unprecedented significance in his work.
This French connection is perhaps best encapsulated try his contanporary,
Aurthur Scns:
The art of the ballet counts for nuch, in the evolution
of many favourite effects of contrporary drawing, .. .And
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pantomine, too, in the French and correct, rather than in
the Eg1ish and incorrect, sense of that rd, has had
its significant influence [on Beardsley]. In those
pathetic gaities of Willette, in the windy laughter of
the frivolities of Cheret, it is the masquerade, the
D-iglish clown or acrobat seen at the Folies-Bergere,
painted pple mimicking pippets, who have begotten this
masquerading humanity of posters and illustrated papers.
1nd the point of view is the point of view of Pierrot Verlaine's "Pierrot garnin".(5)
Syrrons' interpretation of Beardsley ' S

masqueraders as the visual

equivalent of Verlaine's 'Pierrot gamin' suggests they are suprne symbols
of detached and disillusioned artifice, or in other words, elegant relics
frctn the past who survive by becoming hardened and cynical

in a

xrcdern age

which has lost its convictions.

There can be little doubt that the image of the Parisian carnival
reproduced

in

French poetry, literature, and posters contributed to the

production of Beards ley 's fancy dress imagery. The fact that the artist
was familiar with the mystical masquerade symbolism of Verlaine s poetry
suld have been obvious to readers of Sa1ai since Les Fetes Galantes
had appeared on the princess's toilet-table (fig. 75). Beardsley's
interest

in French

poster design was also rrron knowledge. He, Dudley

Hardy, and Jules Cheret had been interviewed on the subject of posters in
a July 1894 issue of the New Review, and later in the following 1pril he
asked a Sketch writer, 'riat

uld Paris be without her Cheret, her

lautrec, her Wil lette?'6

The New Review article actually reproduced Cheret 's 'Skating
Theatre - (fig. 124) which was a typical exaxtple of the artist 's nunerous
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advertisønents for bal masques in Paris during the carnival seascris of
the l880s and l890s. 7 Certainly such posters must have provided the
most logical points of reference for Beardsley 's pictures as far as the
francophile circle of Bodley Head initiates were concerned. WMever, the
case for Symcns - connection of Beardsly and Cheret se to have been
based not so much on precise stylistic factors, but rather on the grounds
that such poster artists were symbols of French modernity. 8 In fact
the loosely outlined figures, dynamic rnovnt, swirling draperies and
crcded corrposition of (leret 's poster more iniiediately resnble the rk
of English illustrators such as Dudley Hardy. As we shall see, in Treny
ways, Beardsley 's opponents found his different hard-edged black and white
style much more threatening.

while an alienated, Francophi le interpretation of Beards ley s
irasqueraders evidently fascinated his n circle, and to

sare

extent has

been perpetuated by modern art historians, it is important to realize that
this rnains a highly selective reading. 9 Furthermore, it is one
that is heavily weighted in favour of high art precedents, and the
evidence of sensitive insiders. At this point, the iithalance should be
redressed by pointing out that the rrajority of Beards ley s contoraries
actually applied a different set of cultural criteria to the

saire

pictures. It is these largely forgotten readings that need to be
recovered and examined in order to understand the scope of the controversy
surrounding Beards ley 's rrasqueraders.

Although it is unlikely that the majority of Beardsleys viewers
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were aouainted with the intricacies of French Decadence, they scarcely
could have avoided an increasing awareness of the Parisian carnival and
French poster il lustrati.on. In addition to the previously menticned
interview with Cheret, a special collection of French posters was
exhibited in london at the Royal kluarium during October and Naveiiber,
1894. The event was organized by Edward Bella, a leading poster
collector, and the honourary cxmnittee included other collectors like
Joseph Clarke, such connoisseurs as Gleeson Wnite and a nuirber of artists
including A. S. Hartrick, and L. Ravenhill. Although French posters
predariinated (Cherets work alone amounted to over fifty works, in
addition to many examples by Lautrec, Willette, Grasset, Steinlen and
others), fliglish posters by such artists as Beardsley, Hardy, the
Beggarstaffs, Ravenhill and Crane were also featured. An illustrated
catalogue and nunrous press reviews helped pthlicize the images. It
should be noted that several of theret designs were advert is nents for
Parisisan irasked halls, including two posters for what was probably the
most famous event held at the Theatre de 1 'operaJ°

II Nineteenth Ctury flg1ish ?squerades

However, for most mnanbers of the Eiglish public such first hand
encounters with French masquerade imagery were relatively few and far
between. In general, information about Parisian masked balls was more
readily available fran such secondary sources as Iondcn illustrated
weeklies, where less errphasis was placed ou French authenticity and more
on explaining the event to the unitiated. Mars 's 'The Carnival in Paris
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(fig. 125) published in the Sketch provides a typical case in Foint.
Such illustrations were part of a sudden explosion of rrasquerade subjects
in English magazines during the middle nineties. Page after page of the
Sketch and Pick-Me-Up featured pierrots, harlequins, ballet girls, and
other costuned revellers - Ranging in function fran various decorative
notifs (fig. 126) to such full page caricatures as Phil May's 'At A Fancy
Ball - (fig. 127), the rublic interest in fancy-dress escapades seemed
insatiable. Closer examination of this material soon reveals the
imtortant fact that nost of it actually carried specifically English
rather than French connotations. This requires further investigation
since, apart fran a priviledged inside circle, nost critics of the Yellci
Book regarded Beardsley 's nasqueraders as inhabitants of Loron rather
than Paris.

HcMever, before turning to this problem which will re-emerge in
connection with specific images, it is essential to understand what the
terms masquerade, hal masque or fancy dress ball, as it was nost often
called, connoted to different social groups in late Victorian society.
MDst nineteenth century cxxmentators seem to have felt that the fancy
dress ball was a hybrid irodern offshoot of seventeenth and eighteenth
century court masques on the one band, and the evening entertairnient of
London pleasure gardens on the other. This dual legacy of exclusivity and
relative accessibility continued on into the nineteenth century when
London's costire balls

could be divided into three basic types: those

cpçu lent, extremely elitist, Society affairs associated with court and
artistocratic circles; those irounted by middle-class clubs and
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organizations, and finally large canrrrcia1 functicns. The first to
categories were strictly private, while the latter, like its pleasure
garden predecessors, was qen to all who could afford the costs of
admission.

Certainly the masquerade 's longest-standing association was with the
court: stenming fran the seventeenth century pagaentry of Ben Jonson 's
masques for the Stuarts, to John Jaires Heidegger 's extravaganzas for
Georges I and 11.11 Victoria had continued the tradition iounting
three much publicized royal costurre balls: a Plantagenet Ball in 1842, a
Powder Ball in 1845, and finally a Restoration Ball in 1851. After
Albert 's death, other leading rrerrbers of the royal family and court circle
took the initiative periodically organizing such extravagent affairs as
the Marlborough Ibuse Ball of 1874 thrown by the Prince and Princess of
Wales and the Devonshire House Ball of 1899 •l2 These along with an
infinite nuirter of similar, rialler scale, affairs formed an important
part of the Season's anuserrents. Most hostesses planned their balls on a
particular th and expected guests to conform by having elaborate
costunes especially ordered for the event - often fran leading English and
French designersJ3

Although invitations to these events were strictly controlled, they
acquired a public significance through press reports which c 'iel led on the
participant 's display of wealth and status. A typical example of this
coverage was an illustration p.blished in the Queen showing the leading
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female costuxres fran the Bal Poudre' at Warwick Castle of 1895 (fig. 128).
A cursory glance at the descriptions of the fabrics and trirffnings
indicates that costunEs of this quality re clearly only available to
Society 's upper ten thousand. The sheer extravagence of this particular
Warwick Castle ball was singled out for criticism in the pages of
To-Day, a socialist weekly. In a cartoon entitled 'Paupers Splendid and
Otherwise' (fig. 129), a ragged beggar is shown walking barefoot in the
snow carrying posters that announce the event. His genuine hardship is
contrasted with the forthcaning decadent spectacle. A number of cartoons

in Punch by George Du Maurier also focused on the masquerade as a
fashionable Society past-time. 'Who'd Have Thought It?' of June 13, 1885
(fig. 130) depicts a masquerade encounter in an elegant interior replete
with gourmet buffet and servants. The huirDur lies in the elderly
participants' totally inappropriate choice of costurre - Mary Queen of
Scots being fairous for her youthful beauty and Horace Walpole being a
character of cultural refinement and intellect. The point of the joke, of
course, depends on both a krowledge of history and the conventions of
masquerading. Similarly 'Cold Canfort' of May 1895 (fig. 131) firmly
locates the practice of masquerading in a conservative sexual and social
framework. Here two fashionable ladies are supervising a children 's fancy
dress party and reminiscing over their own experiences. The elder laments
that she can no longer wear her wasp costurre of ten years ago. The fact
that she is r too old and overweight for such a daringly tight and
revealing outfit implies a loss of her feminine charms and the pr to
attract and influence men.
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However, tcwards the end of the cEntury, as the grcing trend of
masquerade illustration in magazines indicates, interest in fancy dress
had spread beyond the confines of Society. Increasing nunbers of
middle-class groups organized their own rrore nodest variations which were
held in clubs, schools, and rented prnises. Their costunEs were usually
hare-made or hired. If the group or arrangnent of the ball was
especially noteworthy, it could enter the çublic linElight. A case in
point was the fancy dress ball at St. John's Wood Art Schools in 1893
which was covered by a Sketch writer who observed that the usual cro
of curious working-class spectators (i.e. 'errand boys, little girls and a
policeman') gathered outside the entrance to watch the spectacle naking
cczrrrents

like

'Crikey!

ain't

she

a

daisy neither?'14

This pattern of working class exclusion was typical of such affairs where
again, invitations were mandatory.

The only form of nineteenth century masquerade which did not
directly screen the participants were canrercial ly-run balls which instead
relied on the less effective controls of admission charges. These were
notoriously risque' affairs where all classes of society could be
encountered. Of course, fewer irerrbers of the working classes could afford
entry, so their rLurbers were fairly limited. However, many less than
respectable theatrical, niisical, and ballet pecple were granted free
admission, in addition to artists covering the event, and in sone
disrutable instances, prostitutes plying their trade. The fact that one
could rver be sure who one would neet was either a source of appeal or
anxiety, depending on one 's point of view. The best known examples of this
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type during the nineties were the Covent Garden Fancy Dress Balls held in
the Royal Opera Bouse.

III Covent Garden Fancy Dress Balls

Although the notion of fancy dress potentially carried a wide
range of connotations at the end of the century, rrost of Beards ley 's
reviewers seen to have had little difficulty assigning a particular set of
maanings to his illustrations of nasqueraders which will now be examined
in nore detail. The first of Beardsley's Yellow Book images to utilize
masquerade rrotifs was an instant sensation due to its prominent location
on the front and back covers of the magazine 's first volune (figs.
132-133). As the cover which launched the magazine, Beardsley 's design
was widely reproduced in such places as the Sketch 's interview with
the new editors, and in the Weekly Sun's review of the first
volume 15 Indeed, this was the first encounter that many reviewers
and manbers of the public had with Beardsley's style.

The mild praise of Beardsley's associates was quickly drowned by a
chorus of horrified outrage. While Beardsley 's few suçporters - Frederick
Hairertcn writing in the second Yellow Book, and Katherine Tynan in the
Weekly Irish Times, favoured his 'charmingly eccentric' style, neither
attributed any particular significance to the subject matter. In fact.,
their praise was carefully limited to formal considerations - Hanerton
only reluctantly admitting as an afterthought that Beards ley did have a
disturbing towards 'the representation of types without intellect or

1'
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morals' •16 Hanrtai 's explicit disavowal of the sub jet's importance,
and Tynan 's silence on the issue contrasted sharply with the mainstream of
critical opinion which found the cover a piece of 'audacious
vulgarity' 17

For sa the cover must have proven a deterrent against further
explorations of the contents, as the Pall Mall Gazette could rxDt resist
hulrvDurously pointing out:
The producers of the Yellow Book told us in their
prospectus that it was to be a book we should be glad to
put on our shelves when we had done with it. Sare people
are glad to do anything, but the p.iblishers have dealt
with the pranise in curious irony, by rrking the cover so
intolerably hideous that you irrrn3iately bundle it away
where you can only see the back. (18)
Evidently its glaring modernity was an enbarrasnent to establishirent
critics who imrrediately identified it as a product of the New Art, as
Vanity Pair 's writer observed:
Fran Messrs. Elkin Mathews and John Lane there cciies
Volurre I of the much expected new quarterly, "The Yellow
Book"; and it corres in a wondrous ugly cover. It will be
hailed with subdued but none the less earnest jay by the
New School of Art, or the New Schools, or individuals who
magnify thenEelves into schools; for is it not a precious
thing? (19)
These accusations of 'newness' seen to have carried unpleasant
connotations of a crass cx:xrinercial ism that was exacerbated by the design's
location. As discussed earlier in the second section, the term New Art
frntly applied to mechanically mass-produced works (e.g. posters,
graphic illustration). In a similar sense, the term New Journalism (e.g.
interviews, gossip columns, short arrusing articles) was juxtaposed to the
notion of old-fashioned literary quality (e.g. serious essays, lengthy
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critical reviews). Evidently the praninently displayed cover nacked of
mere illustrated journali&n, as opposed to the magazine's inside plates
decorously hidden behind protective tissue-paper. Sensational,
eye-catching, and above all functionally bearing the title, price and

Ixthlisher ' s name, the cover possibly undermined the notions of artisitic
quality the praiotional advertising had promised as a feature of the
Yellow Book. As mentioned in connection with his pictures of actresses,
this would have disappointed reviewers who expected more fran a five
shilling periodical. In fact, critics may have found it difficult to
reconcile Beardsley's dual role of graphic illustrator on the outside and
fine artist on the inside of the magazine. Believing in the separation of
'high art' and cairrercial illustration, they may have been uncomfortable
with Beards ley 's irreverent mixture of both.

Even more disturbing than Beards ley s violation of artistic
conventicns was his flaunting of middle-class sexual morality. In this
respect, the ranarks of the Whitehall Review and Academy were
especial 1y revealing. The former writing:
.we would suggest a reconsideration of the cover..
That it has sane mystic rrEaning we can well believe; but
it also has a most marked resemblance to a poster drawn
by a schoolboy for a peep show of a fat wanan; and
whenever it meets our eye in a shop window it urges us
a1nost unconrol lably to throw stones. (20)
The Academy elaborated by suggesting the '...the design was a joke of a
third rate order, sent back as unacceptable f ran the office of
Pick-Me-Up.

2l The references to a schoolboy s peep show and

Pick-Me-Up (which as previously discussed was prosecuted in July 1894
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for indecency) were essentially acxusations of voyeurism. According to
these writers Beardsley was a peeping Tan who had the audacity to force
his 1e1 observations onto an unsuspecting public. But what was so
offensive about these figures on the Yellc Book s covers? UnhiJe his
Salom illustrations, there were no exposed or emphasized genitalia
and none of the characters were placed in the usual seductive peep shc
or Pick---Up supplerrent poses.22 Apparently, instead of
focusing on individual characteristics, the critics' anxiety seems to have
been caused by the figures problematic relationship to each other. On the
back, sexual flirtation was implied by the exhanged gazes of the two
central figures, while on the front the interest displayed by the person
on the right in the woman's shoulder suggests a similar objective.

Such flirtation also carried the rrore dangerous connotations of
praniscuity and prostitution. Throughout the nineteenth century
masquerades were condemned by iroral reforrrers on two basic grounds. The
first was that they provided a haunt for prostitutes who were able to ply
their trade largely unobserved in the bizarre surroundings; while the
second involved their corruptive influence on innocent young girls.
Stimulated by their love of finery, possibly the consunption of alcohol
and the apparent suspension of everyday social and sexual taboos, young
23
girls were considered particularly vulnerable to seduction. This
was a connection that had been visually represented by such earli.er
artists as Cruikshank in the third illustration of his series 'The
Drunkard's thildren' (1847) which portrayed an aban&ned young girl
with her pimp and clients in a dancing roan where a masquerade
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advertisement was noticeably dislayed on the wall. Similarly Abraham
SolaTon ' S Drned, DrcMned (1860) shcwed a drcMned prostitute's seducer
in fancy dress, having just care fran a masquerade. 24 (kie of the
irain differences between these earlier representations and Beardsley 's
cover design is the fact that he breaks with the tradition of presenting
the wanan as the victim of sexual irrtora1ity. Instead she is
conspicuously enjoying herself.

Further c1oithg the issue was the Critics' uncertainty over the
sexual identity of the right-hand figure. Philip Hairerton specifically
identified the person as a man gazing at the beauties of a waian

'5

shoulder, while the Spectator critic described the character as a tragic
uuse. 25 As discussed in the first section, even the vaguest
suggestion of lesbianism was extremely disconcerting. Iding insult to
injury, the last straw for many of these reviewers was the bizarre quality
of the costumes and setting. In fact, the Figaro critic's precise
reading of this last factor provides many interesting insights: 'The
cover, which is bright yellcM with black printing suggests a nightmare
after a Covent Garden ball and lobster salad. 26

Precisely what were these Covent Garden balls? Initiated in 1892 by
Augustus Harris, manager of the Royal Opera House, the bal is were designed
to utilize the qera use during the intervals between various scheduled
cperas and recitals 27 They were planned as profit-making ventures
that were widely advertised through posters, leaflets and the press. It
should be noted that these types of balls had long been popilar events in
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Victorian London. Earlier in the 40s and 50s, Julians Bal Masques held
in the Drury Lane Theatre had similarly attracted huge cras and
piblicity. 28 Essentially the Royal Opera House was transformed into a
ballroan by the addition of a tçorary dance floor, and lavish
decorations on various thnes. The price of admission depended upon
whether one took part in the costumed festivities on the ariphitheatre
floor (2/6) or else booked nore exclusive seats, ranging up to private
boxes frcxn which the ball could be observed in privacy (5-10
guineas) 29 The opera orchestra provided the music and an optional
buffet supper was available for 10/6.

During the early nineties these events were a veritable rage. No
expense was spared on the installation of decorations. The themes of 1894
included a recreation of the Vauxhall pleasure gardens, and the sunny
south' which was a representation of Monte Carlo. Special backdrop
paintings were carmissioned and huge supplies of flowers, foliage,
lanterns and coloured streamers heightened the effect. Trrendous
excitement was also generated by the awarding of prizes for the best
cost.xnes which were usually reported

in the

press often with photographs

or artist's drawings. The Sketch provides tw typical exarrples of this
coverage with Dudley Hardy's costume drawings of 1893 (fig. 134) and
photographs of the in prize-winners of 1894 (fig. 135).
Interestingly the latter included a photograph of Miss Rose taring as the
New Woman (fig. 136) wearing the familiar tailored suit with wide mutton
sleeves and a short skirt over a cuffed white shirt and bow tie. Her
outfit closely reserrbles that of Punch 's bicycling wanan fran 'A
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Valentyne (fig. 8) and the woman perchasing books on the cover of the
Yellow Book 's prospectus (fig. 39). In contemporary rragazine articles
reporting on the Covent Garden bal is references were made to other wanen
wearing costunes fran New WalEn 's novels (e.g. 'the Heavenly ¶1ins - from
Sarah Grand's novel of 1893 of the sane title). These were the fanciful
masquerading New Waren which the previously cited Vanity Fair writer had
clained were the only manifestations of an otherwise mythical phenorrenon.
(See section one fn. 83.) Significantly the vogue for such costurres at
these pthlic balls indicates that the notion of the New Woman had a
popular currency and was not simply debated in the confines of
upper-middle-class circles. However, whether lower-middle-class or
working-class irasqueraders were as interested in the issue remains open to
speculation. 3° In any case, participants evidently enjoyed such
photographic souvenirs of the event, judging fran Alfred Ellis'
photographic cabin in the auditorium which provided two portraits for ten
shillings (fig. 137). The expansicn of phot°graphic reproduction no doubt
assisted the prorrotion of the event.

The role of the participants varied widely depending their social
status and the type of admission çurchased. The very wealthy usually
arrived quite late (around 10 - 11 p.m.) and inconspicuously watched
proceedings fran their boxes. Mnbers of the middle classes who usually
arrived earlier emulated their betters from their cheaper seats

in the

stalls or dress circle. In addition to their spatial distance f ran the
event, onlookers usually distinguished therreelves fran participants by
wearing standard evening attire instead of fancy dress. Provided they
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were prcperly chaperoned, no social stigma sens to have been attached to
en watching the ball which was treated like any other form of 1st End
theatre.

However, a different set of criteria applied to the socially and
sexually inferior perfonrers who created the spectacle on the ground
floor. This was essentially a very mixed group where individuals were
constantly milling around and mingling. As Leonore Davidoff has observed,
Covent Garden balls were sorrething 'young rren fran good society might slip
off to "as a joke". 31 Of course this was a male joke since fnale
relatives were left behind pursuing nre respectable avenues of
recreation. Apparently the costurred festivities were especially popular
with City sorkers, the Sketch observing that large contingents of the
dancers originated fran the Stock Exchange and several of London ' S main
hospitals. 32 While man fran all walks of life could attend the ball
without damaging their reputation, as indicated, the situation for women
was less straightforward. Judging f ran the scanty available evidence, the
balls were very popular with certain sectors of rking rren (i.e. shop
assistants, clerks, dres -mak , particularly those in the theatrical
business. 33 It should be noted that entry fees were waived f or
rrerrbers of the orchestra and ballet, as well as for nurrerous theatrical
(primarily nusic-hall) celebrities who enlivened the event with their
appearance and inpersonations.34

Free admission was also extended to artists covering the ball, as
Dudley Hardy's sketch of masqueraders on a note to Neil Forsyth (Harris'
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assistant) requesting his carpliirentary tickets indicates (fig. 138). It
is significant that Hardy portrays himself as a spectator in formal dress,
fuithling for his missing tickets. The artist's discanfort is magnified by
the gaze of his masked and costumed canpanion. Although the identity of
the figure is well disguised by the domino, it can be assuired Hardy is
depicting himself in the anbarrassing position of not being able to
provide for the mn he is escorting. This çarticular male crisis was
frequently the focus of many middle-class cartoons of the period as
'Wicked Position' fran Ross's Stage Whispers denDnstrates (fig. 139).
Although Hardy shows himself being compromised, the framework which makes
the joke intelligible assumes men are superior spectators even when they
partake in the ground floor revelries. M1e participation is normally
confined to paying for and watching the display. In contrast, women have
to earn their admission by providing the entertainrrent - creating a
spectacle of themselves for male ccnsumption.
Hardy continued to attend the balls throughout the nineties,
contributing numerous drawings to various illustrated weeklies, including
the Sketch. In fact, his special reputation for masquerade subjects
arnaig his contanporaries sheds light on the St. James Gazette's review
of Beardsley's Yellow Book cover:
The outside cover suggests a ccznpanion volume of the
Sketch; if Mr. Aubrey Beardley is respaisible for it,
he was in a very Dudley-Hardyish nood when he designed
this fat-faced yellow masking fanale with a line arcxind
her head.(35)
Here again Beards ley 's design is firmly placed in the context of
illustrated journalism rather than high' art, a fact which, as previously
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noted in cxrinrction with his pictures of actresses, disaçpointed
reviewers who expected rrore from a five shilling publication. Equally
important was the fact that with few excepticns this graphic illustration
concentrated on English irasquerade scenes rather than on French imports.
The identifiably English subjects depicted by such artists as EXidley Hardy
were consistent with the widely reiterated opinion of journalists that
IQndon no longer played second fiddle to Parisian cultural trend-setting.
A Sketch writer was explicit:
A visit to the bals masques at Covent Garden Theatre
will show how many of us are gay when the fog, the County
Council, the Sabbaterians, and the inccine-tax will allow.
Save by an undesirable license, the opera balls of Paris
are no whit irore lively or amusing than ours, either to
those who go to look on, or those who are there to dance,
flirt, show their gay costumes and find an excuse for
being out o 'bed at the hour when wiseacres are stupidly
storing up health against the tine when they cannot enjoy
it.(36)
At this point it should be emphasized that the critics - English
location of Beardsley 's Yellow Book cover was not simply a case of
mistaken attribution or deliberate misinterpretation. Although Beardsley
was genuinely excited by French poster illustration, I think it can be
convincingly derronstrated that his masquerade subjects were actually drawn
fran English prototypes and his own Covent Garden connections. With
respect to the former, his cover design continued a tradition of
masquerade illustration which contrasted the spectators and spectacle. The
frontispiece to Chicard's The Bal Masque of 1848 (fig. 140) provides a
case in point: where the spectators wearing evening dress in the upper
register gaze at the masqueraders below in amuserrant. Or ran even goes
to the length of following the scene with binoculars. In contrast, those
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in the lcr register provide the entertainment. It is significant that
the costixnes of the two worren are much irore sophisticated than those of
the men - two of whan are not dressed up, and a third whose matador catf it
cons its of a minor variation on the basic evening coat without tails. The
accciipanying text reinforces the notion that it is wanan 's forms which are
on display.
Beardsley simply separated the two standard views further, placing
the revellers on the front cover and the onlookers on the back. Yet the
Beardsley design is one with a potentially subversive difference. The
spectators who clearly occupy the private boxes (see figs. 141-142 for
interior plans of the era bouse) are disturbingly shcri in fancy dress a person on the left wears a mask, and another in the centre appears in
the ruffled collar of pierrot. Furtherni3re, the possibly flirtatious
interaction of the two central characters which is suggested by the
snan s exposed

shoulders

and her sidelong glance tcMards pierrot disrupts

the notion of the onlookers being nore refined and better behaved than the
rrasqiraders. In fact, the latter have invaded the private boxes
obliterating the physical and social space normally separating the two
groups.
Beardsley 's particular connection with Covent Garden can be detected
in several canmissions preceeding the YellcM Book, including the
previously cited design for the tenth annual dinner of the Playgoer s
Club; a never realized plan to illustrate a book entitled Masques for
Pick-Ma-Up; and his frontispiece for a new Bodley Head edition of John
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Davidson's Plays published in March, 1894 (fig. l43). At this
point it is worth briefly digressing to examine the last work since it
sheds much light on the nore cntroversial magazine cover. 38 In the
frontispiece a number of Beards ley 's closest associates were shcn in
fancy dress surrounding the cpera house 's manager, Augustus Harris. Those
present included the artist 's naked sister, Mabel Bearsley; Oscar Wilde as
Bacchus; and possibly Henry Harland as a faun, Richard LeGallienne as a
masked pierrot and the ballet dancer )deline Genee.39

According to Beardsley 's cn cscription in a letter to his friend,
Robert Ross, the frontispiece illustated DavIdson's last play in the
volume, 'ScaraxilDuch in Naxos .•40 The play centred on the exploits of
an fliglish shownan, Scaranouch, who, acccmpanied by his assistants,
Harlequin and Columbine, went to the island of Naxos (a well established
haunt of the gods) to hire Bacchus to star in his new shcM. Throughout the
piece much of the hurrour revolved around the self-made Scaramouch with his
hard sales pitch, flashy advertising gimmicks, and obsession with noney.
cen the shcnan finally iret Bacchus, the god turned him into a circus
nonkey for presuming to hire a god as a publicity stunt.

Press reviews of Davidson s new edition of plays generally seen to
have been favourable, many critics detecting a Shakespearian influence.
Wnile one reviewer predicted that the author s copious Elizabethanisns'
would limit Davidson's appeal to a small circle, the majority seen to have
felt they raised the tone of the volune. 38 The Daily Chronicle
noted with scare relief that Davidson had conspicuously avoided the
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dangerous modern tendency of realism:
They [Davidson's plays] illustrate no "tendencies", and
they soar as far out of the reach of realism as it is
pcEsible to mount. They illustrate nothing but the
eternal verities of human love and laughter, not
altogether forgetting human tears; but their most
refreshing characteristic is their sheer delight in
poetry for its own sake.... Mr. Davidson has mastered one
of the first principles of all art: its independence,
indeed its defiance of tine and space. (39)
Not surprisingly, the sane writer criticized Beards ley

'5

illustration of 'Scarnouch':
Mr. Beardsley has contributed a frontispiece, apropos
of "Sararrouch in Naxos", in which one or t well-known
faces of the day are to be recognized - an error of taste
which is to be regretted. (40)
Beardsley 's error - the references to specific conteniporaries - was
precisely what Davidson had been praised for avoiding.

TO

make matters rse, the artist proceeded to drean himself

further by entering the critical fray. Writing to the editor of the
Daily Chronicle, Beardsley humorously defended his inclusion of
recognized characters:
Sir,

In your review of Mr. Davidson's plays, I find
myself cciwicted of an error of taste, for having
introduced portraits into my frontispiece to that book.
I cannot help feeling that your revier is unduly
severe. One of the gentlien who form part of nry
decoration is surely beautiful enough to stand the test
even of portraiture, the other owes ire half a
crown. (41)
In effect, he was simply underlining a joke that few of his middle-class
contanporaries

ould have missed - Wilde being the beautiful

gentleman and Harris owing Beardsley the price of a ticket refund.
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Basically Beardsley had directly quoted frcn the standard, iruch
caricatured features of Harris and Wilde, as an earlier cartoc by Spy of
Harris in Vanity Fair demonstrates (fig. 144).

Although Harris and Wilde would have been easily identified by the
gerral public, Beardsley 's other acxjuaintances pohably would have
rained anonymous providing an inside joke for friends. Nevertheless, as
far as the public was concerned, these other figures would have been
significant as recognizable rrsquerade types, especially the harlequin and
the ballet girl, which were very pcpular costulies during the early
nineties, and, as we shall see in a urinent, heavily loaded with sexual
connotations in the pcpular press. Reinforced by the presence of Wilde
and the obvious sexual syrrbols of a nude nan and satyr, the risque
associations of the rresquerade were doubtlessly magnified. It is scarcely
surprising that when confronted with the Yellow Book ' S cover cnly a few
weeks later, most critics drew indelible connections between Covent Garden
and moral corruption.

IV Flirtatious Fblly or Serious Socior-Sexual Transgressicx?

It is irrportant to distinguish between coquetry which was
permissible and even 'good fun if kept within acceptable limits and the
intolerable kinds of 'corruption - with which Beardsley becane pcpularly
associated. Widespread examples of the forner appeared throughout the
illustrated press.

pica1ly concentrating on light episodes of
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heterosexual flirtation, 'At the Fancy Ball' and 'Folly at the Fancy
Ball - from the Sketch depict the usual type of encounters between an
amorous clown and a beautiful young ballet girl (figs. 145-146). In these
instances, the sexual liasons renain relatively innocent in two vital
respects. First of all, no blatantly irrproper behaviour is taking place,
and second, the couple is of roughly the same age and social background
(i.e. they are host likely young, high-spirited, City workers). This
reading is suggested by the fact that the man is costumed which was irore
often true of men at the lower end of the social spectrum in contrast to
the top hats and formal wear of the other males in 'Folly at the Fancy
Ball' (fig. 146). 'lb a large extent the costume legitimzes his advances
towards the alluring ballet girl. He is a social equal flirting, rather
than a superior (in age or rank) seducing. The distinction is crucial
because ballerinas were frequently cast as syrrbols of working women
vulnerability in numerous cartoons depicting the smooth stage-door johnny
rranip.ilating her naivety. 'Are you sure you love me?' (fig. 147) from
Pick-Me-Up provides a classic case in point.

However, all clowns and dancers were not necessarily charmingly
innocent, as 'Clippings from Pierrot's Diary' (fig. 148) and Dudley
Hardy's Worren's Rights' (fig. 149) dnonstrate. In both cases, more
cynical views of pierrot 's intentions and the ballerina's charms were
presented. The latter is particularly interesting since it also mounts an
attack on the cont&içorary waten 's sufferage movement with its many
debates on wanen's rights. The title of the cartoon atttpts to subvert a
feminist notion of waren 's rights by advocating that wanen 's real power
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lies not in organized female activity, but rather in the individual s
potential for captivating iren by her beauty. Hardy's traditional
representation of the ftiie fatale p.illing the strings of the male pippet
acquires a new relevance not only from the title, but also through the use
of modern illustrative ccriventions which repeatedly caricatured the New
Woman dwarfing puny irannikins (e - g. figs. 12, 49, and 87). The cartoon
parodies the demands of New Women by 'exposing - one behaving in the
eternally feminine fashion. This construction of a transcendent femininity
undermines any notions of progressive change - the ssoman may look modern
but her old-fashioned behaviour is designed to reassure male viewers that
this is rrerely an illusicn.

Hardy not only attacks female activists, he also mocks their male
deferiers by portraying them as utterly helpless puppets, manipulated to
rk against their n interests. Like the New Woman who betrayed
middle-class ideals of femininity, the male supporter of orren's rights
was viewed as a deviant traitor to both his class and sex. During the
189 Os when both pro- and anti- suffragists ccz-icentrated their forces ai
lol±ying an exclusively male parliament, the pro-feminist male was a
particular scurce of anxiety. He was seen as the figure that ould open
the floodgates of sexual change. The anti-feminist, Lynn Linton, railed
against these unnatural men claiming the worst types were effeminate
advocates of the New t4Drality:
&it the miserable little manniJcin who creeps to
obecurity; overshadowed by his wife's glory, is as
pitiful in history as contemptible in fact. 'The husband
of his wife' is no title to honour; and the best and
dearest of our famous nen take care that this should
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not be said of them and theirs. The wild wanen, on the
contrary, burke their husbands altogether; and even when
they are not widows act as if they re. . . (She goes on to
condi] those effaninated rshippers who wrap
themaelves round in the trailing skirts of the idol and
shout for her rights, because they are not virile enough
to respect their own. (45)
Although the miserable little mannikin of Hardy 's cartoon does not appear
to refer to a specific individual, the inplicaticns of the male puppet in
connection with the title 'Waren 's Rights! - probably suld not have
escaped many Sketch readers.46

In spite of Hardy's intention to irock the issue of feminin, the
ret result remains a disturbing conflation of male anxieties which are not
convincingly resolved. Although the concept of the new wcrnan and her
rights are satirized, the ballerina remains disconcertingly powerful and
larger than life. She cannot be reduced to a siirple passive object of male
sexual pleasure. Further concern nay have been gererated by the male
pippet which was presented in the guise of the sterectypical stage-door
johnny in evening attire, top-hat, monocle and buttc*-ihole flower (Canpare
with figs. 25 and 84.) The emasculation of this classically macho type
rks against Hardy's assertion of an eternally subordinate femininity.

The idea that Hardy s image was probltatic is confirired by a
curious cartoon of it entitled Fin-De-Siecle Art' (fig. 150) which
conspicucxisly parodied Beardsley 's style, rather than that of Hardy.
Significantly the cartoon appeared

in

a May 1894 edition of Pick-Me-Up

during the height of the publicity surrounding Beardsley ' S

first Yellow

Book designs. Although the ballerina and inennikin were unmistakably
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drawn fran Hardy, most of the other elenents were directly taken fran
Beards ley 's original drawing for Wilde ' S Salan, J 'ai Baise Ta Bouche
Ioakanaan' (fig. 71) which was published in the first volume of Studio
in 1893.

The purpose of the Pick-Me-Up cartoon has noticeably shifted:
instead of mocking wanen 's , mcxern art cones under fire. The usual
charges against its obscurity and lack of aesthetic merit are emphasized
by the subtitle 'The Latest Puzzle. Find out what it s all about, what it
means, and where the art cares in.' Most important for our p..rposes is
the fact that the waiian is transforn into a monstrous witch with unruly
spikes of hair that match her bizarre surroundings. Instead of being
fascinated by the orran, the male mannikin turns his back ai her while an
aninous black cat stares at her in terror. Wten executed in Beards ley 'S
style, Hardy's ballerina is changed into Sa1aT, izrrible fame fatale
and murderess. Instead of putting waren in their place, the seccrid
cartoon singles out and conds Beardsley for presenting such misplaced
nen as art.

The basic problem with Beards ley 's masquerade encounters was that
they seldan could be interpreted innocently. A rare exception was his
frontispiece design for the third volume of the Yellow Book (fig. 151)
which featured a nari dancing with a masked harlequin. Despite the
slightly furtive glance of the clown, nothing improper takes place.
Perhaps for this reason, the picture was universally ignored by press
reviewers who had care to expect more shocking fare. More typical, was
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Beards ley s ii lustation for 'It)-Day 's reu1ar theatrical coltinn entitled,
'Stage-Land' (fig. 152) which was used during 1pril and May. Indeed,
reviewers of the first Ye11ci Book may have been familiar with this
particular example of Beardsley's masqierade motifs. Again the
masqueraders were clearly located on the ground floor of the opera house
with the private boxes in the background. The act of the grotesque,
masked pierrot fingering the breast of a heavily made-up and overdressed
aging xnan could have only carried connotations of the irost debased
debauchery.

In fact, the striking canpositional similarities between the two
pictures indicate that the first YellcM Book cover may have been a later
nodificaton of the To-Day design. Particularly noteworthy is the
reserrblance of the wanen 's facial features, hair-styles, and posing of the
masked figure leaning over her shoulder. Significantly as the masthead of
a theatrical column, 'lb-Day's design appeared in a much analler format
(aproximately 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches) caipared with the cover of the Yellc
Book (aproximately 8 1/4 x 6 1/4 inches). Its iialler size, less
conspicuals location and publication in an 'advanced' socialist magazine
probably enabled Beards ley to get away with a much more risqu design than
was possible on the front of the Yel1c Book. Although critics did not
specifically nention the 'lb-Day design in their reviews of the YellcM
Book cover, a reference to To-Day appeared

in

Punch 's parody of the

Avenue poster (fig. 89). There the Punch writer noted that the poster
design was 'not so daring as To-Day 's!' Certainly if reviewers had been
aware of Beardsley's To-Day design, it would have magnified the sinister
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connotations of the Ye11CM Book cover.

But ultimately hc does one assess the impact of such images of
'abnormal - sexuality in 1894? Certainly the disquieting misogynist
connotations of the picture cannot be ignored. Like the ugly Mary Queen
of Scots in 'Whod Have Thought It?' (fig. 130), the wanan is indulging in
what would have been regarded as inappropriate behaviour for someone of
her age. Her overcharged sexuality apparently accounts for the type of
freak she attracts - the implication being that 'normal' men would have
nothing to do with such a creature. Her eighteenth century appearance
including a praninent facial rrole and a large plumed hat amplifies the
connotations of a deviant loose liorality. HcMever, it would be unduly
simplistic to assume this was a straight forward instance of Beardsley
confirming the prevailing sexual nores. The image of a wcznan, especially
an older one, evidently enjoying such attention challenged the dcxninant
notion of women's passive, primarily maternally oriented desires.
Furtherrrore, by iraking such abnormal behaviour visible in the conventional
forum of pcpular magazine illustration during an era of literary
prosecution Beardsley was clearly defying the status-quo. Hcver, this
statnant, like so many of Beardsley's images of waien, ses perplexingly
ambivalent. Essentially Beardsley was publicizing a narginalized position
without forcing his viewers to question the criteria of that marginality.
Hence although images of deviancy became visible, they contind to
function as the exceptions that prove the rule.

Within a short space of tima, Beardsley seens to have secured a
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reputation as an artist of risque masked revelries. J. Hearn (Weirdsley
Daubery) was quick to exploit this well known aspect of Beardsley's work
in a poster design for an Oxford

oduction of 'Pygmalion' in June 1894

(fig. 153) Parodying Beards ley 's style Hearn amalgamated a number
of rrotifs fran the first Yellow Book (e.g. the candle fran the front
cover [fig. 132], and the pierrot fran either the bookplate of John
D..urden [fig. 154] or the 'Stage-Land' fran 'Bo-Day [fig.152] ). The
carposite figure of the nan is particularly noteworthy - her head and
shoulders resembling the masquerader of the back cover (fig. 133) and her
dress being derived from the prostitute in 'L 'Education Sentimentale (fig. 23). Here too the iriplications of sexual license were unavoidable.

As if suggestions of seduction, praniscuity, and prostitution were
not dangerous enough, sate of Beardsley ' S

Yellow Book images went even

further, openly transgressing sexual norms. Of course, the nst striking
example of this was his series of three drawings entitled 'The Comedy
Ballet of Marionettes as performed by the troupe of the
Theatre-Impossible' (figs. 30-32) in the second issue of the magazine.
iile the implications of the waren's lesbian relationship has been
examined earlier in the first section, it is worth noting that there are
grounds for believing their activities involved some form of masquerade as
the symbolic unmasking of the heroine in the final picture
implies. 48

The horrified outrage which greeted these illustrations

possibly further tainted the critics' view of Beardsley 's masquerade
pictures, endowing even the fairly innocuous with sinister urxlercurrents.
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Finally it is striking how Beardsley 's critics seen to have
concentrated on his irasqueraders as particular sources of sexual concern.
Punch's cartoon (fig. 155) of Beardsley ' S frontispiece of Juvenal (fig.
156) fran the fourth Yel 1cM Book added a group of four revellers (one
of whan is masked) to a cart that is pulled by a transvestite Beardsley.
Again these nasqueraders are disturbingly located within a private box.
Their hidecusly coarse features, thick lips and plunging necklines
instantly signalled irrmrality. The male with a flower in his hair
evidently shared Beardsley 's passion for plurres, bows, pinafores and
frilly knickers. thile transvestism was frequently a cnponent of fancy
dress, it required spacial caution if the undesirable associations of
honDsexuality were to be avoided. 49 The fact that it could be handled
without giving offence was dnciistrated by the enorirous success of
tharley 's Aunt, a farce written by Brandon Thomas for the canedian W. S.
Penly to play in drag. The piece was perforned continuously at the Globe
Theatre f ran the end of 1892 until 1896.50 In fact, Walter Sickert
contrthuted a sketch of Penly as Charley 's Aunt to the third volurre of the
Yellow Book (fig. 157) which was generally considered a clever
rendition of a scxrewhat hackneyed subject. 51 The crucial factor
in such acceptable fonr of transvestism (particularly in the case of
males

in fale

attire) was the elerrent of hurrour or farce. Otherwise why

uld man adopt the dress of sexual inferiors? Curiously, in the l890s
(and also in the 1 980s), less stigma was attached to females donning male
fashions. Perhaps because they were appropriating clothing with a higher
syrrbolic status, their actions were nore readily explicable.
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The problem with Beards ley was the fact that neither he nor his
illustrations were very funny. Instead of providing canic relief, the
ambiguous sexuality of many figures in his pictures ccnfused and revolted
the bulk of his viewers. As seen in the first section, the issue was
aggravated by Beardsley 's 'deviant - p.thlic persona which was the train
subject of Punch's attack on his Juvenal frontispiece.52

In spite of their expressions of confusion and revulsion, many of
Beards ley 's contemporaries were undoubtedly intrigued by the opportunity
of viewing a titillating range of taboos. Altlough the peep shc aspect
of the first cover was loudly condeimed, the volurre sold nore copies than
any subsequent issue of the magazine. Ironically, the very feelings of
disgust that Bearcisley 's images aroused trust have confirmad the noral
righteousness of many middle-class viewers. After all, it is only by
being able to identify deviance that norms can be constructed and
maintained.

Although theoretically the masquerade's appeal was based on the
concept of transcending everyday social and sexual restrictions, in
practice, the old distinctions nerely acquired new forms. Of course this
is not to deny the fact that the participants perceived the change as
exciting and liberating. Yet, as discussed earlier, behaviour was
carefully monitored either through exclusivity at private functions, or
different levels of admission and behavioural expectation at pblic
affairs. In the l890s, such social and sexual distinctions were crucial
- the upper and middle classes watching the working classes perform,
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with the onus of that perfcrirance falling nost heavily on &ubly
cçpressed iren who had to justify the privil3ge of mingling with their
superiors by providing an alluring and glarrorous spectacle.
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Exiiogue

In many respects, like the masquerades discussed in the last
section, the advancecl - contrthutiais to the Yel

1CM Book

presented the

spectacle of social outsiders - performing for middle class entertainnent.
The inhabitants of the East End and emancipated heroines of New Wanen
writers along with Beardsley s pictures of actresses, prostitutes, and
other sexually deviant wanen evidently fascinated a suburban public. Both
the novelty of the magazine's content and its relatively inexpensive
format must have initially appealed to its uardly mobile,
fashion-conscious consumers. The fact that the first volurre ran to a
third printing shows how well the publisher and editors had gauged their
market. However, selling novelties and the latest trends was a high risk
business. The huge profits which could be made at the outset soon
evaporated as the caruiodity was superseded by newar, more fashionable
itans. In spite of the piblisher s efforts to pronøte the Yellow Book
as a durable collector 's item, there ware signs that by the third issue
interest in the venture was waning. Sales declined, reviews ware shorter
and scarcer, and establishment critics triumphantly pointed out the
accuracy of their predictions that the magazine uld wither away once its
shock value was exhausted. 1 The Spectator analyzed the situation:
When a peblicaticn of this kind reaches its third number
and can no longer be looked on as a novelty or a "sport"
of the literary "genus", it is time to ask seriously what
place it takes among oontorary literature, and of what
value it is an exponent of art. [The writer want on to
conclude].. .we imagine it [the Yellow Book] can only be
placed anig the ephnera1 magazines and periaicals of
the day. (2)
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All of these indications run counter to Lane's widely accepted
claim that it was the trials of Oscar Wilde that killed the Yellow
Book. 3 Instead one could argue that it provided Lane with an
i.mi1iate incentive for changing the forrrat of a magazine with falling
sales. Here I am referring to Lane 's well-known dismissal of Beardsley as
the magazine's art editor and his last-minute reiroval of all Beardsley '5
designs from the fifth voluma which was published in April 1895. However,
this is not to deny that the magazine 's circulation cxntinued to decline
after Beardsley 's departure or that the trials of Oscar Wilde had serious
cultural and sexual repercussions.

On the contrary, the ensuing wave of noral panic surrounding the
trials and impriscnnent of Wilde played havoc with the rrarket for work by
identifiably decadent and New Wanen writers. Publishers like Lane hastily
toned down their risqu profile. To sane extent this was forced on Lane
by the objections of irore conservative authors 1 ike Mrs. Hurrphrey rd who
led the protests against Beardsley, but it also made good business sense.
Elkin Mathews also felt obliged to issue an announcenEnt to the
Westminster Gazette disavowing all knowledge of Shelley, one of Wilde 's
hczrosexual partners, who claind to have been introduced to the author
through one of the publishers of the Bodley Head.4

In an atmosphere of press-manipulated hysteria, the homosexual
labelling of Wilde quickly infected virtually all aspects and
practitioners of the New Art. Although these connections were rot made
during the course of the trials, a spate of articles açpeared naking
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these links and corx1nning those who claimed to practice 'Art for Art 's
sake'. 5 In one of the nDst vitriolic entitled "New" Art at the Old
Bailey' in the $peaker, the writer claimed:
For many years past Mr. Wilde has been the real leader in
this country of the "new school" in literature - the
revolutionary and anarchist school which has forced
itself into such prominence in every danain of art. The
new criticism, the new fiction, the new poetry,even the
new wanan, are all, rrore or less, the creatures of Oscar
Wilde's fancy. (6)
Rirther on in the article the writer singled out the 'problem play'
dealing with adultery, and the sexual navels of female writers as
especially pernicious. Similarly she/he made a thinly veiled attack on the
Yellow Book describing it as:
The review of the "new school", in which artist and
writer canbirie to inflict nastiness upon us in every
page, and wherein the ordinary reader is never quite
certain that the language which to him seems merely dull
and vulgar may not convey ideas of indescribable horror
to the initiated,... (7)
In April 1895 the formerly saleable aspect of Beardsley's rxiblic
persona became an instant liability. With a carplete lack of alternatives,
he started working on very limited circulation projects for the
quasi-porricraphic p.thl isher Lnard ithers. As far as the general
public was concerned, Beards ley largely vanished fran view. The next
sustained wave of Beardsley publicity followed his death in 1899. One
obituary fran that year published in the Cxrtlook discussed his
short-lived notoriety:
The public, we fancy, never follcMed Bearc3sley iaich
further than this middle period, when his posters were on
every hoarding and his Yellow Book drawings the subject
of all manner of strangely directed attention. Puncth
caricatured him, the weeklies devoted irore or less
intelligent articles to him. He was notorious. .. .Public
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interest in his drawings srr to have ceased shortly
after his withdrawal from the art editorship of Mr. John
Lane's venture. (8)
-iile Beardsley's loss of eiiploynent is one of the best kncMn
cases, it should be pointed out that New Warren writers also suffered from
the changing climate of opinion. HcMever, in rrost cases, it is hard to
assess how much this was a question of a fad being played out arx1 how rmith
it was a direct response to Wilde 's trials. Florence Farr, for instance,
was unable to interest any p.iblishers in her manuscript, originally
entitled 'The New Wxnan - which Richard La Gal lienne (Lane 's chief reader)
felt was too fresh in people's menories and in any case too
hackneyed. 9 Evidently New Women writers started experiencing the
sane difficulties the suffragists had encountered when trying to maintain
public interest over an extended period of time. The position of New
Warren, however, was rruich more awkward since they re no longer able to
walk the tight-rope of piquing public interest without invoking crippling
noral sanctions.

Unlike 'respectable' suffragists who continued to

rking behind the scenes lobbying and petitioning, the main activity of
New Warren writers and actresses had been publicizing their point of view.
Essentially, they too disappeared fran the public stage around the sama
tirre that Beardsley dropped into obscurity.
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